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la Drang Brings Out
Best in New Generation
American Heroes
(Editor 1! Note: AP cor-
respondent Peter Amett
has been j a r  a week with
the Americana f ighting -in
the lo Drang Valley.)
By PETER ARNETT
PLEIKU, South Viet Nam,
(AP) — It was not the elation of
victory that stirred the Ameri-
can cavalrymen in tbe la Drang
Valley when the fighting subsid-
ed. It was elation at being alive.
Tbe battle at la Drang ia
bringing out the best in a new
generation of Americans.
There was the lieutenant who
wiped out a machine-gun post
with grenades, rifle and bayonet
even though he had been shot
through the mouth.
There was the company com-
mander who led his, men for five
hours after he had taken two
serious wounds himself.
There WM the medic, caught
in no-man's land, who radioed
his platoon leader he would stay
and ¦ treat five wounded men
around him. He was found the
next morning, dead beside his
dying patients.
The, fighting brought out oth-
er qualities in some.
(tee soldier shot e v e r y
wounded enemy soldier who
moved as his decimated unit
policed up a battlefield. He bad
heard that two days earlier
three American prisoners had
been found bound hand and foot
and shot through the head.
He said he was exacting re-
venge.
There was another reason to
shoot the enemy wounded lying
scattered among the trees. One
blew himself up With a grenade
as a squad approached him,
nearly taking them with him.
Another tried to pull a pin
from _ grenade es a medic was
taking his pulse, but he lacked
the strength to remove it and
fell back in a faint. He was shot.
By week's end, after four ma-
jor actions that brought Ameri-
can bloodletting to a degree
never before seen in the Viet
Nam war, the consensus was
that the green young men of the
1st Cavalry (Airmobile) Divi-
sion had fought as well as —
and possibly better than —
their older brothers in Korea
and their fathers in World Warn.
The young cavalrymen were
faced with agonizing decisions.
One company was split down
the middle by withering Com-
munist fire. As the survivors
crawled away to regroup, they
had to leave some wounded be-
hind. During the night, enemy
troops came near the regrouped
troops, and the decision was
made to bring in close artillery
fire.
The shells crashed among the
enemy and the wounded Ameri-
cans, killing at random.
Statistically, la Drang has
been a victory for the U.S.
forces. But the troops at Ia
Drang use the word victory
carefully. Fighting on jungle
battlefields, defending bitterly
for several days and then aban-
doning them, they are deprived
of the satisfactions of occupa-
tion.
"I'll say we've won not when
I see a thousand dead enemy
bodies on the battlefield." one
your-j soldier said. "I'll believe
in victory here when they stop
shooting at us."
2nd Anniversary
Of JFK Slaying
WASHINGTON (AP) — In
the drizzle-damp chill of a gray
day of remembrance, a bouquet
of small white lilies was placed
today at the base of the eternal
flame that flickers over the
grave of Julm F. Kennedy.
The token from Jacqueline
Kennedy, young widow of the
slain President, was delivered
by her mother, Mrs. Hugh D.
Auchincloss, to the burial site on
a hillside in Arlington National
Cemetery.
Meantime other Americans
across the land observed the
second anniversary of the young
President's slaying in ways of
their own.
No formal s e r v i c e  was
planned at the graveside but
the inclement weather was no
bar to the individual visitors,
thousands of whom walked up
the long pathway Sunday.
Other members of the Kenne-
dy family were expected during
the day.
Mrs. Auchincloss came at
7:50 a.m., before the cemetery
gates were opened to the public.
She knelt for a few moments
and placed sprigs of lilies also
at the headstone for the two in-
fant Kennedy children buried on
each side of their father.
President Johnson directed
Atty. Gen. Nicholas Katzenbach
to lay a presidential wreath on
the grave. Johnson was with
Kennedy in Dallas when the
young chief executive was
gunned down by an assassin's
bullets.
On the eve of the anniversary,
thousands walked up the long
pathway to the grave.
A group from El Paso, Tex.,
brought a wreath.
Machinists at
Cape Kennedy
Call Off Strike
WASHINGTON(AP) - Strik-
ing McDonnell Aircraft Corp.
machinists agreed today to go
back to work at Cape Kennedy
so as not to delay a Dec. 4 space
shot, federal officials said.
The agreement, however, does
not affect the strike of some
17,000 machinists against the
company at St. Louis, Mo, The
company is the prime contrac-
tor for Gemini space activities
at Cape Kennedy and producer
of Phantom jet fighters used in
Viet Nam.
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A LIGHT ON AN ANNIVERSARY . . .  An
eternal flame glows on the grave site of
John F. Kennedy in nearby Arlington Na-
tional Cemetery. Pine boughs and caps of
m————m i l l  i 
servicemen ring the flame. This is the sec-
ond anniversary of the assassination of the
former President. (AP Photofax)
Kenyon Buries
Viet War Vet
KENYON, Minn. (AP) - A
three-volley rifle salute echoed
across the Southeastern Minne-
sota countryside, and another
casualty of the war in Viet Nam
was laid to rest.
The victim was 23-year-old 2d
Lt. David TJgland, a promising
West Point graduate who died
Nov. 8 in a Communist ambush
in Zone D fighting.
Taps were sounded and the
coffin was draped with an
American flag as the Rev. May-
nard Iverson of Bethlehem Lu-
theran Church, Minneapolis,
conducted services.
They were held amid friends
and relatives Friday at Holden
Church Cemetery, an evergreen-
sheltered churchyard Ugland
knew as a boy.
Ugland always was a scrap-
per, in the professional and in-
tellectual sense.
Appointed to the Military
Academy by former Congress-
man Walter Judd, Ugland, of
Minneapolis, had such a fine
record he could have chosen to
do engineering work instead of
fighting.
After graduating in 1964, he
went through the stiff Ranger
training class required of all
graduates and was stationed at
Okinawa.
He and Us 45 men were sent
to Viet Nam in May, but Ugland
became ill in June and had to
spend many weeks in a hospital
in Japan. He seemed to live for
the day he cotild return to his
men, his mother said.
"There's no place I'd rather
be," he wrote to his family
when he returned to duty.
His first major fighting after
that was in the Zone D, about
which he had written ominous-
ly: "There are rumors that our
next operation may be one of
these once-in-a-lifetime deals."
It was his last fight.
Upland won scholastic honors
at Washburn High School in
Minneapolis. Both in the ninth
grade and as a high school sen-
ior he won prizes in world af-
fairs contests. The first time, he
got a set of encyclopedia , and
the second time, a trip to Wash-
ington, D.C.
When on the trip to Washing-
ton, he met President Eisen-
hower and Judd, and the latter
recognized him as academy ma-
terial.
For placing first in a chemis-
try class of 500, the American
Legion awarded him a portable
stereo.
There are two younger sons
of Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Ug-
land , Richard , 17, and Steven, 9,
both keen admirers of their big
brother. "This guy is just like
Dave," Ugland says of young
Steve.
Romania New
Go-Between
In Viet Talks
VIENNA, Austria, (AP ) -
Romania's Communist leaders
are acting as go-betweens for
another Viet Nam peace effort,
Austrian diplomats say.
The Austrian sources said
Romanian efforts to achieve
peace talks began last June aft-
er North Viet Nam put out
peace feelers through Bucha-
rest.
The diplomats said Romanian
Premier Ion Gheorghe Maurer
reported the moves to Austrian
officials during an official visit
to Vienna last week.
The diplomats said Maurer
gave this account:
After the overtures from Ha-
noi, Romanian officials ap
proached U.S. Ambassador Wil-
liam Crawford in Bucharest
The results of these contact*
formed a basis for follow-up
talks between Romanian For-
eign Minister Cornelius Manes-
cu and Secretary of State Dean
Rusk at the United Nations in
New York last month.
The outcome of these talks
was not indicated.
Maurer told Austrian officials
Romania is ready to mediate
between the United States and
North Viet Nam "whenever
there is a chance of bringing tho
war to an end."
Rolvaag Hints af
Special Session
On Redisricting
ST. PAUL (AP) - Gov. Karl
Rolvaag said today a special
legislative session to deal with
reapportionment "could possi-
bly be necessary" prior to tho
196(5 elections,
Tho governor , In an interview ,
said it would bo "iffy " to spec-
ulate on whether such a special
session also might enact new
state excise taxes to pick up
those being dropped on tho fed-
eral level.
As to a special session now to
deal with tax matters, ho re-
peated weekend statements that
this idea is "foolish."
Garner Gets
New Hat for
97th Birthday
"YOU LOOK FBOS, DAD" . . . Tully
Garner, right, only son of former vice presi-
dent John Nance Garner, greets his father
as he stopped by for a chat, on the eve of
Garner's 97th birthday. The two chatted
while seated outside beneath the huge oak
trees that surround Gamer's modest frame
cottage in Uvalde, Texas. (AP Photofax)
UVALDE, Tex. (AP) -
Former Vice President John
Nance Garner celebrated his
97th birthday today with a
brand new bat and a wish to be
100. .
National and state officials
gathered in this small South
Texas town to honor the only
man who ever served succes-
sively as speaker of the U.S.
House and presiding officer of
the U.S. Senate. Others sent
birthday wishes by mall and
wire.
Garner made his birthday
wishes known late Sunday in an
emotional visit with his son,
Tully Garner, 67, prominent
Uvalde businessman.
"Son, I believe you want me
to reach 100 as much as I do,"
said the elder Garner.
"I want it even more, dad,"
Tulley said.
The former vice president's
birthday presents began arriv-
ing as he talked to his son and a
few visitors beneath the giant
oak trees encircling the modest
white house where Garner now
lives.
Tully brought a new light tan
hat and a billfold. The Uvalde
mayor sent a tie. Another old
friend brought a pair of warm
socks.
Garner had to be reminded to
go Inside when dusk began to
fall.
"These oak trees and me are
partners," the bushy-browed
Garner told visitors. "I have
been sitting under this one old
tree seems like maybe 70 years,
and I bet it will last another 70
if I can last that long. That's all
I've got to do, now, is sit here
under these old trees."
He reached out a hand and
strained his weakening eyes to
see each newcomer.
"You arc as welcome here as
these old oak trees " he said.
Cactus Jack , as he was known
during much of his 46 years as a
public official , bowed out of pol-
itics in 1940 when he caught a
train to Texas and never re-
turned to Washington .
Need Christmas
Help? Use a
Classified Ad
TWENTY-TWO PAGES
Ships and Planes Help Repulse Reds
300 of 1 -500
Attacking Viet
Cong Killed
SAIGON, Viet Nam (AP) _
South Vietnamese forces beat
back two heavy Communist as-
saults on tlie central coast today
with help from bombarding U.S.
Navy ships off shore and air
strikes later. U.S. and South
Vietnamese officers said at
least 300 of about 1,500 attack-
ers were killed.
The attack broke before dawn
and the U.S. advisers called for
the bombardment from two 7th
Fleet destroyers lying offshore.
The Navy shells kept the at-
tackers down until the weather
cleared later in the day. Then
U.S. and South Vietnamese
planes and U.S. Marine helicop-
ters attacked with napalm
bombs and rockets.
Two U.S. Army advisers were
killed in the heaviest assault,
by 1,500 Viet Cong on a battal-
ion of 500 rangers near Thach
Try, in Quang Ngai Province
320 miles northeast of Saigon.
"I sot the ones that shot
them, said Staff Sgt. Henry
McNeal of Pittsburgh, Pa., who
with a fourth American adviser
was not hurt.
The Americans were killed at
an outpost on a hill about half a
mile west of the government
fort. A battalion of U.S. Ma-
rines was lifted by helicopter
onto the hill to reinforce the
Vietnamese rangers.
Viet Cong bodies were strewn
Inside the fort, in the rice pad-
dies in front of it and on tha
outpost hill.
Attack planes silenced six
81mm Viet Cong mortars that
were firing on the hill.
U.S. and South Vietnamese of-
ficers on the scene said at least
200 Viet Cong were killed. Asso-
ciated P r e s s  correspondent
George Esper said he counted
more than 100 bodies.
Officials said government
casualties were light, but Esper
said their casualties appeared
to be moderate. Many of the
rangers were killed inside tha
fort in close-in fighting.
The Viet Cong assaulted the
iort she times during an eight-
hour period. They were beaten
off by small arms, automatic
weapons and hand grenades.
Many of the Viet Cong were
wearing brown khaki shirts and
short black pants. A commem-
oration button reading "Dien
Bier Phu Battalion" was found
on one of the bodies. This bat-
talion fought in the decisive bat-
tle at Dien Bien Phu in 1954
where the Viet Minh defeated
the French.
Government troops also cap-
tured nearly 100 enemy weap-
ons, many of them late-model
types including recoilless rifles,
light machine guns and Chi-
nese-type assault rifles .
About 1,000 Viet Cong hit a
Vietnamese regimental and ar-
tillery command post 40 miles
northwest of Saigon. A few of
the attackers penetrated the
post's defense perimeter but
were thrown back. The Viet-
namese claimed they killed 109
of the attackers.
There was no report of gov-
ernment casualties in the ac-
tion.
U.S. troops suffered light cas-
ualties and U.S. Army helicop-
ters, refueling trucks and build-
ings were damaged by a 15-
minute mortar barrage on the
Soc Trang airfield 95 miles
southwest of Saigon, a U.S.
spokesman said.
The spokesman refused to
disclose the extent of damage
under a new restriction on press
coverage of the war.
There were no reports of new
fighting between troops of the
U.S. 1st Cavalry (Airmobile)
Division nnd North Vietnamese
soldiers in the Ia Drang Valley
220 miles north of Saigon.
Fighting in the valley Sunday
was termed light to moderate,
and the spokesman said tha
Americans suffe red light casu-
alties. Four North Vietnamese
wore reported killed .
This action took place near
the site of a battle Saturday
night in which a Vietnamese
paratroop task force said it
killed lfiO North Vietnamese and
suffered light casualties. There
was no confirmation of the
casualty claim.
Tho 100 Communists reported
killed would raise to 1,952 the
number of enemy dead during
fighting in tho central highlands
near tho Cambodian border
since an attack on a Special
Forces camp at Plel Me last
l month.
13 Slain Over Weekend
In 3 Deer Hunting States
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Thirteen persons were shot to
death as an estimated one mil-
lion deer hunters t r o o p ed
through the woods of Michigan,
Minnesota and Wisconsin during
the weekend.
At least 12 other hunters died
of heart attacks. With the sea-
son just entering peak periods
~i_ Michigan and Wisconsin, the
count of hunting deaths from
all causes already totaled 54 in
the three states for the last 10
days.
A 16-year-old boy was fatally
wounded by a bullet from his
father's gun in Wisconsin Sun-
day. A Minnesota man was kill-
ed by his brother Saturday.
Michigan reported six shoot-
ing deaths Saturday and two
more Sunday, even though most
of the victims were clad in the
red hunting garb recommended
by safety spokesmen. Among
the victims was a former police
chief at Zealand, Mich., Elmer
T. Boss, 47.
29th Fatality of
State Season Noted
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Minnesota's 29th fatality of
of the season was reported as
deer hunting closed in the
northern part of the state Sun-
day.
The toll included 13 shot to
death; six asphyxiated; and 10
dead of natural causes, all ap-
parently heart attacks.
The latest victims:
Martin Jensen, 61, rural Flood-
wood, shot to death accidental-
ly Sunday about two miles
south of Floodwood. Dr. Cyril
M. Smith, St. Louis County cor-
oner, said Jensen was shot by
a member of his hunting party,
Earl Nelson, 35, a Duluth
schoolteacher.
Kenneth E. Dreyling, 28, St.
Paul, shot to death accidentally
by his brother Richard, 24, near
Brimson, northwest of Two
Harbors, according to St. Louis
County authorities.
Fred Hooker, 61, Lake Alice,
whose body was found near his
farm at that Hubbard County
community Friday night by a
search party of 75 persons. He
apparently died of a heart at-
tach.
Meanwhile, Gordon Olson, 27,
Osseo, remained in critical con-
dition at a Virginia, Minn., hos-
pital Sunday a day after he was
wounded in the left side and
arm about 15 miles southeast of
Littlefork.
Olson's partner, Robert Berg,
Robbinsdale, told the Koochich-
ing County sheriff's office he
had asked two other hunters
immediately after the shooting
to get help, but they never did.
Officers issued an alert for the
two for questioning in connec-
tion with the shooting, which
Berg did not witness.
The season ranged from one
day in parts of southern Minne-
sota to nine days in parts of
the north, with the hunter turn-
out expected to exceed last
year's record 278,000.
There has been no report yet
on deer kill.
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Eleven hunters, including a
youth struck by a bullet from
his father's gun, died on the
opening weekend of Wisconsin's
deer season.
Three shooting deaths equal-
ed the toll for the entire nine-
day season last year. Eight oth-
er hunters died of heart attacks.
A 16-year-old boy was killed
near Friendship when his fath-
er's rifle discharged accident-
ally. A farmer wounded himself
fatally while crawling through a
fence and a high school teach-
er was shot and killed by a fel-
low hunter even though he
was clad in red from his head
to his ankles.
At least 18 other persons suf-
fered gunshot wounds. One of
them was in critical condition
at a Marinette hospital.
The deer season, which start-
ed Saturday, continues through
Nov. 28. The over-all toll last
year was 18 hunters.
An estimated 400,000 hunters
trooped t h r o u g h  Wisconsin
woods on the first weekend.
Thomas Manfredina, 16, Co-
Ioma, was killed Sunday when
a rifle discharged as his father,
John, was unloading it. The bul-
let struck the youth in the
chest.
The teen-ager was dead on ar-
rival at a hospital after the ac-
cident 13 miles northeast of
Friendship in Adams County.
Arthur Steinbach, 61, of rural
Manawa, was wounded fatally
Sunday as his rifle discharged
as he climbed through a fence
on his farm. Steinbach, who was
hunting alone, managed to
drive a tractor to his farmhouse
where he collapsed and died.
Franklin G. Pfiffer, 36, a
Hartland school teacher, was
shot and killed by a teen-aged
hunter Saturday near Whitehall
in Trempealeau County. A rela-
tive said Pfiffer was wearing a
red hat, red coat and red trous-
ers. His own gun was unloaded.
Seven of the heart attack fa-
talities were reported on open-
ing day and the toll continued to
climb Sunday.
Clarence Woptowa, 53, Reeds-
viUe, was found dead of an ap-
parent heart attack Sunday near
Dunbar in Marinette County.
Donald Orgemann, 49, Frede-
ric, collapsed Saturday In a
swamp near the St. Croix River
in Burnett County.
11 Hunters Die
In Wisconsin
Variable Cloudiness,
No Important
Temperature Change
FRESNO, Calif. (AP) - A
United States declaration
of war against North Vict
Nam was suggested Satur-
day night by Rep, Melvin
Laird, R-Wis.
Laird , chairman of the
House Republican Confer-
ence, said a formal declara-
tion of war would be "a
compelling influence on the
enemy" to guarantee the
safety of American prison-
ers of war under interna-
tional law.
Declaration of
War Suggested
WEATHER
FEDERAL FORECAST
WINONA AND VICNITY -
Variable cloudiness tonight and
Tuesday with no important
change In temperature. Low to-
night 22-30 high Tuesday mosuy
In 40s. Mild with scattered rain
or snow Wednesday.
LOCAL WEATHER
Official observations for the
24 hours ending at 12 m. Sun-
day:
Maximum, 38; minimum, 30;
noon, 35; precipitation, none.
Official observations for the
24 hours ending at 12 m. today:
Maximum, 49; minimum, 30;
noon, 41); precipitation, none.
A gentleman farmer is
one who has time to rend
all tho government agricul-
tural bulletins . . . Eaves-
dropped in a shoe store :
"Yes sir , we do have a se-
lection of loafers — and I'll
see if I can get one of
them to wait on you" . . .
Success is like riding a bi-
cycle — you have to keep
moving forward or you'll
fall . . . Nowadays , says the
cynic, everybody works for
the government but only tho
politicians get paid for it.
(For more laughs see
Earl Wilson on Page 4.
Gentleman Farmer
Rolvaag Bucks
Excise Taxes
For Minnesota
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Gov. Karl F. Folvaag and
Dr. Walter Heller of the Unl-
versity of Minnesota took some-
what different attitudes over
the weekend t ovrard the possi-
bility of Minnesota 's adopt-
ing some excise taxes' abolished
by the federal government.
The Democratic - Farmer •
Labor governor rejected a sug-
gestion by Rep. Cark MacGreg-
or that Rolvaag call a special
session of the Legislature to
consider such taxes on cars, ap-
pliances and luxury items.
"We are not about to have t
special session to adopt new
taxes in our state." Rolvaag
told a dinner for Rep. Donald
M Fraser. D-Minn., Saturday
night.
Heller , former chief economic
adviser to Presidents Kennedy
and Johnson, called state ex-
cise taxes a "real possibility"
and '"a very interesting idea."
He had said prevloulsy that
federal tax cuts offer "interest-
ing opportunities for states lo
rush in where the federal gov-
ernment will no longer tread, or
will tread only lightly."
Minnesota Repnbllcan leaden
are expected to talk about the
1886 congressional campaig n
Tuesday when they meet in St,
Paul with Reps. Leslie C. Ar-
ends, R-fll., House minority
whip, and Melvin It. Laird, R-
WIs., House Republican Confer-
ence chairman.
Both the GOP and DFL are
expected to concentrate on the
6th. and 7th Districts, which
were won by narrow margins in
1964.
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Vet May Want
Quiet Welcome
DEAR ABBY:
By ABIGA IL VAN BDREN
DEAR ABBY: I was surprised st your answer to the
mother whose son was coming home from Viet Nam. She
asked if you thought it was all right to go overboard with
"welcome home" signs in her front yard surrounded by
flags, and you said, "Why not? And line up a brass band if
you can." If the mother goes through with this kind of
welcome for her son, he will resent it till his dying day. War
is sheer hell , Abby. Especially a jungle war. And any man
ur li/\ Ka c limn * kma *_ ¦» A A a lo t/\—> Ki-ot f_v**wTtuv noo r*u_ a LIIICC llicuoio iu> "ia»wj(
such as this boy has, is bound to be emo-
tionally "shook." Yours is the typical fem-
inine approach. Ask your husband, or son.
A homecoming such as this mother hat
Elanned would embarrass any veteran who
as seen action. A small , quiet homecoming
with the family and a few close friends is
all the veteran wants. Save the fireworks
for the Fourth of July.
KOREAN VETERAN
AT HOME IN CHICAGO
ABBY DEAR VETERAN: You speak with
authority and I bow to your judgment. But I'd like to
hear from some of our boys in Viet Nam who are dream-
ing of tin day they come home. You DESERVE a brass
band — but does anyone want one?
DEAR ABBY: Our son was in Viet Nam for one year,
and he survived the worst the Far East had to offer. He
arrived last week at the Newark Airport and we greeted him
with a large 16-foot banner with huge red block letters spell-
ing out "WELCOME HOME , SON!" I thought of the idea
when h* wrote to tell us he was coming home. My husband
went along with the idea and I am glad he did. Everyone who
saw that banner seemed happy for us. And no one thought we
were "bragging" too much for a boy who had risked his life
every day in the cause of humanity. Our son was so thrilled
he took a picture of tbe banner to keep forever. So tell that
other proud mother of a Vietnamese hero that if she wants
to borrow our banner, we'll be glad to send it to her.
MRS. C M .
HAMILTON SQUARE, N. J.
DEAR ABBY: A recent letter in your column asked how
to reward a ion's return from Viet Nam , as this young man
had a very impressive record. You suggested the "brass
band" treatment. This may not be correct. While he Is cer-
tainly entitled to it , the main question is, "Would he want
it?" As I am a minor Korean "hero," my return to a small
town was met with similar fanfare. Needless to say , I was
greatly embarrassed and took some good-natured ribbing for
many years later. I was sorry such a spectacle took place.
Other veterans, however, love to bask in the glory that they
have earned but not all of us. I think it is up to the parents
to decide whether their son would want such treatment.
And they should bear in mind, a "boy" who went to war three
years ago is no longer a boy when he returns. He's a pretty
big man. EMBARRASSED HERO
CONFIDENTIAL TO ALL MY SHARP-EYED .READ-
ERS (AND ESPECIALLY THE GENTLEMAN WHO ASK-
ED ME IF I GOT MY HISTORICAL INFORMATION FROM
BUBBLE GUM WRAPPERS): Recently I stated that Michel-
angelo was born in 1475 and at the age of 90 he finished paint-
ing UM ceiling of the Slstine Chapel, on his back, on a scaf-
fold. I am now properly advised that Michelangelo died
shortly before his 90th birthday. So the only portion of my
statement which Is accurate is that the great master was
born in 1475, and 90 years later he was indeed on his back.
I stand corrected from 50 States, Canada, Italy and Mexico.
DEAR ABBY: If there's anything I can't stand, it's a
woman who lies about her age. I wonder what happens to
all the years that women subtract from their ages?
HOMO SAPIENS
DEAR SAP: Don't worry, they're not lost. They add
them to sol-earn else's.
COLLEGEVILLE. Minn. (AP)
—- President Colman J. Barry
of St. John's University and Sen.
Eugene 'McCarthy, D • Minn.,
will address a symposium in
Munich, Germany, Nov. 27-28.
The two were invited by the
Bavarian Academy to present
papers on "The Catholic Church
in the U.S." McCarthy will speak
on "Religion and American Pol-
itics" and Father Barry's paper
will deal with "American Catho-
licism — a perspective."¦
2 Minnesotans to
Speak at Munich
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ST. f MJV (AP) — rne
highest general tax in St. Paul's
history has been set by the
Ramsey County auditor's office.
The 245.88 mill levy for 1966 is
an increase of 6.09 mills over
the 1965 rate. The largest jump,
3.38 mills, is for schools. Next
is a 2.80 mill increase for state
purposes.
Highest Tix levy
Set foe St. Paul Niw In Winona!
SCOPITONE
at
LANG'S Bar
179 EAST THIRD
Z ^ -^ ^mmmmam ^mmm-aaa- ^mMI -^mm-m—mm—mmm
Charles A. Zlegler
Accounting and
Bookkeeping Services
e RELIABLE SERVICE
e REASONABLE RATH
Phone 895-2555
526 2nd St. No.
LA CRESCENT, MINN.
MONT-CELLO, Minn. (AP)-
Monticello voters rejected 715-
364 Friday a $1,250,000 bond is-
sue to finance construction of
new senior and junior high
schools. The same proposal has
been defeated four weeks earlier
also.
School Bonds at
Monticello Rejected
Wisconsin Deer
Kill Declines
By 28 Percent
The weekend deer kill in die10 western Wisconsin rivercounties, comprising the shot,
gun rone, was down 28 percent,compared With the take of ayear ago, Arthur J. Gillette,acting area supervisor, Black
River Falls, reported today.
His figure was based on pre-
liminary reports for the first
two days or the end of the shot-
gun period. Buck only hunting
continues through Sunday.
LOW HUNTING pressure, no
snow and a noisy outdoors, ra-
ther than a decrease in white-
tail population, were Warned
for the low ratio of success.
Here are a few key reports
from the area up to Sunday
night:
Total %
Kill Down
From
1964
Mondovi (Buffalo) 424 40
Alma (Buffalo) 292 25
Whitehall (Tremp) 277 30
Galesville (Tremp.) 210 30
Other reports from various
sources gave the number of
deer registered as follows:
Tomah, 836; Pray, 464; Fair-
child, 372; Black River Falls,
1,260 compared with 1,766 a
year ago. Jackson County,
where rifle hunting prevailed,
showed a "28 per cent decrease
each day.
ONE registration station at
Durand showed 120 deer Satur-
day and 148 on Sunday, for a
total of 268.
There was the usual number
of arrests for various viola-
tions, with uncased, guns in
cars topping the list. Special
sessions oi court for deer viola-
tors were held in some of the
counties.
— KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS —
Reg. Meeting Tuesday, Nov. 23
(I p.m. (hart) In the clobheuw.)
Dlnmr MMHIUJ 4:30 p.m.
| DON NYSBTH, Grand Knifl-lit
Shotgun Exp lodes;
Blair Woman Cut
BLAIR, Wis. (Special) — A
rural Blair woman was releas-
ed from Black River Falls Com-
munity Hospital Sunday after-
noon for treatment of injuries
received Saturday at 8 a.m.
when a shotgun exploded.
She was hunting three miles
southwest of Blair on the farm
of her uncle, Arthur Oldendorf.
Mrs. Barrel Lorch, 25, receiv-
ed a bad cut on her left cheek
and a wound on her left hand,
both requiring stitches. Three
teeth also were knocked out.
She had fired three shots
from the 20-gauge shotgun and
the fourth one exploded. The
family believes the explosion
was caused by a defective shell;
she had no previous trouble
with the gun. About 20 shots
had been fired from it since
she acquired it last year.
Alden Elland, Blair, who was
hunting nearby, took her to the
hospital. They arrived there
in about 20 minutes after the
accident.
Mrs. Lorch is the former Ar-
lene Stirn. She and her hus-
band live with her widowed
mother, Mrs. Emil. Stirn, one
mile south of Blair, and operate
the Stirn farm.
Mai Heal
Study Asked in
Trempealeau
WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special)
— Mrs. Carl Nordhagen, assist-
ant superintendent of the Trem-
pealeau County Hospital, ashed
members of the County Board of
Supervisors last week to appoint
a committee to make a study f i
the needs of the county in car-
ing for the mentally ill.
A. mental health center, said
Mrs. Nordhagen, which would
be. available to all of the com-
munities in the county and
would be a way to offer better
services for less money. w
THE CENTER would serve
several purposes including in-
patient and out-patient treat-
ment, partial hospitalization,
community services, diagnostic
services and rehabilitative serv-
ices, and would serve all county
agencies.
There are 235 patients at the
county hospital. These include
the mentally ill not only from
Trempealeau County but pa-
tients from other counties in the
state, the mentally retarded
and the mentally infirm from
Trempealeau County, and also
alcoholics from tbe county.
The hospital has met all the
state minimum standards for
county hospitals, she said. "We
cannot stop, but have to prog-
ress and provide more treat-
ment in the mental area of pa-
tient care," she said.
The treatment of alcoholics
is a challenging one, Mrs. Nord-
hagen said. Some of them being
treated at the county hospital
have asked for it voluntarily,
others have been referred by
the county judge. Trempealeau
County is second in Wisconsin in
number of alcoholics committed
to state and county hospitals for
treatment.
MRS. Nordhagen Is a mem-
ber of the state committee
which is making a survey at
state, district, county and local
levels in the treatment of the
mentally 01.
Henry Paulson, chairman of
the board of directors of the
county hospital, told members
that there are two projects be-
ing considered at the hospital
during the next year. These In-
clude installation of a sewage
disposal system at a cost of ap-
proximately $45,000 and having
tha buildings steam cleaned at
an approximate cost of $20,000.¦.
Roll at Dover-Eyota
DOVER-EYOTA, Minn (Spe-
cial) — The 15 A students for
the first quarter at Dover-Eyo-
ta High School were: Grade 12_ Donna Flick and Rosalee
Winger!; grade lt — Naomi
Frick. Vicki Larson and Karen
Schmidt; grade 10 — Joanne
Bernhold, Barbara' Kahl and
Charles Boesen; grade 9—Don-
na Heins and Kathy Stelnmetz;
grade 8—Neva Ellis, Rita Pries,
Robert Schumann and Chris
Von Wald, and grade 7—Ellen
Boesen.
Whitehall Cily
Levy Up 11%
WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special)
— The 1966 budget adopted by
members of the Whitehall Com-
mon Council following the bud-
get hearing Thursday night,
carries a general property tax
levy for city purposes of $56,-
785, an increase of $5,705 over
the 1965 levy of $51,079.
Expenditures in the budget
total $124,796, an increase of
$11,144. Revenue other than
taxes is anticipated at $68,011,
a decrease of $14,018.
Included in the 1966 budget
are: $12,450, general govern-
ment; $19,546, protection of
Eersons and property; $15,150,
ealth and sanitation; $3,500,
charity; $24,700, highways,
bridges, machinery garage and
shed; $9,350, education and
recreation; $22,000, long-term
indebtedness; $62, unclassified;
$3,500, expenditures for outlay;
$6,508, interest, loans and per-
petual care and bond service
charge; $2,230, city share of
employe benefits, and $5,800,
public enterprise and contin-
gency fund.
Car Hits Cows
On County Road
Two cows are dead today as
a result of an accident Sunday
at 6:30 p.m. on CSA 26 at Elba
Township Road 16, two miles
west of Elba, Sheriff George L.
Fort reported today.
Dale Selke, 24, Plainview,
Minn., was driving west on the
county road when, as he reach-
ed the crest of a bill, he saw
five cattle owned by Wilbur
Reincke, Plainview, in the road
ahead of him, according to the
sheriff's report.
Selke hit his brakes, but he
also hit two of the cows. One
was killed outright, and Reincke
took the other animal to be
butchered.
Damage was $400 for the loss
of the cattle and $300 to the
front, left front and left side of
the Selke vehicle. Deputy El-
roy Balk investigated.
Youth Gets
$12,700 for
Crash Injuries
A $12,700 settlement compen-
sating a Winona youth for in-
juries suffered last fall in a traf-
fic accident and his father for
medical expenses incurred was
approved today in District Court
by Judge Arnold .Hatfield.
The case arises from a motor>
cycle accident Oct. 26, 1964, in
which Donald R. Richer, 18,
520 Chestnut St., received a
broken leg and in which the mo-
torcycle owned by his brother,
Kekh,_was demolished.
DRIVER OF the car involv-
ed in the collision was Mrs. Hen-
ry Hull, 361V- Minnesota St.
Emil Richer, father of the two
Richer boys, testified today in
court that Donald spent 16
weeks in Community Memorial
Hospital, recovering from his
broken leg. His boy spent 13
weeks in traction Richer said.
Although young Richer was on
crutches for another s e v e n
weeks after returning hime, he
has no permanent disability, his
father said.
In answer to questions put by
his attorney, William A. Lind-
quist, Richer said that value of
the demolished motorcycle was
$400. Hospital and doctor bills
totaled $3,200.
After deduction of Lindquist's
fee, the $5,545 remaining would
be put in a bank account
for young Richer until his 21st
birthday, according to terms of
the settlement.
JUDGE HATFIELD approved
the settlement and agreed to
free part of the amount held in
trust to be applied towards
young Richer's education in a
trade.
The judge questioned young
Richer concerning whether be
had any pain in the injured leg.
The youth said he did not. He
demonstrated by walking a few
steps that he has no limp, ei-
ther.
The firm of Hull & Hull
represented defendants Mr. and
Mrs. Hull.
Boy Thought
It Was a Deer
HUNTING FATALITY
BLAIR, Wis. — The 16-year-
old Blair boy who accidentally
shot and killed Franklin George
Pfiffer, 36, Hartland, Wia., ear-
ly Saturday morning, thought he
saw a deer, his father, Erwln
Anderegg, said this morning.
Mr. Anderegg and his son,
Howard, were hunting in their
favorite area, a heavily wooded
spot west of County Trunk S
about six miles north of Blair.
HOWEVER, they were not to-
gether,-having gone to the Fly
Creek ridge area in separate
cars. Howard had selected a
stand on the former Ed Getts
farm on a previous visit and
his father selected one some
distance away.
The time was 6:30 a.m.; it
was dork and the fog was heavy
in the woods, according to J.
E. Garaghan, Whitehall, Trem-
pealeau County coroner.
Howard told his father thnt
a deer passed in front of him,
up the hill. Moments after-
ward ha caw something white
flash in the direction where the
deer had gone. Ho fired.
When he ran to the spot,
where he expected to find a
deer, he found a dead man.
Two companions were hit
with him. Howard stayed on
the spot until the game war-
den, Fred Gardner, Whitehall ,
arrived and accompanied him
and Coroner Garaghan to the
sheriff's office at Whitehall.
LATER IN THE morning,
about 8:15 , the father heard
from another hunter that some-
one had been shot. He went to
his car and left without know-
ing that his - - wan involved.
Garaghan said that the shoot-
ing was at ' > '•f \n"r>, but he
did not estimate the distance.
Officers said the victim "was
dressed entirely in red. The
boy said afterward that the
¦white he saw, instead of being
the white tall of a deer, may
have been a sweat shirt or
handkerchief ,
No Inquest will be held.
Weatherman Sees
Warm Thanksgiving
A pre-Thanksgiving warm
spell sent Winona thermometers
rising at a dizzy pace today,
giving the city a temperature of
49 at noon, and holding the pos-
sibility of equalling or passing
the all-time record of 56 set on
Nov. 22, 1908.
The pleasant weather will
continue over the Thanksgiving
holiday , the five-day forecast in-
dicated.
AVERAGE temperatures are
expected to range 4 to 8 de-
grees above normal daily highs
of 30-35 and nighttime lows of
15-20. It'll be a little cooler Wed-
nesday and Thursday, wanner
Friday and colder Saturday.
_ In the same time precipitation
is expected to average up to
three-tenths of an inch, mostly
in northern Minnesota and Wis-
consin late Thursday and Fri-
day.
After a heavy morning fog,
bright sunlight covered Winona
and vicinity today.
Variable cloudiness is the
forecast tonight and Tuesday
with no important change in
temperature. A low of 22 to 30
is predicted for tonight and a
high in the 40s for Tuesday.
Mild with scattered rain or
snow is the outlook for Wednes-
day.
TEMPERATURES remained
on the cool side over tho week-
end with a high of 38 Saturday
afternoon and 41 on Sunday.
Low Sunday morning was 30
and this morning 35.
The contrast between today
and a year ago today was great.
The high then was 16 and the
low 1 with two and a half inches
of snow on the ground. .
Street department crews then
already had given their snow-
plows a workout and workmen
putting up the Christmas decor-
ations on 3rd Street found ice
and snow hampering them.
A series of accidents in the
area was blamed on the slipper
streets and roads.
The all-time high for Nov. 22
was 56 in 1908 and the low -1 in
1929. Mean for the past 24 hours
was 38. Normal tor this time ot
the year is 31.
IT WAS snowing at Interna-
tional Falls and Duluth today
but elsewhere in Minnesota
skies were either clear or part-
ly cloudy. T e m p e r a t u r e s
throughout the state were mild
with a low of 25 at Bemidji. In-
ternational Falls had 27, Brain-
erd 28 and Hibbing 29.
Rochester posted a morning
low of 30 after a Sunday high
of 37 and La Crosse had figures
of 33 and 38 for the same times.
FOG AND drizzle cast a
weather pall on Wisconsin to-
day, but temperatures were mild
for late November.
Heavy fog was reported this
morning at Superior, Wausau,
Green Bay, the Beloit region,
Stevens Point, Rhinelander,
Clintonville and Janesville. Very
light drizzle was falling at Osh-
kosh, Grenn Bay and Clinton-
ville.
Most of the precipitation that
fell in the 24-hour period ending
at 7 a.m. today amounted to
only a trace, but the Beloit
area had .08 of an inch.
TEMPERATURES during the
night ranged from 29 at Park
Falls, Rhinelander and Super-
ior to 38 at Milwaukee.
The high of 47 was recorded
Sunday at Lone Rock with oth-
ers ranging down to 30 at Su-
perior.
Kingsvilie. McAllen and Cor-
pus Christi, Tex., topped the
country Sunday at 88 degrees
and Reno, Nev., was the low
place with 19 early today.
2 Youths Held;
Caught in Act
Of Stealing Tire
Two St. Charles area juve-
niles are being turned over tc
juvenile authorities today, ac-
cording to Sheriff George L.
Fort, after they admitted at-
tempting to steal a tire from a
Stockton man's car.
Tne boys, 16 and 17 years
old, we:e surprised in the act
of jacking up a c ir owned by
George Alitz, Stockton. Sunday
at midnight. They r_n away
but were traced through a car
owned by one of them which
was left behind with a flat.
Sheriff Fort said the pair ad-
mitted the theft attempt when
questioned Sunday afternoon in
his office.
Mrs. Alitz called the sheriff's
office Sunday at 12:23 a.m. to
report that her daughter had
heard a noise outside their
home around midnight. The
girl turned on a yard light and
saw a youth run away into the
darkness.
The Alitz car was found jack-
ed up, and a flat tire was found
in the street in front of the
Alitz home. The car had been
jacked up where it was park-
ed in a driveway behind tbe
Alitz house.
The flat tire turned out to
have been taken from a car
which was found parked about
a block from the Alitz home.
The car's ownership was trac-
ed to one of the youths.
Deputies Elroy Balk and John
Schneider apprehended a ear-
ful of youths including the two
who later ' admitted attempting
to steal a right rear tire from
the Alitz vehicle.
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Mda tha famoua Hfawofha Super Demaal
68 SEATS IN THE SKY PLUS A CAFE LOUNGE I
SUPER DOME IILAVVAIIIAS
TO MILWAUKEE-CHICAGO or ST. PAUL-MINNEAPOLIS
Dofly SckwMa, Mlhraafo RMNI SMIM (CSI)
lv. Wlr-ciMR
?il* AM at liM PM—hr Chlcaga
4.21 PM « Ml PM-hr SI. Pml-Mln-MKipaR-
Whof a way te travail U>olc up, bo* down, look afl
around through your Sup*r Dom* "plchira window*."
And on fh« Super Dom« low«r _«ck, you'll «njoy macki
and b_v*rag»s In th* tmart Cafe Lounge. (Or stroll to
the diner. If you prefer.) Next trip—whether yoo"r«
going Parlor Car or Coach—go high, wide and han-d-
some on the Super Doma Hlawarhail
D. N. Doumaf, Agt.
Milwaukee) Paeienger Italian
Out Po-lly Plan far*i apply en Hi* Jo^r Dome HloweMtai, »»«^ 3^R'
¦ #
Sailor Fined
After Crash
Af Stockton
STOCKTON, Minn. — A Navy
man on a weekend pass from
the Great Lakes (EU.) Naval
Training Station was charged
with making an improper left
turn following a two-car colli-
sion here about 7:45 p.m. Sun-
day.
Richard Sorenson, 23, Lynd,
Minn., U.S. Navy, was travel-
ing east in a 1956 model on
Highway 14 in the heart of the
village when he made an abrupt
left turn. He intended to stop
at Nisbit's Grocery Store.
HE TURNED into the path
of an oncoming 1957 model dri-
ver by John T. Pelowski, Dov-
er. Attempting to avoid a head-
on collision, Pelowski turned
sharply to tha right. Tha auto-
mobiles collided on the left
side street.
Sorenson's car stopped at
the point of impact with tha
left front of his car in th*
westbound lane. The Pelowski
car traveled about 45 feet on
the north shoulder.
No one was injured.
Highway Patrolman Mike
Eckert, St. Charles, and Allison
Heisler, Minnesota City, said
that the Sorenson car is a
total loss or has $500 damage
and that about $300 damage was
done to the Pelowski car.
THE LEFT front fender of
the Sorenson car was almost
completely sheared away and
the radiator, grill, hood and
headlight smashed. B r o k e n
glass from both cars was
strewn on the highway and
north shoulder. Traffic was di-
rected by local residents until
the patrol arrived.
Sorenson pleaded guilty be-
fore Justice Ann Lafky, who
assessed a fine of $15 but sus-
pended $10 on the recommen-
dation of Heisler so that Soren-
son would have sufficient mon-
ey for transportation to hit
base. He was due there this
morning. Sorenson paid the fin*
plus costs of $4.
Nazarene Speaker
The Rev. David Browning, a
missionary to British Guinea,
will be guest speaker at Church
of the Nazarene at 7:30 p.m.
Thursday. He will show a sound
film on his work there. Ihe pub-
ic ia invited. .
POOR DOE . . . Larry Nihart, left, and Ralph Benicke,
both of Stockton, Minn., are looking at the spot where a
slug ripped into the right flank of a doe, found dead on
the Walter Huntman farm 1% miles west of Stockton. The
Huntmans heard shots in the wooded hills behind their farm
Nov. 14. Five days later, Friday, they found the fallen doe
in an open shed on their property where she had sought
refuge from the hunters dressed in red. (Daily News photo)
St. Paul House,
Eating Place
Since 1854. Burns
SHAKOPEE, Minn. CAP) r-
The St. Paul House, an eating
place since 1854, was destroyed
by fire Sunday night.
Richard White, Minneapolis,
an owner of the restaurant, be-
lieved to te the oldest contin-
uously operated in Minnesota,
said the building was worth
more than $200,000.
Ann alarm was turned in aft-
er a passerby saw flames shoot-
ing through the roof in the
kitchen area, where White said
the blaze apparently started.
The restaurant was closed Sun-
days.
Firemen from Carver, Chas-
ka, Jordan and Shakopee fought
the blaze, but the flames left
only a shell of the old build-
ing, which once served as a
hotel, gambling house and stage-
coach stop.
La Crosse Driver
Faces 3 Charges
A La Crosse man pleaded not
guilty t o d a y  in municipal
court to charges of driving after
suspension, stemming from ar-
rests a year apart, and to a
charge of driving with unsafe
equipment.
Thomas G. Haney, 32, sum-
moned a bail bondsman to post
$200 bail set by Judge John D.
McGill on the three charges,
pending date of Haney'* trial on
all three, Dec. 1 at 9:30 a.m.
Tbe La Crosse man is charg-
ed with driving after suspension
Oct. 24, 1964, on West 2nd Street
and Nov. 21 at 11:35 p.m. at the
junction of U.S. 61-14 and High-
way 43. He is also charged with
driving with unsafe brakes and
faulty muffler Nov. 21.
Haney posted $100 bail on the
more recent driving after sus-
pension charge, $70 on the
earlier charge and $30 on the
unsafe equipment allegation.
City police impounded Ha-
ney _ car until needed repairs
are made.
GOODWILL COLLECTION
ETTR.ICK, Wis. (Special ) -
Goodwill Industries, St. Paul,
has set up five collection boxes
in Trempealeau County, re-
ports A, M. Hogden, president
of the village of Ettrick. Most
of them are adjacent to U.S. 53.
Repairable household articles
may be placed in the boxes.
They will be repaired and re-
finished by handicapped persons
and sold by Goodwill. Michael
Orosco, director of rural rela-
tions with Goodwill, and a crew
set up boxes adjacent to the
city hall in Osseo; to the John
O. Melby & Co. Bank, White-
hall; next to Schroeder's Super
Fair, Blair; Ettrick city park,
and at the IGA store, Gales-
ville. Boxes also have been put
up at Holmen and Onalaska.
MIAMI, Flu. (AP)-A 36-year-
old man described as an "adult
problem child" wit* a record of
mental illness is under official
scrutiny in connection with tho
fiery sinking of the Yarmouth
Castle cruise ship that took 89
lives, the Miami Herald reports.
The disclosure came on the
evening of a Coast Guard in-
quiry into the disaster Nov. 13
when the Yarmouth Castle went
down 120 miles east of Miami
en route to Nassau.
The "adult problem child," a
passenger on the ship, was not
named by the Herald and the
newspaper did not specify who
was making tho investigation.
However, tho paper reported
that two fires of undetermined
origin brokd out during the last
two years in an enterprise op-
erated by the man's family.
Suspect Under
Scrutiny in
Ship Burning
A panel discussion of the Viet
Nam issue, open to tbe public,
will be conducted at St. Mary's
College auditorium tonight, be-
ginning at 8 o'clock.
Theme of the discussion is
"Responsible Democratic Citi-
zenship in the Academic Com-
munity."
Co-sponsors of the panel are
campus Young Democratic and
Young Republican clubs. Its
purpose, said a student spokes-
man is to support present ad-
ministration policies relating to
Viet Nam.
Brother J. Robert, FSC, chair-
man of the college history de-
partment, will be moderator.
Other panel members are: The
Rt. Rev. Msgr. William Ma-
gee, chairman of the philosophy
department; Dr. Clyde Ken-
drick, chairman of the sociolo-
gy department; Brother J. Reg-
is, FSC, chairman of the polit-
ical science department, and
Dr. Robert Wagner, physics de-
partment.
St. Mary s Students,
Faculty to Discuss
Viet Nam Issues
Woman Granted
Default Divorce
A default divorce was granted
Mrs. Mary E. Kropidlowski to-
day in District Court after a
hearing in which Judge Arnold
Hatfield approved a stipulation
granting custody of one of their
two children to each of the par-
ties.
Mrs. Kropidlowski, 24, 860 E.
Mark St., and Mrs. Earl C.
Blood Jr., 778 E. 3rd St., testi-
fied that Tom Kropidlowski, 37,
600 E. 2nd St., had treated his
wife in a cruel and inhuman
manner.
The Kropidlowskis were mar-
ried here Nov. 2, 1957, They
have two children, aged 2 and
5.
The couple agreed that their
5-year-old son should return to
custody of his father and that
their 2-year-old daughter should
remain in custody of her moth-
er.
Mrs. Kropidlowski won the
right to again use her maiden
name ol Torgerson.
Attorney Dennis A. Challeen
represented Mrs. Kropidlowski,
and Attorney S. A. Sawyer rep-
resented Kropidlowski. Neither
Kropidlowski nor his attorney
appeared in court today.
WIRE STOLEN
A roll of wire worth 425 was
stolen sometime last week from
the old Sugar Loaf creamery
now used by Alfred Plank as a
warehouse, according to a re-
port received by Police Chief
James W. McCabe. Plank, 726
E. Wabasha St., told police that
the wire was taken sometime
between Monday a n d  Sun-
day from the former creamery
building.
WHITEHALL, Wis. - The
executive director of the Wis-
consin Association for Retard-
ed Children will speak at a
meeting of the Trempealeau
County Parent-Teacher Organi-
zation at Tri-County Memorial
Hospital, Whitehall, Nov. 29 at
8 p.m.
Merlen Kurth will discuss the
possibility of starting an asso-
ciation in Trempealeau County.
Parents of retarded children
were urged to attend and all
persons interested and concern-
ed were invited. Wayne Ale-
mang, Whitehall, president of
the PTO, a group of parents of
retarded children attending
schools in the county, said this
meeting could very well deter-
mine whether the county will
have such an organization. The
meeting will be held in the hos-
pital dining room.
Retarded Children
Unit to Be Discussed
At Whitehall Meeting
Northwest Cooperative Mills
here has a new owner and new
name, according to a joint news
release by Midland Coopera-
tives Inc., Minneapolis, and
Farmers Union Central Ex-
change, St. Paul.
The plant here, which was
jointly owned by the two coop-
eratives, is now owned by Farm-
ers Union Central Exchange
and will be called Cenex, Inc.,
according to LeRoy Czaplewski,
office manager here.
The fertilizer mixing plant
employes 48 and is capable of
mixing and shipping out 40,000
tons of fertilizer a year.
There will be no changes in
operation or in the personnel
here. Robert Sachtschale is
plant manager.
NW Mills Gets
New Owner,
New Name
A two-car collision Sunday at
4:15 p.m. at Hamilton and King
streets caused $150 damage to
each vehicle, police reported.
Sigurd D. Peterson, Minneapo-
lis, was driving west on King
CITY ACCIDENT BOXSCORE
To Date
1965 1964
Deaths 5 1
Accidents ... 40.1 400
Injuries 164 156
Property
Damage . .  $166,644 $89,676
Street; and Robert L. Loeffler,
577 Chestnut St., was driving
north on Hamilton Street.
Damage was to the left front
of the Peterson vehicle and to
tho right front of the Loeffler
car. Patrolman Richard D.
Braithwaite investigated.
Damage $300
In Collision
MONDOVI , Wis. - The Rev.
Alton Hillesland was installed
pastor of Pleasant Valley and
Drammen Lutheran churches
Sunday.
The Rev. Clarence Solberg,
Appleton, assistant to tho pres-
ident of Northern Wisconsin
D i s t r i c t  American Lutheran
Church was tha installing pas-
tor.
Pastor Hillesland came here
from Parshall , N.D., where he
served a congregation five
years. Prior to that ha was
pastor at Willow City, N.D., 3%
years.
He is a native of Calmar,
Iowa, and a graduate of Luther
College , Dccorah, Iowa , nnd Lu-
ther Theological Seminary, St
Paul.
The Rev. and Mrs. Hillesland
have three boys, Thomas, Jef-
frey, and Chris, and one girl ,
Sana. The family will move into
the parsonage this week. .
Pastor Installed
In Mondovi Area
Guy Switches
Off Sinatra
St dlappsmsd, <£a-t VtiqhL
By EARL WILSON
NEW YORK - The B.W. and I were happily watching Frank
Sinatra on a TV show one night recently in Gallagher's restau-
rant when another diner burst over and turned the TV set off.
"If you wanted to watch TV, why didn't you stay home?" he
grumbled.
The management — which had moved the TV set ln at
our request — rnrned It back on. But this raised several ques-
tions: Is TV a disturbance at dinner? Do you have a right to
censor sorneooay eise s ainner,
or ruin somebody else's dinner
if he's anti-TV? I'm jusk asking.
Mia Farrow watched tbe Si-
natra TV profiling from an up-
stairs room at Danny's Hide-
away. "Fascinating, fascinat-
ing!" she said, and talked to
Frank later in L.A. . . .  But his
ex-wife Ava Gardner who was
briefly In the film clip, missed
it . . .  too busy at Basin St E.
with a handsome European es-
cort and chatting backstage with
Mel Torrne, headlining there
with Duke Ellington and Joan
Rivers . . . Mia proceeded to
Arthur with Sheila MacRae,
Jack Carter, Jack E. Leonard,
Drama Critic Ron Petaky, her
mother Maureen O'Sulllvan ... . .
and broke out and danced.
BROADWAY STARS . . .  and
socialites . . .  are watching the
mailbox to see if Sharman
Douglas invites them to her par-
ty for 200 at the Four Seasons
for Princess Margaret and
Lord Snowdon. We hear that
Harry Belafonte, Elaine Stritch,
Henry Fonda and cats like that
will be invited to the "buffet
in the kitchen" and aitdown-by-
the-pool supper. Sharman has
requested hamburgers in addi-
tion to live trout, cooked to or-
der, crepes suzette, etc.
I can only give you a big
exclusive on one who's not be-
ing invited: Me. (The press ia
OUT except for a few photogs
who'll have a few minutes only).
"The Mod Ball" at the Rain-
bow Room turned out to be a
triumph for Ray Bolger, not
exactly a Mod, who danced to
the King Bees and the Toys
(Mod groups) with such exciting
young girls as Kay King and
Rpnny Chavez, whom I intro-
duced him to. One of these
youngsters groaned about Ray's
great energy and said, "I won-
der if I could sit down and rest
a while?" Among the Mods was
one Eddie Gilbert, one of our
Front Pages, remember?
TODAY.! B E S T  LAUGH:
David Burns (of "Hello, Dol-
ly!") tells of the fellow who had
a wife and a girl friend: "It
wasn't the running back and
forth that bothered him — it
was having to eat two dinners¦ _J_I* i>
WMHt fb' SAID THAT: Don't
get mad at someone who knows
more than you. After all, it's
not his fault—Oxford (Kans.)
Register.
REMEMBERED Q U O T E :
"The usual reaction to a new
idea ii to think of reasons why
it can't be done."—Anon.
EARL'S PEARLS: The jury
system is a device that enables
one woman to prove how stub-
born eleven men can bo.
A hammy actress, returning
from Europe, was asked by
Customs men, "Do you have
anything to declare?1' "Only,"
she said loftily, "that I was a
tremendous success." . . .  That's
earl, brother.
Four Killed in
Wisconsin
Road Mishaps
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Four persons, including a. re-
ired policeman, were killed in
weekend traffic accidents in
Wisconsin.
The toll for the year reached
102, compared with 968 on the
ame date in 1064.
George Goldner, 60, Neenah,
lied in a two-car collision'at a
•Jeenah intersection Sunday.
!wo women, including his wife,
vers critically injured. Goldner
etired as a Neenah police Ser-
jeant six years ago.
Alvin Hensley. 19. Minooka,
11., died Saturday as his car
rverturned in a creek north of
Stevens Point as he wo leaving
I friend's wedding reception.
Mrs. Joseph Birbaum, 97, Del-
ifieid, was strut* and killed by
i Waukesha County sheriffs pa-
rol car as she burned leaves at
he curb hi front of her home
laturday.
Stanley Wilson, 39, La
rarge, died Friday night when
lis car overturned east of Vi-
©qua.
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Macalesler Wins
Debate Tourney
PEORIA, III. (AP) - For the
third year in a row. Macalester
College has won the National
Open Invitational Debate and
Forensics Tournament, held this
year at Bradley University.
The three-day event, ended
Saturday, included 778 students
from 75 colleges and universi-
ties.
Two Macalester debate teams
went undefeated in five debates.
Leonard llawes, Splcer, Minn.,
and Jim Pratt. Sioux Falls,
S.D., wre on one team, with
Tim O'Brien, Wcrthlngton,
Minn., and Bill Conard. Hop-
kins. Minn. , on tha other.¦
Next time you make Sher-
pherd's Pie with a mashed po-
tato crust, you might like to
add pureed cooked •carrots to
the potato mixture.
Let's Get 6tmm
, By A. F. SHIRA j
Trace Minerals In The Soil
IN our article on Nitrogen, the first of the "Big Three"fertilizing elements,/it was stated that there are at least
thirteen other chemical elements, according to soil specialists,
that are necessary in suitable balance for good plant nutrition.
These elements are generally called "trace minerals" be-
cause they are usually present in such small quantities in the
soil. The earlier soil investigators figured that the amounts of
these elements were so small that they could not become a
necessary part of plant nutri-
tion and, therefore, called them
the "minor elements". They
should properly be called trace
minerals, even though used in
only small amounts, since they
are vital to many plants.
Generally, these trace ele-
ments are present in most soils
in sufficient quantities to supply
tbe needs of plants without any
addition to the soil by the gard-
ener. However, they may be
deficient in some soils that are
very sandy, or that lack a good
supply of humus.
Some commercial fertilizers
on the market now include
small quanities of these neces-
sary trace elements in addition
to tho three major ones. If so,
the tag will usually state that
these minerals have been added.
First, let us consider the ele-
ment calicum. This mineral Is
very vital to the nutrition of
plants, as the normal growth of
the cells cannot take place with.
out an adequate supply of this
chemical. It is of great value
In promoting the development
of beneficial soil bacteria and,
also, function in making nitro-
gen, phosphorous and potash
more available to plants. Also,
it is very important in neutrali-
sing acid soils.
MAGNESIUM IS necessary In
the formation of chlorophyll in
plants. It, also, aids in the utili-
sation of nitrogen, phosphorous
and sulphur and is essential in
the production of protein.
Boron is necessary to plants,
since any deficiency of this ele-
ment ln soil, may cause young
leaves to become yellow and
the stems brittle. This deficiency
is more likely to occur in alka-
line soils than those that are
acid.
Strange as it may seem, boron
was one of the first minerals to
be used in the fertilization of
plants. While it is taken up in
only very minute quantities,
[ilant specialists state that the
ack ef it in the soil even in
infinitesimal amounts may pro-
duce definite deficiency sym-
toms. They state that while a
ton of alfalfa takes only about
two ounces of boron from the
soil, this small amount is vital
to the good growth of the al-
falfa.
Boron is closely associated
with calcium in its effects on
5tlant growth, flowering and
ruiting. The addition to the soil
of organic matter will release
boron that has held in a fixed
form so that it will become
available to the plants. It is
usable by the plants as long
as the soil is moist, but assumes
an insoluble form when the
ground becomes dry.
IRON IS usually present in
most garden soils ln sufficient
quantities for good plant growth,
except ln the case of alkaline
soils that may be deficient in
this element. A lack of sufficient
iron in the soil may be indicated
by a yellowing of the foliage,
especially in young leaves.
Sulphur is important as a
basic element in tbe manufac-
ture of proteins by plants. The
need of it is high in the case
of many flowers and in certain
vegetables such as radishes,
turnips, cabbage and others.
The soil in the average gar-
den usually contains enough sul-
phur for good plant growth,
since it is generally present in
humus and is, also, supplied
by the sulfates present in com-
mercial fertilizers.
A few of the other trace min-
erals that might be mentioned
are zinc, copper, cobalt and
manganese, all playing their
part in plant nutrition.
This concludes tha present
series of articles on nutrients
ln soils.
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THE PAUL HARVEY NEWS
THREE TIMES EVERY DAY
8:55 A M., 12 NOON, 5:00 P.M.
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• HOMEMADE
PIE SPECIAL
FOR THANKSGIVING
Apple, Pumpkin,
Chirry, Custard (_t\ l)A
and Cr«»m Pies .. J-iiUV
Mrnce CI 1Cer Paean fAt—D
Call In Advanet-Dlal JIM
STEAK SHOP
Sale of the Texaco service sta-
tion at Gilmore Avenue and Vila
Street and transfer of posses-
sion were completed earlier this
month, according to Robert
Stein, former owner.
Purchaser was Sol Wasser-
man, 255 E. Broadway, who
plans to reopen the station. It
had been closed since August,
Stein, a bulk dealer for Tex-
aco products, bought the prop-
erty in the spring of 1959.
NELSON PATIENTS
NELSON, Wis. (Special) -
Mrs. Rosa Haase still is a pa-
tient at St. Elizabeth's Hospital,
Wabasha, after having under-
gone major surgery. Mrs. Myr-
tle Van Brunt- was discharged
from St. Elizabeth's and is at
the home of her son, Mr. and
Mrs. Ross Van Brunt, rural
Mondovi, Wis. Mrs. Van Brunt
fractured a leg in a fall. Rus-
sell Arm-strong is home from
Luther Hospital, Eau Claire.
wasserman Buys
Service Station
WE HAVE
MOVED
Temporarily Into a Pole Barn on the Parking Lot
and As a Result Find On r Inventory Is Too Big for
These New Quarters.
Our Building Is Bulging
With Bargains
ALL
TOYS 25%~
SMALL APPLIANCES
10% AND MORE
DISCOUNTS ON MANY OTHER ITEMS
IN OUR STORE
Ken's Hardware
LOCATED IN THE POLE BARN
Westgate Shopping Center
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING
OPEN UNTIL 9 P.M. EVERY DAY
Many Americans
Still Grieve Over
Death of Kennedy
HARRIS SURVEY
By LOUIS HARRIS
On the second anniversary of
tbe assassination of John F.
Kennedy, nearly 3 out of every
4 Americans say they still fre-
quently think about « and feel
sad. And the Kennedy assas-
sination topped the list when a
national cross section was ask-
ed recently which happenings of
the past 10 years makes tiem
"feel ashamed to be an Amer-
ican."
This mixture of sorrow and
guilt strikes borne in a special
way to residents of Dallas,
where Lee Harvey Oswald fired
the shots that struck down the
35th President. Although the
sense of personal loss is some-
what less in Dallas, the sense of
guilt is significantly higher.
A cross section of adults in
both the nation and Dallas was
asked:
"Do yon often feel bad
about the assassination of
John F. Kennedy, or do yon
find yon don't feel that way
often?"
J.F.K. ASSASSINATION
Nation Dallas
% %
Feel bad often 73 66
Don't feel that way 27 34
A similar question on wheth-
er people often reflected sadly
on American casualties in Viet
Nam was answered affirmative-
ly by 48 percent of those inter-
viewed nationally and by 61
percent of those living in Dal-
las. By this measurement, the
shooting of the President two
years ago persists as a major
source of national grief even in
an era when young Americans
are giving their lives in com-
bat.
Both Dallas residents and the
national cross section were al-
so asked:
"What happenings of the
past 10 years have taken
place io the United State*
States that made y« feel
¦shamed to be an Ameri-
can? Any otherif" _mm __.ASHAMED AS AN AMERICAN
Nation DaDas
Assassination of
J.F.K. 40 M
Way Negroes have
been treated 21 18
Race violence 20 34
Bay of Pigs invasion 13 4
Negro demonstrations 8 5
Increase in crime 4 7
Viet Nam situation 3 8
National debt 2 4
College student
demonstrations 1 '
Low moral standard 2 2
Taking religion out
of schools 1 -
Ku Klux Klan 2 1
Never ashamed 3 5
(Figures add to more than 100
percent because some persons
volunteered more than one
event.)
bullets were fired, was ffinftra*
ed by a Dallas businessman who
said: "It could have happened
anywhere, but it happened right
here. We can't live with it, so
we try to put it away. But
somehow it won't go away."¦
The assassination of President
Kennedy leads the list of events
volunteered in this survey, but
this time the proportion in Dal-
las was a full 14 percentage
points above that in the country
as a whole. The sharpness of
the sense of shame over the
tragedy of Nov. 22, 1963, most
particularly among residents of
the city where the assassin's
Ordtr Yeur Htmemade
PIES
for Thanksgiving from the
DAIRY BAR
114 B. 3rd SI
Thanksgiving special — Mince,
pumpkin and many ether vari-
eties. No order too large. Tele-
phone 2*44.
CLOSED
ON
Thanksgiving Day
In order to give our env
pleyees t ime to have
Thanksgiving with their
families.
REMEMBER
Call in Early
For Your
Christmas Party
Reservations
And We Will
Cater It Freel
CHICKEN
VILLA
1558 Service Drive Phone 31(7
ST. PAUL (AP)-H_ton Ken-
nedy, 30, St Paul, was charged
with malldoui destruction of
property and drunkenness after
police said he chased a youth
down the center of a street and
threw a quart beer bottle.
The bottle missed the youth
and smashed through the win-
dow of a police squad car.
Youth Charged
With Drunkenness _
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jThey'll Do It Every Time By Jimmii Hatlo i
NEW LONDON. Minn. (AP)
— Fire destroyed the country
home of John Drake, a Great
Northern Railway employe at
Willmar, about four miles east
of here Saturday night
Drake, his wife and two small
children escaped injury, but
they lost their belongings. The
fire was believed to have start-
ed in the basement.
Home Burns at
New London, Minn.
City Settlers Came Ashore;
Didn't Travel by Wagon
LOCAL DRUG STORE HISTOHY
^^^^^^^mm^~mmmmmtmtmmm~m^mmm—mmmmammamwmmmmaam
The unique settlement of the
city of Winona was described by
Harlen H. Holden at the Coun-
ty Historical Society museum
Sunday afternoon as a preface
to presenting his second chapter
in the history of drug stores
here.
Holden presented the first
chapter — on the first five
years — before the society Sept.
22, 1964. His second chapter is
on "The Drug Store in Three
Crucial Years of Winona's His-
try. 1860 to 1862."
"WHENEVER the word plo-
neer is mentioned, immediately
you think of covered wagons
carrying families who travel for
months across vast areas, cut-
ting down trees for roads and
fighting Indians," Holden said.
"You think of them clearing
the land and planting crops,
taking years before 'a . settle-
ment has reached a point
where it has schools and
churches.
"Generally speaking it is cor-
rect, perhaps.
"However, many of our peo-
ple were professionals frpm
Philadelphia who had been edu-
cated in Germany and Poland,
and from Pittsburgh with 12 to
15 years of business experience.
They traveled from the ship-
building center at Pittsburgh
down the Ohio River and up the
Mississippi River to Winona.
' "They brought with them ev-
erything they needed and when
they needed more, they sent
>ack for it by the same route.
Orrin Smith of Illinois had a vi-
sion of Winona as a settlement
in 1851, and it began with' a
handful of people in 1854.
"By 1857 there were 40 stores
in Winona, five of them drug-
stores. In 1857 there were six
drugstores. Railroads c a m e
through in 1858, speculation was
followed by inflation, and as a
result of the great depression
of 1859, the number of drug-
stores dropped to three. Most of
the businessmen were involved
in more than one enterprise,
and with the depression, drop-
ped some of them and concen-
trated on one."
Holden's history is written in
the first person in the form of
letters between a fictitious fig-
ure, John Salesman of the
American Drug Co., Milwaukee,
to his company, concerning Wi-
nona's prospects, and letters to
Salesman from his friends here.
Many names of early business-
men and business places run
through the letters: Harry Up-
ham who in I860 not only or-
dered drugs but "a good sup-
ply of seeds and insecticides
since farming is still Winona's
chief economic asset" ; Winona
Plow Manufacturing plant; Bur-
bank Stage Line; Great West-
ern Drug, Sam Wickersham,
etc.
FRANK CURTIS wrote him in
August 1860 of the v a s t
amounts of merchandise and
equipment on the levee for Wi-
nona and the interior, and of
steamboats coming up the river
to disgorge settlers. John Sales-
man found Charles Bernson
putting away his unsold comic
valentines for the next season.
He dropped in at L. Wein-
sand's, where he found Wein-
and's junior partner, Dr. H. R.
Wedel, discussing the Normal
School. The state legislature in
1858 voted to establish three
state normal schools, appropri-
ating $5,000 for each provided
the community seeking it would
raise a Ike amount.
"In spite of hard times, Wi-
nona was the first community
to meet the necessary require-
ments," Dr. Wedel said , "con-
tributing $5,200 in land and cash.
Our Normal School opened with
20 pupils last fall. There were
30 in the winter term and they
are expecting 45 in t h e
spring."
SALESMAN wrote of the mes-
sage that came into the office
of the Winona Republican by
telegraph saying that Lincoln
had been detained and there
was a threat on his life. Tele-
graph lines had been strung
from La Crosse to St. Paul on
the Wisconsin side. For a time
someone had to go across the
river to bring back the mes-
sages but later a tali mast was
erected on each side of the riv-
er, bringing a line to Winona
direct. Sometimes tall chimneys
on boats to^e it down and it
had to be repaired.
"The news about the threat
on Lincoln's life was like a
bombshell," Salesman wrote.
"Although few Winona citizens
had favored Lincoln they, had
voted for him because he was
the Republican candidate. '
In May 1861 a Union rally was
called at the Huff House to raise
funds for the 70-some volun-
teers of the Winona area who
were the first to respond to
President Lincoln's call for
troops.
In the midst of war prepara-
tions in December 1861, there
was an outbreak of diphtheria
with diverse discussions on its
treatment.
JOHN Salesman attended Wi-
nona's 4th of July celebration in
1862. It had a tragic end : A
spark from one of the fireworks
fell on Clapperton's Bakery on
the east side of the street mid-
way between 2nd and 3rd
streets and set off a fire which
destroyed four blocks of frame
business buildings. Families liv-
ing in second and third floor
rooms fled for their lives.
The volunteer fire depart-
ment with good equipment,
kept a steady stream of water
flowing over the buildings on
the east side of Lafayette, north
side of 2nd west side of Main
and south side of 3rd St. Here
it was checked.
The Daily Republican, Holden
said , had been urging business-
men in editorials to replace their
wooden buildings with brick and
put water tanks in their struc-
tures. Even following the fire
some rebuilt with wood, but
most built with brick.
AMONG THE other buildings
burned was the Daily Republi-
can, so Holden got his informa-
tion on the fire from a St. Paul
paper.
St. Paul's Episcopal Church,
Masonic and Odd Fellow lodges,
names of medicines used in the
period, and other incidents and
names are included in the 79
pages of Holden's second chap-
ter. -• ¦ . ¦
Copies ot his first chapter are
available for review at the so-
ciety or Holden's Drugstore.
The author , a new society board
member, was introduced by Dr.
Lewis I. Younger, society pres-
ident.
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Third Man in
Tacoma Case
Surrenders
TACOMA, Wash. (AP) - The
third man sought in connection
with the kidnaping of Charles
Hyde III surrendered here ear-
ly today.
He is James Edward Evans,
a 31-year-old father named as
an accomplice in the kidnaping
by its admitted mastermind.
Sheriff's officers said Evans
turned himself in to Chief Crim-
inal Deputy George Janovich.
He was immediately whisked
into an interrogation session
with officers.
They would not say where
Evans had been. They reported,
however, he had just driven
into Tacoma.
Detective Capt. Ernest Keck
of the Pierce County sheriff's of-
fice disclosed Sunday he had re-
ceived a telephone call Satur-
day night , presumably from
California. Evans has a brother
in Hayward, Calif.
Keck said Evans told him he
understood he was wanted and
was returning to Tacoma, where
he has a wife and several small
children .
The Hyde boy, a slender, stu-
dious 13-year-old, was abducted
Wednesday morning as he
walked to a school bus. He
was released unharmed nine
hours later after his father,
president of a wholesale grocery
firm, paid $45,000 ransom.
All but $5,000 of the money
was recovered over the week-
end.
The big break in the case came
early Saturday when Tilford
Baker, 34, a lanky Tacoma car-
penter, turned himself in at the
Pierce County sheriff 's office.
"Baker said he did the plan-
ning — he masterminded t h e
thing," said Janovich.
Baker is married and has two
children.
He identified Dean Allen
Bromley , 20, also of Tacoma , as
the driver of the kidnap car and
said the ransom money was di-
vided at Evan 's home. All three
were charged with first-degree
kidnaping .
AUTO PROTECTION j
• Bodily Injury Liability
• Property Damage Liability ;
: e Medical Payment*
! • $1,000 Accidental Death
; • Uninsured Motorists
All For
'• As Low <_•} nfl Per
As 4>JaUU Month !
; Clin You Get It? \
PHILIP BAUMANN AGENCY ;
Ml Main - Phone 284f
450 Cheerleaders
Practice Together
OSSEO, Wis. (Special)—More
than 450 cheerleaders from 51
schools participated here Satur-
day in the largest cheerleaders
clinic in north central Wiscon-
sin.
It was conducted at Osseo
High School Saturday under
sponsorship of Osseo cheerlead-
ers and the Girls Athletic Asso-
ciation.
Ideas were exchanged f o r
skits and pep rallies and yells
were demonstrated by many
schools during the morning.
AT A LUNCH in the cafeteria,
served under the direction of
Miss Linda Oldenberg, home
economics teacher, a cheerlead-
er style show was presented.
Jumps, freezes, cut-off tech-
niques and compositions, all
necessary to "keep in shape"
as a cheerleader, were demon-
strated and discussed at the
afternoon session.
A mass teaching of yells was
led by Miss Nancy Chapman,
Hartland, and directed by Mrs.
Mary Ann Davis, teacher from
Arrowhead High School, Hart-
land. She gave a mass instruc-
tion in pom pom routines.
John Leadholm, Osseo High
principal, welcomed the group
and introduced Mrs. Delores
Colby, girls physical education
teacher at Osseo Iigh and ad-
viser to the cheerleaders, who
organized tbe clinic.
SCHOOLS from this area rep-
resented were Eleva - Strum,
Pepin, Whitehall, Taylor, Mon-
dovi, Melrose-Mindoro, Sacred
Heart of Lima, Independence,
Holmen, Gilrnanton, Gale-Et-
trick, Durand, Cochrane-Foun-
tain City, Black River Falls,
Arkansaw, La Crosse Aquinas,
and both Eau Claire Memorial
and Regis. A total of 60 schools
were invited.
For Thanksgiving
To make a stunning table, or to please
a gracious hostess, nothing is more appro-
priate on Thanksgiving Day than a lovely
arrangement of fresh flowers. Order yours
today!
• CUT FLOWERS
+ TABLE ARRANGEMENTS
WINONA'S QUALITY FLORIST
FOR OVER 60 YEARS
Phone 2366
If  It' s Sold Here ... It's Grown Here .. . and Always Freshl
We have no connection with any ether nursery, cut flower er
plant sales outlet in Winona.
FLOWERS DELIVERED ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD
WITH AN APPROPRIATE MESSAGE FROM. YOU
Buffalo County
Co-ops Review
Year's Activities
ALMA, Wis. - Delegates of
member cooperatives of the
Buffalo County Association oi
Cooperatives heard a summary
of association projects and ac-
tivities at their annual meeting
here.
President J. J, Rosenow listed
sponsorship of the annual ban-
quet for cooperative leaders
and employes, cooperative dis-
play at the Buffalo County Fair ,
tree planter services, North
West Junior Livestock Show,
4-H awards to Dairv Cattle Con-
gress, Wisconsin 4-H Club
Week, citizenship camp at
Washington, D. C, and 4-H Club
Congress.
John Hartman, Alma, associ-
ation secretary-treasurer, pre-
sented the annual report.
Eli Maule, Alma, was re-
elected to the board of directors
for a three-year term. Hold-
over directors are: Donald
Schmitt, Fountain City; Roy
Synstad, Nelson; Francis Oil-
ier, Mondovi , and J. J. Rose-
now, Cochrane.
The meeting was Wednesday.¦
For hot egg sandwiches,
spread egg salad on bread
slices making sure edges are
covered. Top with partly cook-
ed bacon slices and broil un-
til the bacon is crisp. Serve at
once.
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j Sy Frankl likes to bide thirtgsl Liko the zipper. (You'll |
! find It concealed In front amid those pretty daisies.) |
Like the pockets. (He re's a hint: look to Ihe s ides.) ''>
! Like the iron. (But you won't need It anyway. This step- |
in beauty Is drip-dry, wrinkle-free and comp letely |
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i the price. (Tiny, really, for quality J/lce this!) But |
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STUDY WINONA HISTORY . . .  Harlen
H. Holden, left, presenting a chapter in Wi-
nona history Sunday afternoon at the county
historical museum, points to Pennsylvania,
where most of the first settlers came from
112 years ago. Miss Katherine Lauer, whose
great-grandfather established^ the Lauer
Drug Store in 1874, and A. 10. Stubstad, Wi-
nona native who worked for Winona Lum-
ber Co., look on. (Daily News photo)
Report of
Circling Plane
Revives Hunt
SALT LAKE CITY, Utah
(AP)-The Utah Civil Air Pa-
trol said Sunday night a sheep-
herder reported what is believed
to be the best lead yet in the
search for a Minnesota plane
that disappeared over Utah a
week ago with four persons
aboard.
The CAP said it learned the
sheepherder heard a plane cir-
cle his cabin, 35 miles north-
west of Milford, about 8:15 p.m.
Nov. 14.
That is the approximate time
the aircraft disappeared.
The CAP said ground and
aerial searches would be made
of the Frisco mountain range
west of Milford today.
Pilots and spotters in 19 air-
craft flew over most of the state
during an all-day spell of clear
weather Sunday. It was the first
day of blue skies since the twin-
engine Beechcraft Travel-ire
disappeared Nov. 14 on a flight
from Los Angeles to Salt Lake
City on its way to Minneapolis.
Aboard the plane were the
pilot, H e r m Hemker, 28, Mrs.
Jane Reeves, 52, both of Min-
neapolis, and two University oi
Minnesota coeds, Mary Klessig,
19, and Nancy Dlau, 26.
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Salute the season with
Windsor Canadian
The smoothest whisky m
ever to come out of Canada! to ¦
This season, give the only" whisky born of pure glacial j^ttis water and hearty Western Canadian grain, distilled in i 
^small batches and aged in the Canadian i j WMDHOB
Rockies. Irn^orted Windsor SupremeJ »/| 
y y  
$f cnx«
Most remarkable whisky you cart give *_jr t/ 5 Qt, cJl*£
or get. Most remarkably priced, too. I ' 1 a23__?
HI8Kr-ABL_NO-» •0p"0°F •_ «MP0RT£0eVNATl0NAL0iaTlU£Ra Pfi00UCTS gOMPANV,
NW VORK,NtW VORK
LBJ Means Business
With Business
SAME TECHNIQUE, but fester thi*
time. And President Johnson has made his
point: He means business with business.
Me wants prices steady . If he has to play
rough to keep them that way, he will.
He did this with the aluminum industry
and now last week witl) the copper indus-
try. In both cases he never said a word.
He didn't have to. His technique was sim-
ple.
He stayed in the background and let his
top aides do the talking and the rough
stuff. But business could never have any
doubt who was pulling the strings.
Although he had previously made clear
he wants business, to avoid price Increases
to prevent inflation , the aluminum industry
ignored him and raise d prices.
He must havr hoped the industry would
reconsider because for several days his
aides hemmed and hawed and stumbled
around with vague hints of what they
might do while never saying it had any
connection with the price boost.
THEN THE AX FELL. The government
has so much aluminum in its stockpile
that it considered 1.4 . million tons a surplus
it wanted to get rid of,
Then on Nov. 6. Robert S. McNamara ,
secretary of defense , announced the gov-
ernment would get rid of 200,000 tons of
its aluminum.
With that much aluminum turned loose,
the industry's sales would suffer and it
would have to cut prices. Still deadpan,
naming no names and calling none, Mc-
Namara said the extra supplies on the
market should "relieve price pressures."
The industry got the message and cut
prices.
Meanwhile , the copper industry, as if it
had never heard what happened to the
aluminum industry, raised its prices. It
did this shortly before Johnson's show-
down with aluminum, but it kept them
there.
Then last Wednesday night McNamara
came back into the picture suddenly by
calling a news conference to make an an-
nouncement. Unlike the government's per-
formance with aluminum, there had been
no hint of what was to come.
But McNamara disclosed the govern-
ment, which also has more copper than it
needs, would release 200,000 tons of it and
would take other steps to put a brake on
rising copper prices.
McNamara said Johnson concurred in
his actions, although it was hardly neces-
sary to say so.
Johnson had been criticized after his
victory over the aluminum industry. His
administration, which had mumbled for
days before forcing the showdown, had
been accused of fumbling and Indecision
and other things.
THIS KIND OF criticism SMmed ridic-
ulous for it was clear enough, when the ad-
ministration finally decided to turn loose
200,000 tons of aluminum, what had been
behind the delay and the huffing and puff-
ing.
Anyone who has watched Johnson — a
master" politician who avoids name-calling,
head-on clashes if they can be avoided, and
unpleasant showdowns unless as a last re-
sort — could have figured his tactics with
aluminum.
If the industry took the veiled hints his
aides were throwing out — before the Mc-
Namara announcement about the 200,000
tons of aluminum — maybe it would drop
its price increase.
But the industry wouldn 't yield until
forced to, With that lesson in mind, the ad-
ministration didn't go through the same
routine with the copper industry.
It just did the same thing to copper
that it did to aluminum, without public
warning.
All this should provide a good Insight
—particularl y for American business—into
Johnson: That he's hi .gh.ly flexible that he's
determined, and that he will stick to what
he wants with a minimum of shouting.
NOW THE COPPE R industry has becked
down, as aluminum did. Apparently it de-
cided not to try its luck by defying John-
son. Since he is a very resourceful man, this
probably wouldn 't have boon good business .
¦
Our IhJii K have 1 desiri-d of the Lord, that
I may dwell in the ho-u»e of the lord all the
days ot my life, to behold the beinty of the
Lord, and tn inquire In his temple.—Psalm
27:4.
Price-Holding
Powers of LBJ
TODAY IN NATIONAL AFFAIRS
By DAVID LAWRENCE
WASHINGTON - President Johnson doesn't
have any legal power to fix copper prices, but
he is doing so anyway. He didn't have tha
power to roll back aluminum prices either,
but he accomplished that objective just the
same by threatening to dump on the market
aluminum from the government's stockpile.
Mr. Johnson isn't, however, doing anything
about controlling the rise in wages, which was,
of course, the direct cause of the upward trend
in prices.
Both the copper and aluminum industries
have recently been coerced into granting big
wage increases under threat of costly strikes.
There are, of course, valid reasons why prices
should be restrained and wage-and-price sta-
bility maintained . But the power to do all this
is not invested in one man just because he
happens to be President of the United States.
Constitutionally, Congress alone can impose
wage-and-price ' control. .
THE ADMINISTRATION doubtless will be
reluctant to advocate any restraint upon labor,
because the financial support given by organ-
ized labor in political campaigns now has
reached substantial proportions and is general-
ly believed here to be responsible for the elec-
tion of a majority in both houses of Congress.
But Rep. Thomas B. Curtis of Missouri,
ranking House Republican on the Joint Eco-
nomic Committee, and Rep. William B. Wid-
nall of New Jersey, ranking House Republican
on the Joint Committee on Defense Production,
have just recommended that their two com-
mittees undertake an exhaustive investigation
as soon as Congress meets. The two congress-
men issued a comprehensive statement declar-
ing that the administration's recent activity in
relating the stockpile to the price situation "was
clearly in violation of the intent of the defense
production act of 1951 and raised the crucial is-
sue of the rights of management to make de-
cisions about the use of privately owned re-
sources."
The statement points out that the Joint De-
fense Production Committee in its 1959 annual
report declared that "the stockpile should be
limited to defense needs, and that it is not
the purpose of these programs to regulate
prices or to solve economic problems."
EVEN AS recently as Oct. 4, 1965, the dep-
uty director of the Office of Economic Plan-
ning, Franklin B. Dryden, in testifying before
the Joint Congressional Committee on Defense
Production, restated his agency's position that
large disposal of stockpile items should be
made "without adversely affecting market con-
ditions."
What President Johnson has done is, of
course, just the opposite of these declarations.
If governmental action is necessary, the feel-
ing is growing that Congress should spell it out
in a statute and that arbitrary steps should
not be taken which could shake confidence in
the whole economic system.
The big mystery here is why the adminis-
tration has been operating in such a curious
way in the last two weeks with respect to both
aluminum and copper prices. At first; it was
announced that the government would sell in
the next year 300,000 tons of aluminum. When
the companies went to Washington to urge re-
straint , they were told that the administration
was going ahead anyhow. As soon, however; as
the aluminum companies rolled back their
prices, the administration reversed its position
and cut down the amount of aluminum to be
sold to something between 100,000 and 200,000
tons a year, which is what the industry all
along has been in favor of doing.
BUT DURING the controversy over alumi-
num, criticism was voiced that nothing had
been done by the administration about the re-
cent rise in copper prices. So Secretary Mc-
Namara was selected again by the President
to make public announcement of the govern-
ment's intention to sell 200,000 tons of copper
from the national stockpile.
IN YEARS GONE BY
Ten Years Ago . . . 1955
Miss Dorothy Sylling, Spring Grove, is one
of 60 Macalester College students granted a
scholarship for achievement, She is the win-
ner of a $25 prize for ranking among the sec-
ond ten in her class.
The Cotter High School performance of
"H.M.S. Pinafore" was a delightful production.
The lUtlng melodies and sparkling satire were
deftly presented by the cast of nearly 100.
Twenty-Five Years Ago . . . 1940
Three Houston County boys, two from Olm-
sted County and two from Wabasha County
are in the delegation of 60 Minnesota 4-H club
champions who will leave for a week in Chi-
cago.
Choral music including many of the most fa-
mous compositions of various schools and peri-
ods as well as familiar songs, presented with
diRnity and beauty by the famed Paulist Chor-
isters of Chicago under the direction of Father
Eugene F. O'Malley, appropriately ushered in
the Thanksgiving season.
Fifty Years Ago . . . 1915
A calendar campaign was inaugurated by
the boys' department of the YMCA under the
direction of N. A. McDonald , boys' secretary,
for the purpose of buying equipment for the
department rooms.
The City Council passed the ordinance to
emend the fire regulations asked for by tlie
fire and police board to require greater safe-
guards against fire hazards ,
Seventy-Five Years Ago . . . 1890
Secretary Hess of the Poultry Association
reports 235 special premium:-: offered for the
coming show.
The last shoot of the season by the Sharp-
shooters Society of Wiiimiu look place at its
range in Gilmore Valley.
One Hundred Years Ago . . . 1865
Postmaster H. L. Buck has been improv-
ing the interior arrangements of his office to
facilitate Hie distribution of mails. Instead of
throwing mall matter directly into the bags, it
i.s thrown Into smiill biii.v, which are furnished
at the back with a door where the bags are at-
tached lo receive Ihe mail.
Stevenson s Last Words
Get Changed in Report
THE WASHINGTON MERRY-GO-ROUND
By DREW PEARSON
WASHINGTON - The last
words of Adlai Stevenson as
quoted by Eric Sevareid in
Look Magazine have stir-
red a tempest of discussion
as to whether President
Johnson was callous toward
peace in Southeast Asia;
whether he rebuffed peace
overtures from U.N. Secre-
tary General U. Thant dur-
ing the fall of 1964.
The facts in the case were
rather fully reported in this
column March 15, April 10
and Aug. 3, and are some-
what different from the
version given to Sevareid by
Adlai.
However, what neither ha
nor the State Department
nor anyone else knew last
year, and what has only
leaked out last week, thanks
to the Red Chinese, was that
one day before Premier Ko-
sygin arrived in Hanoi on
the fatal Feb. 7 when the
United States started bomb-
ing North Viet Nam, Kosy-
gin had stopped in Peking
to ask the Chinese to use
their influence with the
North Vietnamese for peace.
Or as the Chinese put it
in their latest diatribe
against the Russians, Kosy-
gin had "stressed the need
to help the United States
find a way out of Viet
Nam."
THIS WAS on Feb. 5-6.
Next day , as Kosygin was
spending the night in Hanoi ,
the United States answered
with a fusillade of bombs,
initiating a policy which has
played into the Chinese
hands.
This is why the Chinese
have been continually ac-
cusing the Russians of
"faithfully obeying orders of
the U.S. imperialists . . .
Officially transmitting to
the Democratic Republic of
Viet Nam these preposterous
demands aimed at forcing
the Vietnamese people Into
unconditional surrender."
This also makes under-
standable the bitterness of
Russian reaction to our
bombing policy.
Historians will doubtless
speculate today on the an-
niversary of Kennedy 's
death and for years to come
on how JFK would have
played his cards for peace
in the crucial year 1964
when, if alive , he would
have been running for re-
election. Instead Johnson
wns running. And about tlie
time of the Atlantic City
convention, Johnson sent a
?eace feeler to Ho Chi Mlnh,
he response was vague.
"RUT simultaneously.'' as
reported by this column lost
spring, 'U.N. Secretary
General Thant sent a mes-
sage by way of Moscow to
the North Vietnamese. He
proposed peace talks on
neutral ground, such as his
native Burma or Cambo-
dia."
This was what Adlai Ste-
venson was doubtless refer-
ring to in his talks with
Sevareid.
"A favorable response
came back from Hanoi in
September, again by the
Moscow route, the column
reported. "This was con-
firmed by President De
Gaulle, who had taken his
soundings through French
instructors still in Hanoi."
But Johnson in September
was in the middle of the
election campaign and Bar-
ry Goldwater was accusing
him of being soft on Com-
munism, of pulling his
punches in Viet Nam by
refusing to bomb North Viet
Nam.
So Johnson waited. He
waited until after elections,
then went down to the LBJ
ranch to rest. He rested too
long and he waited too long.
Peace and war don't wait
for elections or vacations.
DURING that two months
wait the government of
South Viet Nam deteriorat-
ed. It had so many prime
ministers, so much friction
between Catholics and Bud-
dhists that the North Viet-
namese concluded they
could win without talking
peace.
So by the time Johnson
finished campaigning and
resting and got back to the
pressing problem of peace,
the North Vietnamese had
changed their minds. My in-
formation is that this — not
Secretary of Defense Mc-
Namara's intervention; as
reported by Adlai — was
what disrupted U Thant's
drive for peace,
This column earlier re-
ported: "In January Presi-
dent Johnson asked Canada,
a member of the Interna-
tional Control Commission
with offices in Hanoi, to
find out whether the (earli-
er) offer was genuine. U
Thant, at this point, was
optimistic that the offer
still stood, and persisted
that it be accepted.
"J. Blair Seaborn, the
Canadian member of tha
commission, reported back
that North Viet Nam show-
ed absolutely no interest in
a truce." (This was in Jan-
uary, 1965).
"The State Department
was convinced, however,
that the first sounding (in
1964) was not a mistake,
but that Ho Chi Minh had
changed his mind," this
column reported.
New McCarthyism
In Near Future
WASHINGTON CALLING
By MARQUIS CHILD-
WASHINGTON — The more sensitive thermometers
that register the emotional climate are showing overheat-
ing. Those who study the reading believe this can mean
_-ouble for the future in the form of a new McCartfaytan.
The cause of the overheating is the rapidly escalating
war in Viet Nam and the reaction against the demonstration*
by groups opposing the war. What with an anti-war demon-
Z__ l !  I _—. W«« H_vt ~— * ——sirauon neie one uoj uv«-
week and a pro-Viet Nam
demonstration the following
day, there is every indica-
tion the temperature is like-
ly to continue to go up.
The Johnson Administra-
tion bases its opposition to
the anti-war demonstrators
on the ground that both Bed
China and North Viet Nam
will take the protests as evi-
dence the United States -will
pull out of Viet Nam if only
the war goes on long
enough. Certainly the Com-
munist regimes in both Pe-
king and Hanoi make all
possible use of dissenting
voices in the West, however
minor.
But seasoned diplomats
both here and in Europe
doubt that either Peking or
Hanoi have illusions about
the significance of the small
minority that continues to
protest against 'the war.
They can read the meaning
of the rapid buildup of
American forces and the
fantastic increase in the
fire power the Air Force is
bringing to bear and this
signals intentions more real-
istically than a few student
marchers. The protests as
relayed by radio and film
to the Communist masses
may be useful in stirring
them to greater sacrifice.
Even here, however, it is
considered likely that in
North Viet Nam, at least,
the peasant is undeceived as
he faces a more and more
rugged e x i s t e n c e  with
American bombers wiping
out road and rail lines.
THERE IS another side to
to the Johnson administra-
tion's concern over all forms
of protest whether de-
bates and teach-ins or dem-
onstrations in the streets.
This is the President's pas-
sionate desire for a consen-
sus taking in every man
and woman. This consensus
psychology was reflected in
Press Secretary Bill D.
Moyers' statement reporting
Johnson's "surprise that
any one citizen would feel
toward his country hi a way
that is not consistent with
the national interest."
The fact is that the Pres-
ident has a consensus and
an overwhelming one on
Viet Nam. All recent polls
have shown that up to two-
thirds of the public support
him in the enlarging Ameri-
can role in Viet Nam. To
get every citizen in line with
no single voice of dissent —
as Moyers' report of the
President's viewpoint seem-
ed to Imply — would be
something never attained in
any American war.
In the American revolu-
tion there were those who
remained loyal to Britain.
Thoreau went to jail for his
refusal to pay taxes to a
government that lagged in
freeing the slaves as the
Civil War dragged on, and
thereby he laid the base for
the doctrine of civil dis-
obedience. In both World
Wars pro-Germans and con-
scientious objectors held out
against the overwhelming
majority supporting the war
effort. The dissenters In this
American tradition have of-
ten paid heavily for their
dissent.
THE AMERICAN Jewish
Congress, the American Civ-
il Liberties Union and tha
Union of American Hebrew
Congregations have recent-
ly expressed grave concern
over the heating up of the
atmosphere in something
like a war psychosis. The
A.IC resolution was adopted
after a pro-Viet Nam pa-
rade in New York when pa-
raders broke ranks to
threaten and in some in-
stances beat up anyone car-
rying a dissenting placard
or raising a dissenting
voice. The resolution warn-
ed that threats and pres-
sures had "evoked a men-
acing climate in which law-
ful dissent was punished as
political disloyalty. "
The Civil Liberties Union
is defending David Miller.
the youthful member of tha
Catholic Worker group who
publicly burned Ms draft
card. The ACLU argues,
and the Jewish Congress
takes the same position,
that this was a symbolic,
act and not to be equated
with obstruction to the war
effort such as attempting to
block a troop train.
LITTLE MORE than a
year ago President Johnson
in the thick of the presiden-
tial campaign said in speech
in Manchester , N.H., that
he did not think we were
ready for American boys to
do the fighting for Asian
boys. He went on: "So we
are not going north and we
are not going south; wa
are going to continue to try
to get them to save their
own freedom with their own
men, with our leadership
and our officer direction,
and such equipment as wa
can furnish them. We think
that losing 190 lives in the
period we have been out
there is bad but it is not
like 190,000 that we might
lose the first month if wa,
escalated that war. . ."
Those words must have
been heard in Peking and
Hanoi. But in that closed,
authoritarian world, where
any dissent is punished by
prison or death, words are
weighed against deeds and
American action speaks
forcefully in Viet Nam to-
day.
Mobilheat
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'IS IT DADDY. MOTHER—WITH THE THANKSGIVING TURKEY?'
(Editor 's Note : Let '
ters must be temperate,
o/ reasonable length and
signed by the toriteu
Bona fide names oj all
Utter-writers wilt be
published. N o religious,
medical or personal con-
troversies are accept-
able.)
Hopes Conditions at Dog
Found Will Be Improved
To the Editor :
If conditions at the Winona
dog pound actually exist as
described in a letter in this
column (Nov 15) , then every
interested persons concern-
ed about humane treatment
of animals, should not only
protest but demand such a
situation to be corrected
without delay.
Every dog lover would find
conditions as described-sick-
ening. But just to i feel
sorry is not enough. It is
prompt action that is need-
ed, and I sincerely hope
that our city officials who
are responsible for the dog
pound have acted and
checked conditions there,
and will continue to sea
that the place is sanitary,-
wellrkept, and the dogs giv-
en proper food in the fu-
ture.
No dog chooses to be in
the pound. It should not be
necessary for a person liv-
ing out of the state to call
attention to a matter of
this nature. I have faith in
our city officials that con-
ditions at the pound will bo
improved promptly.
M. V. Curtis
317 Lafayette St.
Letters to The
Editor
Advertisement
Worry of
FALSE TEETH
Slipping or Irritating?
Don't be embarrassed by loose Mistenth slipping, dropping or wobblingwhoa you est , talk or laugh. Juit¦prlakle _ little FABrEKTH on youtpistes. This pleasant powder gives «r»ma.rtciibl6 sense of udded comfortand security by holding pistes motsnrmly. No gummy, Kooey. pssty tselior reeling.It's aUtullne (non-sold),(Ht F\_T__T_ st ftny drug countir.
THE WIZARD OF ID By P.rke77ndl<art
~
"Now , I don't want to do anything to men . . . I
just want to be held in."
J Jut $JULUL.
STRUM, Wis. (Special) — The
VFW Auxiliary of Strum made
S
lans for its Christmas party
lec. 27 at the home of Mrs.
Marshall Rcbbe when it met
Nov. 15 with Mrs. Burnett Ot-
terson. Mrs. Bjarne Finstad was
co-hostess.
The group voted to donate
Christmas cheer to Tomah Vet-
erans Hospital and Wisconsin
National Cottage. Two women
from the Menomonie auxiliary
were guests, Mrs. Doris Sitch-
key president, and Mrs. Hazel
Ponto Jr., vice president.
DEN2ER OPEN HOUSE
MINNESOTA CITY, Minn. —
Mr. and Mrs. George Denzer
will celebrate their silver wed-
ding anniversary with an open
house Sunday. Hours will be
from 2 to, 5 p.m. Their children
will be hosts. No invitations are
being sent.
Strum Auxiliary
Plans Yule Party
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Distinguished Minnesota
Artists ' Exhibit at College
By FLORETTA M. MURRAY
Unmistakable is the highly professional competence
shown in the all-Minnesota artists's show of the Minne-
sota Chapter of Artist's Equity Association Inc. now on
display in the Art Gallery of th« College of St. Teresa.
The exhibit, all recent work and in all forms of media,
is well representative of the high caliber of Minnesota
professional artists and varies from highly abstract
and representational forms
of expression to the tbtally
non-objective manner of ex-
pression.
Among the exciting works
with a phenominai use of
textural surfaces to create
the sense of reality, is the work
of Phyllis A me s  entitled
"Grass". This oil with its melt-
ing diffusions of color presents
a subtle grayed kaleidescope of
movement and force.
CAMERON BOOTH has re-
turned to the much-loved earlier
compositions concerned w i t h
the figural forms of horses, after
a tour de force during his so-
journ in New York, where he
composed in a totally non-objec-
tive manner. "Pinto" an oil by
Mr. Booth, strong in composi-
tion and low-keyed in color, is
equally as masterful as his
earlier works with a similar
theme.
An outstanding woodcut by
Eugene Larkin proves again his
command of this medium in his
print "Waves and Rocks, Grand
Marais," filled with dynamic
black linear movement which
is in a way filled with more
vital realism than the actual
forms themselves.
Syd Fossum, whose one-man
show at the college was a ma-
jor event of the 1964-65 season,
shows again the versatility of
his work in the oil "Crowd,"
which defines the world around
him through the transient pat-
tern of man's many faces and
their revealing imagery.
-CATHERINE Nash, who re-
cently had a one-man show in
Minneapolis, again uses the
vitality of metal fused, distort-
ed, burnished and changed hy
the intense heat of the blow
torch and by the magic trans-
mitted often from scrap, as she
did in her recent use of the
scrap metal from the Schuler
factory fire. She again reached
into the heart of the metal to
transmit the idea of "Sicialiam
Recollection," in steel and
bronze.
A striking stone sculpture by
Anthony Caponi, "Waterbird"
again demonstrates his versati-
lity. Quiet integrated forms flow
and move with subtle surface
variations and achieve poetic
unity in the composition.
"Montreal Nord" by Freddy
Marcel Munez uses broad
sweeps of abstract planes to
build strong positive spaces in
majestic and limited patterns.
PASTEL, usually a delicate
color composition, becomes a
bold vibrating mass of move-
ment in the abstract "Cowboy"
by Elof Wedin.
A curve of beach, "At Cres-
cent Be_ch," by Jo Lutz Rol-
lins shows the usual forceful
brush forms and interplay of
light and dark that are char-
acteristic of her work. Long one
of Minnesota's favorite artists
who portray lcng-familiar and
favorite landmarks, Mrs. Rol-
lins continues to maintain her
individual approach to vivid
realism with free, deliberate
brush strokes with ease and
spontaneity.
A small but monumental
bronze sculpture is the work of
Paul Granlund, "Bacio I" cre-
ates a lyrical sense of move-
ment in the dance forms to
such a degree that the illusion
of movement is everpresent.
A reduction of form to im-
paste masses of red, yellow
and blue in rich surfaced sub-
stance is the strongly composed
oil "Sundown" by Peter Busa
One of the truly non-objective
paintings in the show, it makes
full use of the disposition of
color and texture, mass and
shape to create vitality, often
lost in meanderings masking
under the term non-objective
composition. He proves that
non-objective painting reaches
into the core of all painting
composition,
"BIRD IMAGE" by Charlotte
Millis, a sculpture in walnut ,
utilizes the organic surface to
enhance tho imaginative ima-
gery.
Another wood sculpture, in
oak, "Gothic Torso" by Peter
Lupori evokes the architectonic
Siality of church sculpture of
e medieval period transmitt-
ed to the 20th century with all
the Intensity of the Gothic spiri-
tual dedication. One of the few
pieces dealing with the religious
theme, it demonstrates the re-
cent revival in the religious
subject as thematic material.
Lupori has added his own sensi-
tive feeling of the organic na-
ture of the material to the styl-
istic Imagery created.
The show has 30 work* on
exhibit, representing the media
of watercolor, oil acrylic pas-
tel, ink, ink resist, drawing,
bronze, stone, wood, steel and
the print fields of intaglio and
woodcut. The exhibit gallery is
on fourth floor of Saint Teresa
Hall. The gallery is open week
days from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
PICKWICK, Minn. - Mrs.
D. V. Boardman, Winona, past
grand matron and grand chap-
ter committee member on the
International OES Temple
Fund project committee, was
an honored guest and speaker
at the Friday evening meet-
ing of Pickwick Chapter 191,
Order of Eastern Star.
Mrs. Boardman described the
International OES Temple in
Washington, D. C. and explain-
ed the purpose of the fund.
Another Winona guest was
Mrs. J. H. Roberson, who fill-
ed the station of Adah the night
the Pickwick Chapter was in-
stituted, Feb. 22, 1907.
LeRoy Larson was initiated
into the chapter.
Mrs. Robert McNally, worthy
matron and district chairman
of the Estarl fund, stated that
she would appreciate an early
response from the district chap-
ters to the Estarl fund.
Refreshments were served af-
ter the meeting at tables dec-
orated in the Thanksgiving
theme. Mrs. Forrest Clow was
decorations chairman and Mrs.
George Hanson, kitchen chair-
man.
Mrs. D. V. Boardman
Pickwick OES
Speaker at Temple
Anita Fick
LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special )
— Thanksgiving dinner will be
served promptly at noon at the
Vincent Fick home in rural
Lake City because the Picks'
daughter, Miss Anita Fick, will
leave immediately afterwards
by train for Chicago, There she
will compete in the National
Shorthorn Lassie contest on Sun-
day.
Miss Fick, a student at Wi-
nona State College, is this year's
Minnesota Lassie Queen. She
was crowned at the Minnesota
State Fair.
Coincidently, another Lake
City girl, Miss Patty Goihl, is
alternate Shorthorn L a s s i e
Queen and will have a chance
to compete for Minnesota Lassie
Queen next year. She is a mem-
ber of the Hilltop-Hotshots 4-H
Club.
Miss Fick, a member of the
Mount Pleasant 4-H Club, rural
Lake City, will appear on Chi-
cago television and radio Fri-
day and Saturday. Following the
crowning of the queen,' she and
the 17 other Lassie Queens com-
peting will be busy attending
special functions until Dec. 1.
Mrs. Fick and Mrs. Charles
Augustine Jr. are both members
of the board of directors of the
Minnesota Shorthorn Lassie As-
sociation. ¦
Anita Fick,
Lassie Queen
In Contest
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14 Karat yellow or white gold unjewelled 14 Karat white gold dinner ring mounting
mountings from $ 19.50 set with 6 diamonds 65.00
14 Karat white gold mounting with two
side diamonds 25.00 Plat inum mounting for a large center diamond ,
14 Karat white gold , with two diamonds with 18 fullcut round diamonds as well as 23
totaling .10 Carat 65.00 baguette diamonds. This is a masterp iece of fine
18 Karat white gold, with two diamonds workmanship and excellent design. . . . $ 2 ,000.00
totaling .28 Carat 175.00
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At home in Mahnomen; Minn.,
are Mr. and Mrs. John F.
Schaefer, following a honey-
moon to Colorado and their
Nov. 13 wedding at St. Mi-
chad's Catholic Church, Mahno-
men.
The Rev . Justin Luetmer of-
ficiated and the children's choir
sang.
The bride is the former Miss
Darlene Krajsa, daughter of
Mr and Mrs. Stanley Krajsa,
Mahnomen Her husband is the
son of Mr_ Arthur Streuber.
760 E. Howard St.. and the late
John Schaefer.
MISS JOAN BERENS, Mah-
nomen, wan maid of honor and
Miss Diane Schaefer. brides-
maids. They wore floor-length,
blue gowns with elbow-length
sleeves, round necklines, lace-
covered bodices and sheath-
Style skirts with detachable
overskirts Crystal and pearl ti-
ara crowns held their face veils
and they carried bouquets of
white mums and red roses. The
flower girl, Donna Snobl, Mah-
nomen, was dressed like the
bride.
Bruce A Edwards, Winona ,
was best man and John Snobl ,
Mahnomen groomsman. Ush-
ers were Larry Uhlir , Bejou,
Minn., and Leonard Ditch , Ced-
ar Rapids. Iowa. Roger Schaef-
er, brothei of the groom, was
ring bearer
The bride wore a gown of
lace over taffeta with long
sleeves, fitted bodice and scoop
neckline. Her bouffant floor-
length skirt was embroidered
with iridescent sequins and had
tiers of lace at the back. She
wore a veil which was worn by
her mother in 1940 and by her
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Schaefer
sister , Mrs . Bennie Zaviska , in
1961. She carried a bouquet of
white mums and red roses.
A DINNER was served in the
church basement, followed by a
reception and dance at the
ZCBJ Lodge there. The Tulack
Old Time Band furnished the
music.
The bride is a graduate of
Mahnomen High School and is
employed as a cashier at Edna's
Food Market , Mahnomen. Her
husband is a graduate of Wi-
nona Senior High School and
Dunwoody Industrial Institute.
He is a serviceman at Lee
Electric Co., Mahnomen.
A prenuptial shower was host-
ed at Jack's Place by Mrs.
Bruce A. Edwards, Mrs. Don-
ald Edwards and Miss Diane
Schaefer and another at the
ZCBJ Lodge, Mahnomen, by the
Mmes. L a w r e n c e  Knowles ,
James Perge and Melvin
Schaumburg, ¦
For a spicy pie crust add Va
cup sugar, Ph teaspoons cin-
namon, Vt teaspoon nutmeg and
Vi teaspoon allspice to a pack-
age of pastry mix and make
up as directed on the pack-
age.
John Schaefers
Now Residing
In Mahnomen
Kf Traditional A!
M ThanksgiviiigMenu gf
\__yJ Chicken Ri pple Soup — Cup loc , Bowl 30c lv *^)
rY Fresh Shrim p Cocktail 85c Heirmo Fillets in Wine 25c Y*v
C_m_) Fruit Cocktail 25c CPy
fl I Baked Capon, Dressing, Cranberry Sauce . . .  . $2.00 1 A
B J Lobster Ala Newberg . . . .  2.50 1 D
fl I Hoast Tom Turkey, Dressing, Cranberry, Orange Kelish . 1.73 I B .a I Roast Beef Marinade . . . . . . . . 1.7S |'|
I I Fried Fillet of Pike, Tartare Sauce . ; . 2.50 1 KI v| Parsley Buttered Potato, H IIF 1 Candied Sweet Potato or Fluffy Whipped Potato K »
* \ Creamed Cauliflower - Peas or Mashed Squash - M '
l a  Tossed Vegetable Salad or Cranberry Salad M
I \& i J  Homemade Rolls j^g/ '
JjHjft Fresh Apple Pie 25« Pumpkin Pie lit Mince Pie, hot or cold 25# /ji__¦Ef 11 Chocolate Nut Fudge Pie 30c Pecan Pie 35c; f t  119
K l^ Steamed Plum Pudding 25f Sherbet 15? Ice Cream 20* /%¥/_ *#_|-5R1 . Cherry or Chocolate Sundae SOf f_ rkl
Kg_K$l Serving 12 noon to 3 p.m. Mississippi Room And Gold Roam IvV^lft
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MR. AND MRS. DENNIS BUNDY are at home at . Ar-
kansaw, . Wis. ' following their Nov. 6 marriage at St. Mary's
Catholic Church, Durand. A reception was held at the
American Legion Club, Plum City. The bride is the former
Miss Barbara Smith, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lyle Smith,
Durand. Her husband is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Bundy, Arkansaw. (Wehrenberg Studios)
The Winona Chapter of the Wi-
nona Diocesan Council of Cath-
olic Nurses met Wednesday at
the home of Mrs. Rosalie Bur-
ton, 125 E. Broadway.
Mrs. George Joyce and Mrs.
Dale Welch reported on the an-
nual diocesan meeting held' in
Austin. The Winona chapter de-
cided to adopt a mission proj-
ect sponsored by the Jesuits.
Mrs. Burton, Mrs. Joyce, and
Miss Margaret Heffron report-
ed on the regional convention
held in La Crosse.
An interfaith project called
"Encounter" was discussed and
also "Care of the Known Hope-
less Patient."
Two students from Winona
State College nursing program
were present.
For that teen-age party, drop
a small scoop vanilla ice cream
into each tall glass needed and
fill with icy-cold cola beverage.
Have straws and iced-tea
spoons on hand.
Catholic Nurses
Hear Reports
Tarantulas
Play for
YMCA Dance
Winona high schoolers total-
ing 260 danced to the music of
the Tarantulas Saturday night
at the first YMCA Sock hop of
the year. Chaperones for the
dance Friday were Mr. and
Mrs. Erwin Bachler and Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Braun. The YM
generally sponsors about four
such senior high school dances
during the school year.
A Junior High Fun Night for
Jefferson eighth and ninth
graders was held Friday night
at the YM. Activities included
gym, swim and dancing. Chap-
erones were Mr. and Mrs. Clin-
ton Fair, Mr. and Mrs. B. W.
Austin, Mr. and Mrs. Roger
Brand and Mrs. Calista Schultz.
Larry Schiller, YM youth sec-
retary, announced that the fall
schedule of fun nights and
dances has been completed. YM
teen social events will resume
after the holidays.
Adv«rt|jement
WOMEN OFTEN
HAVE BLADDER IRRITATION
AtUt SI , common Kidney or Blurtder Ir-
rlUtlom affect t-lco M many woman at
men md m«y nmkn you txnsn unit ntrvoui
from too frequent , burning or Itehlni
urination bolli day »i)d night. Buconrt-r-
lly, you m«y loin sleep and aulfar from
lleadaohet, lltckacliea and (eel old. tired ,
dapreuad. In nidi Irritation. CyBTKX
usually prlnsi (Mt, relax/ni comfort by
eurblns Irrlfttlns term* ln strong, addurlna and by analsaalo pain relief. Oat
OYSTSX at druggUU. Xaa i bttiw teat.
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MISS CIIARLENE BELL'S engagement to Ro-
bert L. Roth, son of Mrs. Genevieve Roth, Minneapo-
lis, is announced by her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Leigh B. Bell , 474 W. Belleview St. The wedding will
take place at St. Matthew's Lutheran Church Dec. 11
at 7:30 p.m. The bride-to-be is employed as an ad-
dressograph operator at United Building Centers
Inc. Her fiance is an optician with Benson Opti-
cians. (Brueske photo)
LAKE CITY.Minn. (Special)
— "Health and Isometric Ex-
ercise" was the topic of a talk
given by Oliver Bogen, Min-
neapolis, at the Wednesday
evening meeting of the Lake
City Women's Club.
About 50 attended the guest-
night event, held in Fellowship
Hall, First Methodist Church.
Mrs. John Murdoch, presi-
dent, conducted a brief busi-
ness session. Fruit cakes were
sold by Mrs. E. C. Bayley, who
announced she has more avail-
able.
Hostesses were the Mmes.
Bayley , Bj Loss and Verna Olin,
with Mrs. Arleigh Schafer ass-
isting.
Health, Exercise*
Topic at Meeting
Of Lake City Club
YOU CAN ASSURE YOURSELF OF A WIDE
ill
OF AMERICAN MADE KREISLER AND
RONSON POCKET AND TABLE MODELu«m
CONVENTIONAL AND BUTANE FUEL.
/^ ^OttJtMiiP
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SHOP THE EASY WAY — READ THE ADS FIRST
(Atf .Photofripny *
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Gamble
MR. AND MRS. JERALD A. SCRABECK are at home
at 8?6 15th St. N.W., Rochester, following their Oct. 30
marriage at Gloria Del Lutheran Church, Rochester. The
bride is the former Miss Cheryl Faa, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Norman Faa, Mabel, Minn. Her husband is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Merlin Scrabeck, Harmony, Minn. A more
complete wedding story appeared in the Wednesday issue
of the Winona Daily News.
ROLLINGSTONE, Minn. -
Miss Eileen Arnoldy, Minnea-
polis, daughter of Mrs. Marga-
ret Arnoldy, Rollingstone, and
Michael Gamble, son of Mr.
and Mrs. George Gambia,
Bloomington , Minn., were mar-
ried Nov. 13 at Holy Trinity
Catholic Church.
The Rev. S. N. Majerus re-
ceived their vows. Mrs. Gene
Trcdcr, Rochester, was soloist.
Mrs, Donald Ciemlnskl, Min-
neapolis , was matron of honor
and Miss Sandra Emerson, Min-
neapolis, and Miss Martha
Speltz, Wabasha , Minn., brides-
maids.
Dennis Gamble was best man
and Roger Dahline and Robert
Schmitz , groomsmen. All are
of Minneapolis.
THE BRIDE wore a floor-
length gown of peau de sole
wilh a Ysroop neckline, long
sleeves and a bodice trimmed
wilh seed pearls. The sheath
skirt had a fitted waistline and
a detachable chapel-length
train. A peau headpiece trim-
med with seed pearls held her
silk illusion veil.
Her attendants wore wine-
colored floor-length gowns of
crepe and velvet with sheath
skirts and wine-colored head-
pieces..
A reception was held in the
Gold Room, Hotel Winona.
The newlyweds will live at
4720-28th Ave. S., Minneapolis.
The bride is a graduate ol
Holy Trinity High "School, Rol-
lingstone , and Winona Secre-
tarial School. She is a secre-
tary at Honeywell Inc. Her
husband is a graduate of
Bloomington High School and
the Brown Institute of Electro-
nics. He is an inspector-techni-
cian at Honeywell Inc.
The bride was honored at a
bridal shower at the home of
Mrs . Donald Cieminski and at
the home of Mrs. George Gam-
ble , both of Minneapolis.
DOUBLE ANNIVERSARIES
SPRING GROVE, Minn. —
Open house honoring Mr. and
Mrs. James Ness and Mr. and
Mrs. Grant Ingvalson on their
25th wedding anniversaries will
be ltald at Trinity Lutheran
Church, Spring Grove, Sunday.
Hours will be from 2 to 5 p.m.
No invitations will be sent.
Michael Gamble,
Eileen Arnoldy
Repeat Vows
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ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) --
Newly-elected officers of South
Beaver Creek Lutheran Church
Women are: Mrs. Swenson,
president; Mrs. Duane John-
son, vice president; Mrs. Mar-
vin Tranberg, secretary, and
Mrs. Vernon Ramsey, treas-
urer.
Mrs. Stanley Simonson, assist-
ed by Mrs. Robert Hanson, will
be educational secretary, and
Mrs. Melvm A. Olson and Mrs.
Kenneth Witte, are stewardship
chairmen.
South Beaver Creek
LCW Elects Officers
LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Prater ob-
served their golden wedding an-
niversary with an open house
Nov. 7 in St. John's Lutheran
Church parlors. The occasion,
attended by 250, was sponsored
by their children and spouses.
The Rev. Ralph A. Goede gave
the anniversary address.
Guests attended from Elm-
wood, Wis., and Goodhue, Red
Wing, Frontenac, Zumbrota,
Hastings, Cottage Grove and
Lake City. One of the high-
lights of the celebration was a
call from a family friend from
Lubbock, Tex.
Their four children and ten
grandchildren were present.
Their children are Arnold,
Norman, Mrs. Clyde (Mary
Ellen) Oliver and Mrs. Reyn-
old (Renata) Miller, all of
Lake City.
Mr. Pruter and the former
Miss Johanna Ehlers were mar-
ried Nov. 10, 1915, in St. John's
Lutheran Church here. They
lived on a farm in rural Lake
City until 1943 when they moved
into town.
Walter Pruters
Honored by 250
On Golden Year
Scandinavian
HOLIDAY
COOKWARE
• Lefse Grills and
Rolling Pins
• Sandbakkelse Sets
• Rosette Sets
• Krunkake Irons
D41DD BROS.IfUDD STORE
V & S HARDWARE
m E. 4th St. Ption* 4007
MISS JEAN MARCILLE KARNATH'S engage-
ment to Roger Curtin, Austin, son of Mr. and Mrs.
W. A. Curtin, is announced by her parents, Capt.
and Mrs. W. H. Karnath, 776 Terrace Lane. The
wedding will be Dec. 18 in McKinley Methodist
Church. Miss Karnath is a graduate of Winona
Senior High School and is a student at Winona State
College. She is employed at Lofquist Variety Store,
Miracle Mall. Her fiance is a graduate of Austin
High School and is a junior at WSC. He works for
Briggs Transportation Company. (Brueske Photo)
MISS JUDY KAY SOSAL-
LA'S engagement to Darvis
Anderson, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Norman Anderson,
Galesville, Wis., is an-
nounced by her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. William Sosalla,
Blair,- Wis. The wedding is
being .planned for Decem-
ber. Miss Sosalla is em-
ployed at Madison, Wis., and
her fiance works at New
London, Wis.
Holiday activities were plan-
ned when Winona Chapter I, Na-
tional Geld Star Mothers, met
Wednesday at the Legion Me-
morial Club. Mrs. Alfred A.
Kuhlmann, president, presided.
It was reported that scuffs are
being made and all Gold Star
Mothers were asked to bring
gifts of toilet articles, pocket
novels, cards, puzzles, etc. to
the clubrooms Nov. 29. It was
announced that the cookies that
were being collected to send to
Viet Nam will be given instead
to the Veterans Hospital and the
Minnesota Soldiers Home in
Minneapolis.
Announcements were made
that the Gold Star Mothers will
sponsor a public card party at
the Legion Memorial Club at 2
p.m. Nov. 29 and that the an-
nual Christmas dinner and
meeting will be held at the club
Dec. 13.
Gold Star Mothers
Outline Plans for
Holiday Activities
OLD-TIME DANCE
KELLOGG-, Minn. (Special)—
Unit 4 of St. Agnes Parish will
sponsor a public old-time danc-
ing party in the parish hall
Nov. 28 at 8 p.m. Prizes will
be given and lunch served.
Home-Madt
119 East Third StrMt Phone 3450 $aoMB,
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FRESH DRESSED WHITE ROCK
ROASTING OR STEWING
YOUNG HENS - - - _J3c
ALTURA REX GRADE "A" OVEN READY
YOUNG TURKEYS V£. _ 39c
WORRELL'S READY-TO-EAT
PICNICS ». 39c
SWIFT'S PREMIUM
SIRLOIN STEAK - - - _ 99c
FRBSH HOMEMADE
PORK LINKS - • • - „ 69e
FRESH HOMEMADE RING
LIVER SAUSAGE - - - _ 49c
CUBED STEAK - - - - _. 79c
SWIFT'S PREMIUM
SLAB BACON - - - - u 65c
FRESH HOMEMADE
SUMMER SAUSAGE - Lb 85c
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Jj UZ&k OjfAlcJtL Igl
for Stufffaif and Oyster Stew _P_S|
WE HAVE WHAT YOU NEED Fl]
FOR A GOOD FRUIT CAKE IM
Glazed Cherries, whole red or green, lb. . Wi \^g_j
Glazed Pineapple Rings, green, red or natural , lb. . W* H _^jMoist Citron Halves, lb. *>? W T^M
Diced Mixed Fruit , best of everything, ¦ '•*» _!no grapefruit peel, lb *'* % » tj M
DRIED PEARS . . 12-oz. pkg. 75c U
Ts Ann New Crop I_'M_1
Lady Fingers Walnut Meats Ml7 3 Light halves. _B-2_\
; ¦?& 35c £ $1.29 El
SMUCKER'S PRESERVE SPECIAL %_
20-oz. Peach Butter . . . . . . .  4»*, t for 7»* <H 'ifl
20-oz. Cider Apple Butter . 3»«Y_ for $*» fl il_0 oz. Strawberry Preserves .. . • ¦  *5e, 1 for $1.1* 1*1.4
Fancy Minnesota Jones Dairy Farm ILI^J
Large Whole Kernel p k $3115306 IVjWild Rice y \Ml-Lb. 7Q Kg
%.Lb. $2.39 B°*Bulk /yc |S|
l-Lb. $4.75 Box Llnk» O'C ¦»]
Cross _ Blackwell Spice Island __V|
With Rum and Brandy , . . _ . Htl__l
Mince Meat Herbs, Spices, WMM
is -^o,. ¦ * _• 
Vinegars WW
Jar 3^C Tha finest In Masoning. vS_*|
PEPPERIDGE FARM HERB . iBi
SEASONED STUFFING-Slc K4|
More than enough /or a 6-pound chicken. ¦ivVMReady to use Instantly. __V ¦
NEW CROP NUTS IN SHELL B|
? Walnuts • Brazils • Pepans • Filberts • Almonds W$j]_
• <^V2*"vU_9V_3_^w__9_r^ _^_BB_^ _^"___f_% _ «"._H_R__ s_ ^^_H _ _^ _^ _^B__H__ _^ _^ _^PlT_M_!W_ _^ _^ _^Vss~ _^^^^_URV ___0» • mWmMm¦_^ __A»_>wHBa^_^_A9__l#._^_S__!a_Ms «^-'_i•a_Bs_B5_W_i_SK_*3_S_H_M__N_Ms_&_H_BflBM__S__!_.a _^r-
NASON ON EDUCATION
By LESLIE J. NASON, Ed. D.
University ol Southern Calif.
Successful men and women
often receive much attention
and win awards because of their
achievements. Sometimes, es-
pecially in the field of science,
they arc referred to as geniuses.
Young people are prone to
compare themselves with such
p e r s o n a .  Unfortunately, toe
many of them come to feel that
only people much smarter than
themselves can succeed. This
attitude not only can affect their
own lives, but can deprive the
country of their talents.
Actually, there are so many
different aspects to most pro-
fessions that success comes to
thousands in each field. One
doesn't have to be a genius to
succeed.
Even what vte measure as in-
telligence and label as "I.Q."
is not a fixed thing. It is not a
case of all or nothing. The test
measures developed skills and
abilities; consequently, the im-
portant thing is whether or not
a person develops his innate
abilities and skills.
CONTINUED learning Is a re-
quirement" to success. A state
employment agency head re-
ports that, for those not going
on to college, the first year
after high school graduation is
often a key year.
Those who merely put in their
day's work with no attempt at
self-development are disillusion-
ed by the end of that first year
out of school. The job has be-
come routine and uninteresting.
Advancement seems difficult or
impossible to obtain. They are
out of school, out of the habit
of learning, and thus in a blind
alley.
On the other hand, those who
avail themselves of shop train-
ing programs, evening school,
home study, or in some way
learning usually make sufficient
advancement in their jobs to re-
main optimistic and happy.
THE FORMULA for a feeling
of well-being and optimism for
a successful future is "Keep
Learning." If unemployed, pre-
pare for employment. For ex-
ample, there are many openings
for persons with real proficiency
in typing and shorthand; for per-
sons who can read and under-
stand; and for persons who can
write and spell. All of these
skills respond to practice.
The young person with time
on his hands needs only to apply
himself diligently to assure suc-
cess at some future date.
Opportunities for guidance are
readily available. The state em-
ployment office is ready and
willing to dispense information
on training opportunities for oc-
cupations ln which there is a
demand for more workers.
Both public and private busi-
ness schools offer guidance and
counseling as well as opportuni-
ties for formal study.
But, with all of these openings
available the key is still in the
hands of the individual. He must
be willing to put forth the ef-
fort to gain the benefits of con-
tinued learning.
Of hers Besides
Geniuses Succeed
Six Minnesota
Traffic Deaths
Over Weekend
By TltE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Six deaths Saturday and Sun-
day have raised M i n n e-
sota's 1965 highway fatality toll
to 732 today, compared with 755
one year ago.
One - year - old Lisa Mundy
of Minneapolis was killed in a
city collision that injured five
other members of her family
late Sunday.
Her brother Allan, 2, was
hospitalized in serious condi-
tion. Listed in satisfactory con-
dition were her sisters Julie, 7,
and Jacqueline, 5, and mother,
Mrs. Frank Mundy, 29. Treat-
ed and released were the two
drivers, Mundy, 38, and Bonnie
Anderson, 18, Minneapolis.
Ernest L. Erickson, 20, of
rural Oakley, Calif., was killed
Sunday when a car ran through
a T intersection of Minn. 87
and Becker County Road 39
about 9V_ miles east of Frazee
and hit an embankment.
The driver, Leon Berg, 19,
Minneapolis, was hospitalized
with a broken jaw and broken
ribs. Both men were ln the Air
Force and were stationed at
Wadena.
Mrs. Nettie Thompson, 78,
Minneapolis, died shortly after
a two - car collision at a city
intersection Sunday night. Two
other persons suffered minor in-
juries.
Vernon Berens, 25, was killed
when hit by a car on U. S. 12
Saturday night two miles east
of Benson after he got out of his
truck to check trouble in the ve-
hicle. The Highway Patrol said
the auto driver was Howard
Watkins, 43. Kerkhoven.
Thomas J. Johnson, 18, St.
Paul died in a St. Paul hospital
Saturday of injuries lie suffered
in an Oct 31 crash that killed
two other persons. William J.
Fen*, 21, and Rahfh Lange, 33,
both of St. Paul, died when the
car in which the three were rid-
ing slammed into some trees in
St. Paul.
David C. Caiman, 11, Minne-
apolis, died Saturday of injuries
he suffered Friday night when,
police said, a woman opened the
door of a parked car and
knocked the boy's bicycle into
the path of a truck driven by
Luverne E. Goff , 30. Minneapo-
lis. ¦
Homes of Four
Bombed in Civil
Rights Dispute
CHAJILOTTE, N.C. (AP) -
The homes of four Negro- civil
rights leaders, including the
state president of the National
Association for the Advance-
ment of Colored People, were
rocked by explosions early to-
day, but no one was injured.
Chief of Police John S. Hord
said the homes of Kelly Alexan-
der, state president of the
NAACP, and of his brother, Fred
Alexander, were the most seri-
ously damaged.
Blasts also occurred at the
home of Dr. Reginald Hawkins,
a dentist and militant civil
rights leader, and the home of
Julius Chambers, a young attor-
ney who had handled many suits
in behalf of Negro groups.
Hord, who arrived In the area
30 minutes after the blasts, said
that in his opinion "it was a
well-organized group.
"I'll guarantee you lt was
people who knew what they
wens doing. Whoever it was
knew explosives and they knew
the sections and how to get in
and get out quickly."
In Raleigh, Gov. Dan Moore
offered Charlotte officials the
"full resources of our state in-
vestigative and law enforcement
agencies."
Mayor Stan Brookshire ol
Charlotte said:
"These bombings are most un-
fortunate and uncalled for. Our
whole city is shocked."
The Federal Bureau of Inves-
tigation joined the investigation
of the blasts, which occurred at
the (pur homes on Charlotte's
West Side about 2:30 a.m.
Kelly Alexander, long-time
state president of the NAACP,
said:
"Anytime four blasts happen
like this, It's organized. I don't
know who organized it , but lt
was organized force whose ef-
forts it was to kill us.
Kelly Alexander's two sons,
Kelly Jr., 17, and Alfred, 13,
were sleeping in a front bed-
room of the brick, ranch-style
home, when the explosions oc-
curred. The window over their
heads was blown out with such
force that splinters of glass
were imbedded in the paneling
of the opposite wall. Drapes
were shattered and glass sprin-
kled in the beds of the two boys.
DKLAV DECISION
ST. PAUL (AP) - Minnesota
Intercollegiate Conference fac-
ulty representatives Saturday
delayed taking a stand on a
proposal by school presidents
that the conference abandon
spring football practice.
West Germany
Has Nuclear
Weapons, Report
NEW YORK (AP)-The New
York Times has reported that
U.S. nuclear warheads have
been mounted secretly on planes
and missiles of West Germany
and other members of the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization.
A Washington dispatch In the
Sunday times also said the
warheads had been in place for
more than six years, although
they remain in U.S. custody.
The Defense Department de-
clined comment. It said 'it is
department policy never to dis-
cuss the . location or operations
of nuclear weapons.
The Times story said the war-
heads are controlled by Ameri-
cans "through a combination of
physical and electronic con-
trols" and cannot be used with-
out U.S. approval.
si
Youngsters love pink lemon-
ade any time of year! To
make it for a small-fry party,
reconstitute a couple of cans
of frozen lemonade according to
directions on the can; now stir
in a quarter cup of grenadine.
Pour over ice cubes in a big
pitcher and serve in pretty
paper cups.
NEW YORK (AP) - Reports
that the Defense Department
might be moving nuclear weap-
ons through the city at night
has caused some apprehension
among officials.
Mayor Robert F. Wagner
showed bis concern Sunday
when he released a report from
his Technical Advisory Commit-
tee on Radiation.
""Upon several recent occa-
skms," the report said, "tha
fire department has been re-
quested to escort truck convoys
reportedly carrying nuclear
weapons through the city at
night."
Such shipments could be going
to nearbv military bases or to
piers for shipment overseas.
The report said repeated in-
quiries to the Department of De-
fense have been fruitless, prob-
ably because of security rea-
sons."
The committee, headed by
Prof. Harold H. Rossi of Co-
lumbia University assured Wag-
ner, however, that the city was
"adequately protected from ex-
cess or unwarranted exposure
to radiation and from the risks
of peacetime nuclear disaster."
Nuclear Weapons
Moving Through
N.Y., New Report
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15 Children
Orphaned by
N.D. Accident
MOTT, N.D. (AP)-Relatives
are rallying today to the aid of
IS children orphaned when an
ambulance crashed into a truck
Saturday, killing the parents
and driver of the ambulance.
"The kids definitely will be
kept together at the farm, said
Milford Johnson of Norma,
N.D. a brother-in-law of Mrs.
James C. Kerzman. "Our aim is
to make' it easy and simple for
them as we can."
Mrs. Kerzman , 43, had given
birth to her 15th child early Sat-
urday, and she was b e i n g
rushed from this southwestern
North Dakota town to Bismarck
to stop severe hemorrhaging.
With her was Kerzman, 44, who
farms 15 miles northeast of
Mott.
Driving the ambulance Was
Julius W. Bartels , 45, adminis-
trator of Lorenzen Memorial
Hospital in Elgin.
The ambulance collided with
a truck on Highway 21, a mile
west of Heil , authorities report-
ed.
Tho Kerzmans left 15 children
ranging up to an 18-year-old son
at Dickinson State College.
Bartels' survivors are his
widow and seven children , from
12 to 23.
Checkrein on Air Force
In Viet War , LeMay Says
WASHINGTON (AP) - Gen.
Curtis E. LeMay says there was
a checkrein on the way targets
in North Viet Nam could be at-
tacked.
LeMay, retired Air Force
chief of staff , was asked by The
Associated Press whether there
have been restraints on U.S.
pilots operating against North
Viet Nam.
"When I left active duty ,
there were some restrictions on
the number of airplanes that
could be used on a mission and
also on types of ordinance that
could be delivered," LeMay re-
plied.
Asked for comment, the De-
fense Department said, "We do
not discuss tactics followed in
carrying out combat air opera-
tions over North Viet Nam."
LeMay retired Feb. 1-, just
prior to the first air strike
against North Viet Nam.
He said: "I am not familiar
with the activity since I re-
tired."
The founder of the Strategic
Air Command did not say who
imposed the restrictions.
However since the air attacks
started last Feb. 7 a number of
senior Air Force and Navy offi-
cers haye spoken privately —
and with irritation — about the
limits they said were estab-
lished by top civilian officials.
Many of these curbs since
have been relaxed and much
greater leeway te allowed mili-
tary commanders.
The number of missions to be
flown into the North ui a given
?eriod is subj ect to approval in
Washington.
Military targets in and around
Hanoi and its port city of Hai-
phong are still off limits to U.S.
bombers.
LeMay's statement put on the
record for the first time what
other officers have said in less
open fashion.
At one stage In the early
months of the bombing, one top
officer said that , in effect , Pres-
ident Johnson was functioning
almost like a squadron com-
mander and Secretary of De-
fense Robert S. McNamara as
an executive officer. This offi-
cer said the President and Mc-
Namara approved or dis-
approved specific targets to be
hit; that top civilian officials
determined the way the targets
were to be attacked, the size of
the attacking force, and the
type of bombs and rockets to be
used.
Defenders of this policy have
said it was necessary because
the bombings have a political as
well as a military purpose, that
the intent is to limit damage as
much as possible to. military
targets and thus demonstrate to
the Communists that the United
States does not want to destroy
North Viet Nam.
During his 35 years of mili-
tary service LeMay achieved a
reputation as a leader in devel-
opment of doctrine and practice
in air warfare. He has accepted
a job with a California electron-
ics firm.
In the exclusive interview, Le-
May underscored and elabo-
rated on what he has said pre-
viously about the air war
against North Viet Nam.
"What I propose is stepping
up the attacks and making it
progressively more expensive
for the North Vietnamese td
continue the war in the South ,"
LeMay said.
"I don't advocate complete
devastation of t tV North (al-
though we have th. capability of
doing this if necessary). I do not
advocate attacking the people;
rather, they should be warned
away from targets.
"I do advocate attacking
more important targets such as
air fields with MIGs on them,
power plants, oil storage, in-
dustrial targets ports, etc."
LeMay said there is "a real
danger" that the Chinese Com-
munists "might find it attrac-
tive to escalate their support
(for North Viet Nam's aggres-
sion) slowly, hoping to prolong
the war, increase our losses,
and thereby weaken our will
and support here at home."
He said "I am not advo-
cating" any preventive air
strikes against Communist Chi-
na's atomic installations.
However, the general did not
rule out the possibility of such
strikes, saying that "if this were
the solution arrived at, and if
the strikes -were directed by the
President, the Air Force could
do the job."
Youth in Darien
Scandal Arrested
DARIEN, Conn.; (AP) — Nine
young persons, including Mi-
chael J. Smith, a key figure in a
teen-age drinking scandal that
shook this fashionable city a
year ago. are free on bond to-
day on narcotics charges. ,
Smith. 20, and eight friends
were arrested Sunday in a pre-
dawn police raid on Smith's
apartment. Eight were charged
with violating the state narcot-
ics act, and freed on bonds of
$3,000 to $5,000.
The other, a 15-year-old girl,
whose name was withheld, was
released in custody of her par-
ents and will be referred to
juvenile authorities.
Police said a "quantity of a
substance believed to be mari-
huana" was found in the apart-
ment shared by Smith and Jack
White, 19.
Thirteen months ago, four
socially prominent Darien cou-
ples and several other adults
were arrested on charges of
serving liquor to minors at pri-
vate parties
The charges resulted from
reported drinking at coming-
out parties for two debutantes
and the death of an Eastern
Air Lines executive's daughter,
Nancy Hitchings, 17, in an auto-
mobile accident after the par-
ties.
Smith was convicted of negli-
gent homicide in the death of
Miss Hitchings. He has an ap-
peal pending.
During Smith's trial. Circuit
Judge Rodney S. Eielson or-
dered the arrests of the adults
involved in the parties.
A psychiatrist and his wife,
Dr. and Mrs. George Hughes,
appealed to the State Supreme
Court their $500 fines on the
charge of serving liquor to mi-
nors. The court declined to re-.
view their cases.
The others convicted did not
appeal. Charges against 5 of the
13, including two caterers and
a bartender eventually were
dropped.
Acting Police Chief Hugh Mc-
Manus declined to say how Sun-
day's raid took place, except to
say that the officers had search
warrants, and that the raid was
"a planned affair."
Among those arrested was
Glenn Carter, 20, of neighboring
New Canaan. Carter had testi-
fied as a prosecution witness in
Smith's trial last year.
Carter said that he and some
friends were visiting Smith and
White. He said none of the six
boys or three girls present had
marihuana on his persont as far
as he knew.
Besides Smith, White and
Carter , others at the apartment
were Thomas Alpert, 19, and
William Weir , 20, Darien; Allen
G. Lanier, 19, New York City;
and Mari'.ynn Zodda, 16, and
Judy Meifi, 19, Darien, police
said.
Police said that because of the
15-year-old girl's presence, the
boys also were charged with
violating a state Law dealing
with injurv or risk of injury to
children.
The youngsters are to appear
in Circuit Court Jan . 4.
Doctors Seem
Pleased at
Ike's Progress
FT. GORDON, Ga„ (AP) -
Former President Dwight D.
Eisenhower heads for Washing-
ton late today aboard a special
train.
The 75-year-old general is re-
covering from his second heart
attack, and doctors report they
are pleased with his progress.
He has been hospitalized at the
Army hospital here since Nov.
9.
An Army ambulance will take
Eisenhower to the railroad sid-
ing where he will be placed in
his special compartment aboard
the Army-ordered eight-car
train. Another Army ambulance
will meet the train about 14
hours later somewhere in the
Washington area to move him to
the Walter Reed Army Hospital.
Eisenhower's 8 - by 11 - foot
compartment in the train 's third
car has been equipped with a
hospital bed and aasorted emer-
gency and heart monitoring
equipment.
The rest of the car will be oc-
cupied by doctors and nurses.
Mrs. Eisenhower and mem-
bers of the general's staff will
travel in the fourth cur — a pri-
vate car belonging to an official
of the Atlantic Coast Line Rail-
road.
The train will make only one
stop en route, for equipment
servicing. The location of the
stop is classified information .
Saturday afternoon , Eisen-
hower made his first public ap-
pearance since suffering his
heart attack. He was wheeled
onto the porch of his hospital
shite to talk briefly with news-
men and have his picture taken.
"I am really feeling ready to
go," he told the reporters.
Would he play golf again? El-
senhower said he was willing to
obey his doctors' orders, but
added with a grin:
"If they order me not to play
golf , then there'll be an argu-
ment "
Supreme Court
Gives Decision on
Stuffed Turkeys
WASHINGTON , (AP) - The
Supreme Court celebrated
Thanksgiving ahead of time to-
day by churning out a 6,000
word opinion in a frozen stuffed
turkey case.
The issue: Is it legal for New
York state to require, as it does
that a frozen turkey carry a la-
bel showing separately the
weights of the fowl and the fill-
er?
The 6-3 decision: That weigh-
ty issue, which involves federal-
state relations, must be decided
by the Federal Circuit Court in
New York. Therefore that court
will conduct further proceed-
ings,
The 6,000-word majority opin-
ion, well-stuffed with legal lan-
guage on the powers of lower
courts, was delivered by Justice
John M. Harlan.
He said the real issue was
whether a special three-judge
federal court, a one-judge feder-
al court, or the much larger
U.S. Circuit Court, all In New
York City, should have decided
the question. .
He tapped the big circuit
court as the one to decide.
Reds Losing
Strength in
S.A., Rusk Says
RIO DE JANEIRO (AP) -
U.S. Secretary of State Dean
Rusk said today that commu-
nism has receded in Latin
America over the past few
years.
"I think tnere is no doubt that
it has los* strength in Latin
America," Rusk said in an ABC
television interview.
Rusk, who last visited South
American in 1962, said there
are indications Cuban Prime
Minister Fidel Castro now "re-
alizes that his type of activity
cannot succeed."
He said Castro is perhaps less
active now than before. And in
some Latin-American countries
the voters have rejected Castro
as a solution to their problems,
he said, adding:
"I think that undoubtedly the
situation in the hemisphere is
stronger today from that point
of view than it was a year or
two ago."
Rusk was to present the U.S.
position to the inter-American
conference this afternoon.
The hemisphere foreign min-
isters are discussing ways to
update the inter-American sys-
tem to deal with changing polit-
ical and economic needs. Seven
of the 19 foreign-policy leaders
have spokesn since the two-
week meeting began Nov. 17.
The U.S. delegation has kept
its specific proposals u n d e r
wraps pending Rusk's speech
but the general theme is known.
LBJ Relaxes
At Ranch After
Political Trip
JOHNSON CITY, Tex. (AP)
- President Johnson relaxed at
his ranch today following a
whirlwind political trip to San
Antonio where he waded into a
crowd to shake hands, give au-
tographs and kiss chldren.
The excursion was in behalf
of Democratic Rep. Henry B.
Gonzalez of Texas.
The President told a shopping
center crowd composed pri-
marily of Mexican-Americans
they had a right to be proud to
have Mexican Wood in their
veins.
In addition to landing Gon-
zalez as one of his best sup-
porters in the House, Johnson
praised Sen Ralph W. Yarbor-
ough, D-Tex.
Yarborough, who was present,
has been feuding with Gov. John
Connally, a close Johnson ally.
After fhe speech Johnson
walked out into the crowd.
Twenty minutes later he left the
square and walked behind the
buildings where hundreds were
gathered behind barriers and in
the yards of neighboring homes.
Striding briskly through the
gate of one of these, he sat down
at a wooden yard table to chat
with Sebastian Saldana, 43, a
Kelly Air Force Base employe
and the father of seven.
Quickly they were joined by
Gonzalez, Yarborough, and Can-
tinflas , the Mexican comic who
had spent the previous night at
the Johnson ranch and bad ac-
companied ttoe
^
Pre^ident to San
Antonio.
At Community
Memorial Hospital
Vis iting hours: Medical end iurglcai
r,»llpnt>: J to 4 Srtd 7 to S:30 p.rn. (No
Children under 13.)
Vntcrnity patients: 7 to 3:30 »no > to
».20 p.m. (Adults only.)
SATURDAY
ADMISSIONS
Arthur Loppnow . St. Charles .
Minn.
Mrs . Roy Neit/ .ke. 205 E.
Howard St.
Miss Theola Vail , 215 W. 5th
St.
DISCHARGES
Miss Agnes Deering, Lewis
ton , Minn .
Shellv Meier . 561 E. 4th SI.
SUNDAY
ADMISSIONS
Lone Kreidermachei . Roll-
ingstone. Minn.
William Wiech. 855 47th Ave..
Goodview.
Mrs . Walter Blum , Fountain
City. AVis.
Mrs . John Ortmann , 1340 W.
Broadway.
Mrs. Anna Scholz, 719V_ W.
Wabash a St.
Susan Thompson, 1(58 E.
Broadway .
John Briscoe. 119 W Broad'
way.
Mrs. John Starzecki , 865 37th
Ave., Goodview.
DISCHARGES
Mrs. Frederick Foss and
baby. 526 Lake St.
Patrick Flanary, St. Charles,
Minn.
Mrs. Mathilda Verchota , 210
E. 5th St.
Edward Schrandt , 221 E. 4th
St.
BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Duane Wolfe,
Red Top Trailer Court , a son.
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Passehl,
Winona Rt. 3, a daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred Wil-
liams , 118 W. Wabasha St., a
son.
Mr. and Mrs. Sanford Tyler ,
1174 W. Broadway, a daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Simp-
son, 835 39th Ave., Goodview, a
daughter.
BIRTHS ELSEWHERE
LA CROSSE, Wis. — Mr. and
Mrs. Leslie Kramer, 760 W.
Mark St., Winona, a son today
at Grand View Hospital here.
FREE TB X-RAYS
Last week 78
Total since 1959 ... . .  57,725
FIRE CALLS
Sunday
7:54 p.m. — Westgate Shop-
ping Center, rubbish burning
in Gold Bond Stamp Center, put
out with a booster line.
WINOtfA DAM LOCKAGE
Flow — 28,000 cubic feet per
second today at 8 a.m.
Saturday
11:55 p.m. — Kentucky, 2
barges, up.
Sunday
12:10 a.m. — Lady Ree, 8
barges, down.
12:55 a.m. — C. R. Clements,
4 barges, up.
2 a.m. — Cayuga, 7 barges,
down.
2:30 a.m. - Double D, 3 barg-
es, down.
5:40 a.m. — Prairie State, 6
barges , up.
7:35 a.m. — Colonel Daven-
port , light, up.
II a.m. — Endeavor , 8 barg-
es, down.
12:45 p.m. — Tradewinds, fi
barges, down.
Small craft — 2.
Today
4:10 a.m. — Ki lstina , 2 barg-
es, up.
7:50 a.m. - L. Wade Child'
ress, 11 barges , down.
Municipal Court
WINONA
Forfeitures:
Clarence M. Olson , WVi E
Sid St., $15 on a charge of fail
ure to dim his headlights on Gil-
more Avenue Saturday at 11:25
p.m.
William J. Eckert, Kenosha,
Wis., $15 on a charge of driving
¦with no valid driver 's license on
U.S. 61-14 at Homer Sunday at
2:55 p.m. Minnesota Highway
Patrol made the arrest.
WEATHER
EXTENDED FORECAST
MINNESOTA — Tempera-
tures Tuesday through Saturday
will average 4-8 degrees above
normal north. 6-12 above nor-
aml south . Normal highs 25-30
north . 30-35 south. Normal lows-
10-15 north, 15-20 south . ' A lit-
tle colder Wednesday a n d
Thursday, locally a little warm-
er Friday but colder Saturday.
Precipitation will average one-
tenth to two-tenths inch south ,
two-tenths to three-tenths north
in rain or snow mostly late
Thursday or Friday.
WISCONSIN - Temperatures
through Saturday will average
about 5 degrees above normal
north to 10 degrees above nor-
mal south . Normal high is 30 ex-
treme north to 39 south. Nor-
mal low is 16 extreme north to
24 south. Generally mild except
briefly colder about mid-week.
Precipitation will total about
one-half inch extreme north to
one-quarter to one-third inch
central and south portions in
snow or rain toward end of
week.
OTHER TEMPERATURES
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
High Low Pr.
Albany, rain 47 38 T
Albuquerque , cloudy 60 31
Atlanta, rain 70 5« 1.96
Bismarck , cloudy .. 53 32
Boise, cloudy . . . . . .  49 37
Boston, rain 51 39 .02
Chicago, fog 43 36 .08
Cincinnati , cloudy .. 49 42 .07
Cleveland, rain . . . .  43 40 .08
Denver clear 54 26
Des Moines, clear .. 59 33
Detroit, rain 46 39
Fort Worth , clear , . 67 48
Helena , clear 50 29
Honolulu , cloudy . . .  79 71
Indianapolis, cloudy 52 35 .03
J acksonville, cloudy 78 65
Kansas City, clear . 62 34
Los Angeles, rain .. 66 58 .07
Louisville, cloudy .. 54 39 .04
Memphis, cloudy . . . 71  54 .04
Miami clear 78 70
Milwaukee, cloudy . 42 38
Mpls.-St.P., clear .. 44 27 ..
New Orleans, cloudy 81 69 .27
New York, rain ... 53 46 .08
Okla. City, clear .. . 60 42
Omaha , clear 60 34
Phoenix, cloudy ... 71 55
Pittsburgh, rain 44 39 .25
Ptlnd, Me., cloudy . 44 33 .25
Rapid City clear .. 55 26
St. Louis, clear ... .  56 34 ..
Salt Lk. City, clear . 52 32
San Fran., clear ... 62 53
Seattle, cloudy .. .... 51 45 .14
Washington, rain .. 53 46 .09
Winnipeg, snow ....  28 26
(T-Trace)
DAILY RIVER BULLETIN
Flood Stage 24-fyr.
Stage Today Chg.
Red Wing 14 3.6 . — .1
Lake City 6.9 - .1
Wabasha 12 7.2 .. ..
Alma Dam 4.5 . . ..
Whitman Dana . . .  2.8 — .1
Winona Dam .. .. 3.0 — .1
WINONA 13 5.4 - .1
Trem'au Pool . . .  9.1 — .1
Trem'au Dam . . .  4.9 — .1
Dakota .. 7.8 .. ..
Dresbach Pool . . .  9.5
Dresbach Dam . 3.0
La Crosse 12 5.4
Tributary Streams
Chippewa at Durand 3.0 — .2
Zumbro at Theilman 28.3
Trem'au at Dodge .. 0,1
Black at Galesville . 3.0
La Crosse at W. Sal. 3.8
Root at Houston . . . .  5.6
RIVER FORECAST
(From Hastings to Guttesiberg)
The following stages are pre-
dicted for Winona for the next
several days : Tuesday 5.4 , Wed-
nesday and Thursday 5.3.
MONDAY
NOVEMBER 22, 1965
Two-State Deaths
RVMMI Jenks
GALESVILLE, Wis. - Russel
Jenks, 66, Galesville, died at
his home Saturday morning
after a long illness.
He worked as a garage mech-
anic until his illness.
Born Oct. 1, 1899, in La Crosse
to Mr. and Mrs. George Jenks,
he married Zulah Kitman in
March 1924.
Survivors are : His wife ; one
son, Vaughn , Salt Lake City,
Utah; two brothers , George
Galesville , and Leonard, La
Crosse ; two sisters, Mrs. Foss
Denzer and Mrs. Cora Ahrens ,
both of St. Paul , and one grand-
child.
Funeral services will be Tues-
day at 2 p.m. in Smith Mor-
tuary, Galesville, the Rev.
Bruce Willet, Melrose Methodist
Church, officiating. Burial will
be in Pine Cliff Cemetery.
Friends may call at / Smith
Mortuary tonight from 71 to 9
o'clock and Tuesday after 9
a.m.
Mrs. Mildred Wegner
MINNEISKA, Minn, — Mrs.
Mildred Wegner, St. Paul , died
Friday.
Survivors are; A son, William,
St. Cloud, Minn.; two daugh-
ters, Mrs. William (lone) Wolff ,
Minneiska, and Mrs. Ralph
(Emmogene) Schackmann, Chi-
cago, and a brother , Ben Mock ,
Aberdeen, S.D.
Funeral services will be at 10
a.m. Tuesday in 0'Halloran &
Murphy downtown chapel , St.
Paul. Burial will be in Hillside
Cemetery, Minneiska , the Rev.
Robert Dunn, Kellogg Methodist
Church , officiating.
Charles Zeller Jr.
ARCADIA, Wis. (Special) -
Charles Zeller Jr., 84, died Sat-
urday at 4:20 p.m. in St. Jo-
seph's Hospital. He had been a
patient five days.
He was born Dec. 17, 1880, in
Myers Valley to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Zeller Sr. He farmed in
the area his entire life.
There are no immediate sur-
vivors. His parents, two sisters
and four brothers have died .
Funeral services will be Tues-
day at 9:30 a.m. in Our Lady of
Perpetual Help Catholic Church ,
the Rev. John P. Trant officiat-
ing. Burial will be in Calvary
Cemetery.
Friends may call after 7 p.m.
today at Killian Funeral Home.
Rosary will be said at 7:45 and
8:15.
Two-State Funerals
Martin J. Severson
CORRECTION
NELSON,',, Wis. — Funeral
services for Martin J. Severson
were held Sunday afternoon at
Nelson Community Hall, Forrist
McPherson and Loren Hamilton
officiating. Burial was in Nelson
Cemetery.
Mr. Severson was a member
of the Nelson Christian Church,
not the Jehovah's Witnesses.
The Daily Record
INSTANT CAKE AND A*-_Z _PASTRY FILLING _____\Wk\
OLD WORLD FLAVOR JmW
WITH NEW WORLD jpjJS
CONVENIE NCE! - W^
SOLO preserve* the an of home lukinj; l>y nuking i( quick ami convca-
icri i for today 's busy young houMwifc. So tonight , serve .tomelhins; JO.
hiked yourself. Willi SOl.O "insum " (j ke and I'itstry Fillings, yoii can
trea t family and gucau to an endless variety of rarc.cxotfc and delicious
«ke», pastries and devsem Best of ill , you get the credit becauseyon bake
il yourself — yon and SOLO! .,„, ¦
 ^  ^ II  uwm m/L__\ S^^TzTL*
80KOL 1 Company, m u. iiJimm st., au~S o, iu. mu
HOUSTON, Minn. (Special) -
A Houston veterinarian received
broken ribs and facial cuts when
his truck went out of control
as it was descending from Un-
ion Ridge two miles west of
Hokah about 10 a.m. Saturday.
Dr. Kendric Douglas, 37, re-
turning from a call , was travel-
ing on a Union Township road.
His vehicle veered right on a
curve and struck pole wood
beside the gravel roadway. The
impact threw the truck out of
control. It rolled and landed on
its side about 100 feet from
where it struck the wood. Dr.
Douglas remained in the truck,
He was taken to Lutheran
Hospital , La Crosse. He expect-
ed to return home today or
Tuesday. The truck , heavilv
damaged, was equipped with
veterinary supplies and equip-
ment.
Car Overturns,
Houston Man Hurt
Flowers Mark
Assassination
Spot in Dallas
DALLAS, Tex. (AP) . - The
spot where President John F.
Kennedy was assassinated two
years ago today is marked, so
far , only by flowers and objects
left by hundreds of visitors.
Next year, however, the city
of Dallas plans to complete two
memorials. One will be a
30-foot marker costing $20,000.
The other will be a new plaza a
block north of the assassination
site.
The visitors come from all
over America and from fftany
foreign countries.
As the flowers they leave
wither , the city has them taken
away to be preserved in a ce-
dar-paneled storeroom.
The flower wreaths number in
the hundreds now. The stored
collection includes many flags,
plastic crosses and Bibles.
A large wooden chest contains
the hotepaper, postcards, and
paper sacks on which visitors
wrote about the feelings they
experienced at the assassination
site.
On the back of a Japanese
fan , a Tokyo visitor wrote: "I
loved you. I admire you forever.
I will not be able to forget you.
Your image will not die."
Two Michigan families signed
a note that read; "We came a
long way from Michigan to pay
tribute to our late President
Kennedy. May he rest in
peace."
Within six months, Dallas city
park director , L. B. Houston,
hopes to unveil the marker
memorial, consisting of three
bronze panels set in native red
granite, and containing a de-
scription of the tragedy using
words and maps from the
Warren Commission report.
The marker will be paid for
from park department funds. It
will be about 200 feet from the
_pot where the President was
shot. Visitors will be able to
glance up at the orange-brick
Texas School Book Depository
building from which Lee Harvey
Oswald fired his rifle.
The plaza north of the assass-
ination site will be known as
Kennedy Memorial Plaza. It
will contain a modest and digni-
fied memorial in keeping with
Mrs. Kennedy's wishes.
County buildings now on the
site will be razed. Officials say
the plaza should be complete-
by late 1966.
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good nam* Ii Hi* greatest reward any man or company ;can attain .. .  A good name It honor, character, integrityand pride — hi every product bearing that name, in alldealing* under that name . . .  A good nantt It a respon-
sibility to sustain.
Your confidence in the qualify «f Warnken't products, andour Integrity, Is a trust and an obligation we alwaystreasure. We know, by keeping faith wilh you ourreward is long enduring. '
Custom LOCKERS
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HOMEMADE SAUSAGES - GROCERIES - LOCKER PLANT
477 W. 5th St., Winona, Minn. Phone 3151
IROTECTOR J
State Farm's Family P'roteclo*
insurance provides a lump sum
payment as .well as a monthtf
income while your children are
growing up-both at a low
package rate. (Same good deal
as State Farm car insurance.)
See your friend for life.
"Pete" Polus
126 East Broadway
Phone 4520
I "AU fAIH '
I JflU
I IN!(JI»NCI
State Farm Life Insurance CompjrtW,Home Office: Bloomington, Illinois.
House Patterned After Architects Own
By ANDY LANG
There was good reason for be-
lieving that the latest House of
the Week would he something
extra special — before we even
iaw the plans.
For we had been told ahead
of time that it was patterned
after the house which architect
Herman H. York designed for
his own family.
Sure enough, it turned out to
be a residence with a pleasant
exterior and an excellent cir-
culation pattern, blended into a
first-rate example of tasteful ,
contemporary design.
IT IS NOT-a small house, with
over-all dimensions of 97 ft. 6 in.
by 45 ft., including the garage.
But a family which has a lot
large enough and which requires
three or four bedrooms on one
floor will find it a house that
has everything necessary for
luxury living. Architect York
worked on the floor plan on and
off for a year, making several
changes until every detail was
exactly as ha had originally
visualized it.
After passing through the
covered entry, an impression of
depth is achieved by large pan-
orama windows at the rear of
the living room. The stone foyer
floor is carried into the dining
room to further carry out this
concept of spaciousness.
The formal living room, with
its flush hearth fireplace, leads
directly to a large recreation
room in line with the trend
toward larger recreation areas.
Here, too, the rear is almost all
glass.
ALL OF THE principal rooms
face toward the rear of the pro-
perty to get the benefit-of what-
ever-landscaping is done there.
A raised cantilevered hearth is
designed into the fireplace of
the recreation room, which
serves the dual purpose ot
hearth and sitting area,
At every conference on hous-
ing, women say they want a
laundry near the kitchen, but
not directly in it. Here there is
enough space for washer, dryer
and clothes-sorter. This is a
room for the purpose, not
merely a closet. In this plan
' i "»*^^^esw__W-^ _-__M-_W-aiWMW_WW_«_BBHMBTOy„rtWIIJMIJAW^
SIMPLE LUXURY . . . Although pre-
tentiousness is conspicuous by its absence in
this four-bedroom ranch, it takes only a glance
to mark it as a tasteful , well-designed resi-
dence.
Building in Winona
IMS dollar volume S6.d88.417
Commercial . . . .  1,805,524
Residential . . . . .  786,152
Public (non-
taxable) 4 ,396,741
New houses 26
Volume tame
date 1964 $6,698,009
FLOOR PLANS . . . Note the abundance of unusual fea-
tures here, not the least of which is the bluestoned floor which
ties together the dining room and the large foyer.
there are three closets in the
immediate area ofJhe laundry
and service section.
A waslnip lavatory and toilet
are located between garage,
kitchen and rear door. The gar-
age has been designed with huge
storage area. The main double
door of the garage is shown at
the side instead of toward the
front.
Approximately 30 ft. from tbe
property line is needed to swing
a car into the garage. Should
this distance be unavailable,
the door can be located facing
the front. But a better facade
results from the side entry plan.
AT THE other end of the
house, well isolated from the
noise of the recreation room
and laundry equipment, is the
bedroom wing. Two 6 inch steps
separate the sleeping area from
the living area. The wide hall
of this wing adds luxury at an
important crossover place in the
house.
Assuming bedrooms No. 2 and
3 are used by the children, it
can be seen that they are able
to use the bathroom without
being seen from the front foyer
or living area. The bathroom
has a split design so that it can
be used by three people simul-
taneously.
The owners' bedroom, located
at tbe rear of the house for the
most favorable exposure, is de-
signed with its own bathroom
and dressing section. This bath-
room also is located to give
privacy even should the bed-
room door be open.
STONE AND rough-textured
wood are used on the outside,
with simplicity the keynote.
Architect York believes that a
restful exterior is achieved by
using a minimum number of
different materials and window
He" likes to "tie together"
some of the window units to
create a single unit of two or
more openings, as shown in the
windows of the kitchen and din-
ing room. The panels under the
front bedroom windows are de-
signed to simplify the architec-
tural treatment of these units.
Wide roof overhangs are of
great help in reducing mainten-
ance costs and providing protec-
tion in rainy weather. In many
areas, it is possible with this
kind of roof overhang to omit
leaders and gutters.
GRAVEL BED or masonry
walks just under the edge of the
overhang will suffice to catch
water coming down from the
roof.
If you have the land, the fam-
ily and the wherewithal, you
can't go wrong with this house.
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Prank O'Laughlin
Plumbing A Heating Co.
m £. Third St. Phone J7M
- SEE US FOR-
• Sheet, Plate and
Structural Steal Work
• Welding and Boiler
Repair Work.
We Guarantee
complete .atts/aelfofi.
WINONA BOILER
& STEEL GO.
Phone SMS
163-167 West Front Street
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Electrical Installation !!
J^?l™r mmv I
How much do you actually save by wiring a project yourself
<or handy brother-in-law) , and then .pending countless days
and weeks and months worrying about fire? For a tew dollars
more you can be assured reliable workmanship by insisting
on licensed bonded electricians such as we employ. Call us
for your next electrical project.
BAUER ELftcTRIC
225 Edit Third Streat Telephone 4478
JNCRE/^ im^ SPACE*
CALL 7446
GEO. KARSTEN
General Contractor
WT __ _^ ^ 2*7 Waal
^^ ^^ ?^A Belle vim
E^W Phone 83)34
tf ll&AOM, f ij u t i i
I KMeruit Cablruti e .formica Tepa
• Wtrdrobet e Tappea Appliance*
» S|«r* fixture* 0 Oetke • Vanttlei
FREE ESTIMATES
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City Building
Volume Tops
1964 Total
Winona today has issued a
greater dollar volume in build-
ing permits this year than the
total for the entire 12 months
Of 1964.
A permit for construction of
a $1,026,941 addition to Max-
well Library on the Winona
State College campus, last week
helped push this year's total for
new construction, repairs and
alterations to $6,988,417.
The figure for the entire year
in 1964 was slightly more than
$6.8 million.
There have been 28 new house
permits written this year, far
below last years to-date total of
52.
THE WINONA State project
consists of construction of a
110-by 137-foot three-story addi-
tion to the library at 170 W.
Sanborn St.
The addition will extend to the
east from the existing struc-
ture. P. Earl Schwab is the
contractor.
Last week's next largest per-
mit was one drawn by the
American L e g i o n  Memorial
Club for remodeling of its club-
rooms at 265 E. 3rd St.
Estimated to cost $11,000 the
work will include complete re-
modeling of the first floor bar-
room. A partition will be re-
moved, a terraced lounge con-
structed and the front entrance
on 3rd Street will be closed.
THE NEW entrance will be at
the west rear of the building
from the parking lot. The con-
tractor ia Bruce McNally.
Walter Hadfield, 1276 Win-
crest Dr., received a permit
for construction of a 21-by 20-
foot garage to be attached to
his house at a cost of $1,000.
Hllke Homes, Inc., is the con-
tractor.
Mrs. Margare t Starzeckl , 123
E. Sanborn St., received a per-
mit for construction of a 10-by
21-foot addition to the rear of
her bouse.
Curt Malmin is the contractor
and cost was listed at $2,850.
Robert Steffes, 451 W. San-
born St. , drew a permit to move
a house from 459 Johnson St., to
409 Grand St. Hans Haefs is the
contractor.
An oil-burner permit was tak-
en by Abrams Furnace Co. , for
Cletus Burbach, 86 Otis St.
Permits for gas-fired installa-
tions went to Winona Plumbing
Co. , for Eugene Stanek, 83 Fair-
fax St.; Associated Services,
for Warner - Swasey (Badger
Division), A i r p o r t  Industrial
Park, and Sanitary Plumbing &
Heating, for Parklane Apart-
ments, Kansas and East Waba-
sha streets.
You might look to coat
chicken livers with seasoned
flour before frying them. For
a pound of livers, you con
use V* cup flour, Vi teaspoon
salt and % teaspoon pepper.
"$AVE « WITH »EN*B"
SENSE \i
ELECTRIC SERVIC E / ^^173- West „ Phonei-lM *_\^ &_\_. Z^-\
Fifth St. Anytime t^j __ _^if_r _t9
• Industrial • Commercial ^K|«tj/^
• Form and Residential *^E/
iUctricol Work 
Building Burns
At Mankato
MANKATO, Minn. (AP) — A
two-story brick business build-
ing near Mankato's business
district was wrecked by fire
Sunday night. Preliminary esti-
mates put daihage at about
$75,000. No injuries were report-
ed.
The building housed Mankato
Tent and Awning, Graphic Arts
Advertising Agency, a photo
studio and the Blue Earth Coun-
ty Chapter of the American
Red Cross. Firemen said tbe
blaze apparently started in the
basement and a nearby resident
told of hearing an explosion,
but the cause was uncertain.¦
Bill Weaver
• Palntlng-Dacerating
• Drl-Watl Taping
• Interior and Exterior
Painting
I Phono |
1 889-2210 I
ROLLINGSTONE, MINN.
Property Transfers
In Winona County
WARRANTY OS SO
Wilfred Albrtcftt to tveratt Kannar at
al-BW of NE'A »*c. 10-105-7.
Lincoln Acency, inc., to (toward J.
Nartert-W'ly Vt of Lot * iletk », Hub-bard'i Add. to Winona.
Lincoln Agency, Inc., lo Kdward J.
Harttrt-Lot 4, except S'ly 57 ft.. Block
n, Hamilton'* Add. to Winona.
C, N. Howard at ux to Erwln P.. Rich-
t»r-wn of LO* l, Block I, except N.
*0 ft. rhtroot. OP Ltwliton, port of
Lot 41, Audltor'i Plot Ltwliton "Beet
Side."
Theodore Pahnka to Zywicki Irtveitment
Co., lnc.-Lot« 11 and IJ, Block », Cum-
mlngi, Vila and Gould't Add. lo Winona.
Thomai C. How* tt ux to Allrtd L.
Miller tt ux-Part of SE<A ot NEW.
Sec. 29-105-4. lying S'ly and Wly of
cily road.
Hugo Hornberg tt ux to Bitty Horn-
btrg—Part of WVi of NE'x., Sec. Ji-
106-7.
Frank Duffy at al to Wiyna Oltk-
ragtr-S'i, of NWK and NE'A of SWA,
Sac. J-105-&.
Lincoln Agtncy, Inc., ta Edward J.
Hartert-lot S, Block J, Jmklni and
Johniton'j Add. to Winona.
Emil A. Nlenow io Runell A. Ptrton
tt ux—EH of Sac. 4-106-10.
Barnard J. Guanthar at ux to John P.
Holland tt ux—Part of NWA of SB1-*,Sac. *-107-e.
John S. Sttfftn at ux to Anthony I.
Zlttel at ux-W'ly 45 ft. of S'ly 7t ft.
of Lot », Block 39, OP Winona.
Homa Produca Co., Inc., to R. I
Rentfrow-Part of S6W «of SEVfc, Sac.
IW06-10.
Robart M. Wolter at ux to Ola E
Boyum tt ux—Lot J, Block 1, Smlfh'i
First Add. to St. Otirltl.
Jamei O. Walsh to Arnold Elllng-
huyitn tt ux— E. 30 ft. of Lot 1, Block
1, and W. 30 ft. of Lot „ Block 1.
Lltchtr 'a Add. to Ltwliton.
Clifford L. Ehltnfaldf al ux ta Ronald
0. Thompjon at ux—Part of NWV* ot
NWV4. Sec. 17-107-t.
Lewis Willi* Kronlng to Henry R .
Persons at ux-WW of SW'A, Sec. JJ-
107-10.
Buret J. Hammond ef ux fo Robtrt
M. Nelson al ux—Lot 16, Millard's Add.
to St. Charles.
Dora Tlmm to William Grutzmachor
—Lot io of Outlot "A" Plat- of Ltwlston
"East Side."
Paul Hoist tt ux to Donald E. Prebe
tt ux-Part of N'ly 60 ft. of Lot 47,
Elba mep.
Raymond P. Wiskow tt ux to Karrol
Glelow-Part of Lots 41 and 43. 44 and
44W, limits of City of St. Charles.
Morgan Searlght to Ronald Langow-
skl tt ux—N'ly 56 ft. of Lot 12,
Block u. Laird's Add. to Winona.
William C. E. Saehler at ux to Sylvan
A. Duellman— Part of SVi of SWVi, Sac.
12-107-8.
Darrell C. Danltlson tt ux to Russtll
1. Geoglru ct ux—SE'A of NW'Ai NEVi
of NWy» except 5 acres In Sac. 32-106-5.
Vera Pltcock et al to'Tony Pltcock at
ux-Part of SE'A of NBi; W „ of NEW,
NE</4 of NEW, Sec. 35-107-1.
Merlyn D. Hanson et ux to Winona
Gospel Church—Part of Lot 3, Block
5, Herman J. Dunn Subd. In Village of
Goodview and of Lot 11, Rudolph's
Plat. ¦ •
Harold A. Selvig et ux to Robart L.
Mohler et ux—Lot 2 and S. 30 ft. of
Lot 3, Block "A", Park Add. fo Lew-
iston.
Teresa B. Wolter to Robert J. Wolter
et ux-NEtt of NW'A of See. 20; pari
of SVi - of SW'/i of Sec. 17-105-5; NEVi
of NEVi of Sec. 10 and 14. 100 rods of
W. 64 rods of WVi of NW34 of Sec 11-
105-6.
Muriel M. Ollom to Arm Odegaard—
Lot 3, Block 5. Borkowskl's Subd. to
Goodview.
Edith M. Little to Robert Rort at vx-
NEVi, Sec. 36-106-8, except 2 parcels.
Vera S. Hegg to John G. Meyers—
S. 20 It. of E. 39 ft. of Lot 8 and N.
3 It. 9 In. of E, 39 ft. of Lot 9. Block
17, OP of Winona.
QUIT CLAIM DEED
Beulah Simon to Simon Hatchery Co.
—Part of Lot 2, Nelson Add. to Altura.
Edward Ramczyk et ux to Frank
Ramczyk—S'ly 60 ft . of Lot 1, Block
1. Hamilton's Add. to Winona.
Mark R. Yahnks et al to Mary Yahn-
ke—SVi of Lot 1 and Nji of Lot 4,
Block 44, Hamilton's Add. to Winona.
Margaret G. Carpenter to Bruca L.
Carpenter—EW of WW and E& except
E. 201 ft.. Block 3, Homer, Lots 4
through II, Block 4, part of Lot 3.
Block 4, Homer.
Mary Yahnk* to Mark R. Yahnkt at
al—SW of Lot 1 and N',_ ot Lot 4,
Block 44, Hamilton's Add. to Winona.
Arthur W. Holz to Viola Ernif—Lof
2, Block 11, Wapashaw Add. to Good-
view.
Ann J. Srumpf et al ta Rtbecca .S.
Fuhlbruegge—Part of Lot 51, Subd.
Sec. 21-107-7.
Rebecca S. Fuhlbruegge fo Ann J.
Stumpf—Part of Lot 51, Subd. Sec.
21-107-7.
Lance J. Johnson to Beatta C.
Schott-Lot 8 and E'ly 8 tt. of Lot 7,
Block 2, Turner 's Add. to Lewiston.
William L. C Schott at ux to Lance
J. Johnson—Lot I and E'ly 8 ft. of
Lot 7, Block 2, Turner's Add. to Ltw-
lston.
Allison Heisler et al to Sylvan A
Duellman—Part of S'A of SWH, Sec
12-107-8.
Swen H. Nelson at ux to Merlyn D
Hansen at vx—Parl ot Lof 3, Block J, I
Herman J. Dunn Subd. In Village af ,
Goodview, and of Lot 11, Rudolph s i
Plat. „
Frances P. Luctt to Winona State
College Foundation-Let 3 and Ctt of :
Lot 4, Block 108, OP Winona. I
Edwin Van Schtptn tt al to Alice I .
Wehrenberg—Mill Lota 1, 2 and 3 and ;
S. 40 ft. of Mill Lot 4, Village of Dres- !
bach. Lot 5 and 3 acres In Lot 4, Sec.
20, Village of Drtibach.
Harold J. Libera to Gerald J. Knoplck
—Lot 4. Block 10, Curtis Add. to Winona.
Gerald J, Knoplck et ux to Harold J.
Libera—Lot 4, Block 10, Curtis Add. to
Winona.
PROBATB DEED
Webster A. Ftsctiir, as representative,
to Karrol Glelow-Part of SW14 , Sat.
31-106-8.
Merit Ot Zell, txec , to HnrrleA R.
Honer—Lot 4, Block 21, OP WlnOne ,
Webster A. Flschir as representative ta
Ralph Shank et ux-NW'/< of NEW. Sec.
I-10S-9, WV» of SE'A, Sec. 36; S</% of
SWV4 of NE'/4, Sec. 36-IO*-».
DIBO
Owl Agtncy, Inc., fo Tht Administrator
of Veterans Affairs—Lot 1, Block 7. win-
crest First Add. to Winona.
First National Bank of Winona et al
ai trustee to Henry M. Lamberton III
et al—N'ly 2J0 It. of Block 33, OP
Winona.
LIMIT-D WARRANTY DIED
Caroline Huabner ot ux to Vlolette L.
Shlppet—Perl of NE'-i of SW',4, See.
1-105-5,
Vlolette L.  Shlppee to Caroline Hueh-
nar— Part of NEij of SW'/4 trt<J SEW of
SWW, Sec. 1-105-5. ¦
Ever use half water and half
dry vermouth when pnaching
fish? The poaching liquid may
then be used is part of the
regular amount of liquid in
making a cream sauce to ac-
company the fish.
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How to Build , Buy
Or Sell Your Home
Pull study plan information on this architect-designed House
of the Week is included in a 50-cent baby blueprint. With it in
hand you can obtain a contractor's estimate.
You can order also, for $1, a booklet called "YOUR HOME—
How to Build, Buy or Sell It." Included in it are small repro-
ductions of 16 of Uie most popular House of the Week issues.
Send this coupon to tbe Daily News or you may purchase
the plans or the booklet at tbe information counter at the Daily
News.
Enclosed is SO cents for baby blueprints on Design G-ll ?
Enclosed is $1 for "YOUR HOME" booklet D
NAME .' .. 
STREET 
CITY STATE 
Design G-ll has a living
room, dining room, recrea-
tion room, two fireplaces,
kitchen, three bedrooms and
a den or fourth bedroom),
two bathrooms, a lavatory,
a laundry, a foyer, covered
entry, two-car garage and
optional terrace.
The habitable area total
2,578 square feet. Overall
dimensions are 97 ft 6 in.
by 45 ft., Including the gar-
age.
G-ll Statistics
AUSTIN. Minn. (AP) -About
609 persons toured the new Min-
nesota Sheriff's A s s o c 1 a-
UotVs 60-acre BoysMlanch at a
public showing Sunday. The
ranch Is Intended to give a good
hone to neglected boys.
a
Fargo Boy, 4,
Hit by Bullet
FARGO. N. D. (AP) - Guy
Becklund, 4, son of Mr. and
Mr.. Gary Becklund of Ste-
phen, Minn , was hospitalized
In serious condition Sunday with
a shotgun wound in the neck.
Authorities said the gun dis-
charged accidentally as chil-
dren played with it in the Beck-
lund home
600 Tour Sheriff's
Home for Boys
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - Mrs.
John Tollins, 50, Glasgow, Scot-
land, died at University of Min-
nesota Hospitals Saturday night
three days after she underwent
a delicate operation to replace
a heart valve with an artificial
substitute.
She had been listed in critical
condition since the operation.
Her trip to the United States
had been sponsored by Mrs.
Joseph Gales Ramsay III of
Minneapolis.
Woman Dead After
Heart Operation
Vince Says:
Can Go All
Way Now'
OFFENSE WORKING
By GARY EV ANS
Dally News Sports Editor
BLOOMINGTON, Minn. -
The Intracacies of a profes-
sional football offense are
not easily comprehended.
The inner workings of an
attacking gridiron unit can
be a thing ot beauty — or
a repulsive demonstration
of futility. These tilings are
not predictable.
Witness the Green Bay
Packer scoring machine
that for years now has piled
up yardage and victories.
But in the past four weeks,
the potent Packers went
punchless. They totaled a
meager 36 points.
Bat Sunday, much to the
chagrin of the charitable
Minnesota Vikings, the
Packers stoked their offense
back to life. They had their
troubles, scoring only 10
points in the first three
quarters. But then in the
fourth they cast aside frus-
tration with a 28-point binge
and plowed down the Vik-
ings 38-13.
What are the pertinent
facts behind the Green Bay
offensive revival?
Well, if you ask Packer
strategist Vince Lombard!,
he will tell you three things:
"We decided we wanted to
play like the championship
Green Bay teams, we final-
ly got a 100-yard perform-
ance from Jim Taylor. Bart
Starr's timing has return-
ed."
Now you can break those
down with additional facts,
facts that show Taylor with
111 rushing yards in 25 car-
ries and Starr with nine
completions in 19 attempts
(but more important two for
four and two TDs in the
final quarter), good for
three touchdowns and 159
yards.
But you must add some-
thing else. Remember the
argument: "The best of.
tense is a good defense"
er "the best defense is a
Sood offense?" Well, Green
ay proved it pays to have
tittle of both.
Three of those touchdowns
In the final quarter came
on breaks made by the Bay
defense — all after Viking
fumbles were recovered by
Ray Nitschke, Doug Hart
and Lionel Aldridge.
And so you couldn't over-
look the defense (that has
mora wins than the offense)
when passing out praise.
Lombardi didn't either:
"The defensive line was
great!"
And underscoring all pre-
vious statements is the fact
that Lombardi, never an
optimist, came up with the
observation that be saw no
reason why the club could-
n't go all the way now.
The Packers trail Western
Conference leader Balti-
more by one game, stand-
ing 8-2 to the Colts' 9-1.
The Bays have remaining
games with Los Angeles,
Minnesota, Baltimore (Dec.
12) and San Francisco.
"And there is no reason
we couldn't win them all,"
said Lombardi.
For three quarters Sun-
day, the Vikings played like
they were supposed to. Al-
though not visibly aroused
(as predicted after Coach
Norm Van Brocklln's resig-
nation and reconsideration
early last week ) , they made
it a fight until the fourth-
quarter debacle.
It stood 13-10 for the Vik-
ings when the roof began to
fall in.
Scoring in the final quar-
ter was nightmarish. It
took three plays of the final
period and 14 seconds to
hang up the first seven
points, Starr firing 47 yards
to Boyd Dowler and Don
Chandler kicking the point.
Then tho Vikings took over
and three plays later Nitsch-
ke grabbed Bill Brown's
fumble on the Minnesota 14.
Taylor ran . four times for
a first down on the two and
Elijah Pitts spun in. Chand-
ler added another PAT and
it was 24-13.
Then Brown fumbled
again, this time on the Vik-
ing 16 and Hart prancgjl into
the end zone. Another point
from Chandler and it was
3.1-13.
And finally, Ron Vander-
Kelen, who replaced Fran
Tarkenton in the final quar-
ter, hobbled on the Green
Bay 49 and Aldridge got it.
The TD came nine plays
later on an 11-yard, pass
from Starr to Bob Long.
For the 47,426 (the fourth
consecutive Met football
sellout), the opening quar-
ter was__rfiminiscent of the
Colt-Vikuig game just over
a week previous.
Green Bay was contained
on its opening series and
Tarkenton marshalled his
forces 69 yards, 35 inches
in 15 plays. He was denied
of the touchdown on a
sneak, missing by less than
an inch.
Then the Vikes got the
ball on a Dowler fumble
one play later. They settled
for Fred Cox' 34-yard field
goal. Moments later Starr
passed 15 yards to Carroll
Dale. Chandler kicked the
extra point. It was 7-3 at
the quarter.
In the second period,
Chandler kicked a 36-yard
field goal for Green Bay and
Cox' 27-yard toe-job equal-
ized it for a 10-6 halftime
score.
Minnesota then got a go-
ahead touchdown at 8:35 of
the third quarter when
scrambling Fran fired 27
y a r d s  to Paul Flatley.
Cox kicked the point.
It was then that the roof
te_ in.
But, of course, it made
Vince smile. And lately that
has been a miracle in itself.
GANG WAY! . . . Green Bay Packer fullback Jim Tay-
lor charges through a giant hole in the Minnesota Viking
line Sunday, picking up six of his 111 yards. It was Taylor's
first 100-yard performance of the season, a factor many re-
gard as vital to resurrection of the Green Bay offense.
(Daily News Sports Photo)
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He Is Still
Same Norm
LAUDS PACKERS
BLOOMINGTON, Minn. —
The questions are bound to
come up: "Was he humble?
Was he cocky? What did he
say about it?"
Naturally the topic of dis-
cussion is Minnesota Viking
Coach Norm Van Brocklin,
who stunned aides, friends
and fans by last Monday
resigning ( actually the for-
mal act never took place)
and then returning Tues-
day.
We can best answer the
questions with one simple
statement: He was just
plain Norm. He was neither
humble nor cocky. And he
said nothing of his actions of
last week. No one asked of
them.
He took 25 minutes (per-
haps 15 minutes more than
is normal) to prepare for
the locker room invasion of
the press corps following
the 38-13 whipping by Green
Bay, Tho interview was the
same as always. Some ques-
tions were answered with
subdued flippancy, others
with studious concentration.
And some, as always, were
not answered.
But the men talking to the
coach were more quiet . The
atmosphere was one of
tenseness. At one occasion
Van Brocklin even asked
for questions. This does not
often happen.
But — as though there had
been no interruption in his
tenure — he preferred to
talk football.
He acknowledged the
strength of the Packers but
was dismayed at the sudden
turn of events (if you are
a Viking fan) in the fourth
quarter.
"Things were perfect un-
til we began to cough up
the ball ," he said. "It was
13-10 for us. That was
fine. "
Asked whether Minnesota
had expected to see Paul
Hornung running at half-
back for Green Bay, he
said: "Keck, they've got so
many people, it really does-
n't make any difference
who they play." Hornung,
in Lombardi's dog house,
was the only Packer who
did not play .
Was he satisfied with his
offense?
"Everything went real
well until we started to fum-
ble," he said. "And (Bill)
Brown normally has no
trouble in that department."
He had praise for fullback
Billy Barnes — who came in
for Phil King in the second
half and piled up 21 yards
in five carries — and no
bright hopes over Tommy
Mason.
"With Mason it's a day
by day proposition," said
Van. "I don't know when
he'll be ready. We just have
to wait and see."
In the other locker room,
members of the Packer of-
fensive unit — embarrassed
four previous weekends —
obviously were relieved.
"We had to play the way
we did," said Starr. "You've
got to remember we were
the underdog (the Vikings
had been favored). Under-
dogs have to plav like that
to win."
Taylor, who has been
troubled by a sore ankle ,
felt like his old self.
"I could nm all right In
practice/' lie explained ,
'but during n game, when
I had to cut , it was a dif-
ferent story. Today the an-
OUT OF MY WAY . . . Marv Fleming (81), Green Bay
Packers, charges toward Karl Kassulke, Minnesota Vikings,
and tries to clear away after taking a flat pass from quar-
terback Bart Starr in the first quarter of National Football
League game Sunday in the Twin Cities. Kassulke missed
the tackle and Fleming gained 5-yards on the play. (AP
Photofax )
kle was strong. I felt like a
million dollars.
"Now that I'm healthy,
I'll show em," he said in
reference to early reports
that he was finished.
Lombardi summed it up:
"Our success during the
last five years has been the
combination of good running
by Taylor and accurate
passing by Starr. Today
was tiie first time we've
had that double threat this
season."
And he finished by say-
ing: "Now I think we can
go all the way."
-GARY EVANS
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Floyd's Last Chance?
HE MUST HIT EARLY OR FALL
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LAS VEGAS, Nev. (AP) —
Floyd Patterson, who made
fistic history several times in
his erratic career, gets what
has to be his last chance at
boxing's most prized crown
when he takes on heavyweight
champion Cassius Clay tonight.
The onetime boy wonder of
the ring, knocked out by Sonny
Liston in the first round here 28
months ago, Is a 3-1 underdog to
the all-conquering 23-year-old
day at "Convention Center in a
15-rounder that very few believe
will go more than a few rounds.
Patterson, two-time holder of
the title and the youngest ever
to win it at 21, will be pitting
the dynamite of his leaping left
hook against the speed and pow-
er of the taller and heavier de-
fender.
The consensus is that if the
30-year-old 6-foot New Yorker
doesn't nail the 6-foot-3 Clay
early with a jarring hook, he
will crumble from tbe jolting
jabs and flashing, two-hand
combinations of the Louisville
Up.
Clay, cocky and confident as a
Las Vegas night club comic
with a 10-year contract, had a
couple of parting words to
newsmen Sunday:
"Come early," he said.
"If I take him out in one
round, people will say it's a
fix," said Clay, or Muhammad
All, as he prefers to be called.
"If I give him a hard beating
and knock him out in the sev-
enth or eighth round, people'll
gonna say I'm cruel."
The betting is 6-6 and take
your pick—even money in man-
to-man odds — that the fight
won't go more than five rounds.
It will be broadcast by ABC
radio and telecast by closed cir-
cuit to more than 200 outlets in
the United States and Canada.
It also will be beamed via Early
Bird satellite to early-raoming
viewers in theaters in the Brit-
ish Isles.
Starting time for the title
fight will be about 7:30 p.m. or
10:30 p.m., EST.
The fans will come early.
Most remember that three of
the last four heavyweight fights
— two of them involving Fat*
terson — ended in the first
round.
Tbe sensitive, introverted
challenger became the first
man ever to win the heavy-
FLOYD'S
(Continued on Page 20)
Patient? Well
He Once Was...
"ORR IN-OUT-IN
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Jimmy Orr has set a National
Football League record.
He's the fastest in-out-in pa-
tient in NFL history.
The slender flanker back suf-
fered an injured right shoulder
in the second period at Balti-
more Sunday, and later went to
a nearby hospital for X-rays.
By the fourth period he was out
of the hospital and back in the
game — and helped the Colts io
their eighth straight victory, 34-
24 over the Philadelphia Eagles.
Orr, whose injury proved to
be a pulled muscle, returned to
Memorial Stadium with seven
minutes to play and the Colts
holding a tenuous 27-24 lead.
While the crowd of 60,238
roared, he raced dramatically
onto the field and directly to the
Colts huddle.
Johnny Unitas and Lenny
Moore hooked up on a 47-yard
pass on the first play, then on
the second Unitas lofted a 22-
yarder to Orr in the end zone —
and the game was clinched.
By winning, the Colts raised
their record to 9-1 and main-
tained their one-game lead in
the Western Division over
Green Bay. A ferocious defense
fired a 28-point final quarter
that enabled the Packers to rout
the Minnesota Vikings 38-13.
The Cleveland Browns vwith
two key interceptions in the
closing moments, added to their
Eastern lead with a 24-17 deci-
sion over the Dallas Cowboys.
New York's surprising. Giants
tied St. Louis for second place
with a 28-15 victory over the
Cardinals as defensive back
Dick Lynch starred.
Gale Sayers' touchdown run
in the third quarter and a tough
defense led the Chicago Bears
over the Detroit Lions 17-10;
Tommy Davis' 23-yard field
goal with six seconds to play
gave the San Francisco 49ers a
30-27 victory over the Los An-
geles Rams, and the Washing-
ton Redskins beat Pittsburgh's
fumbling Steelers 31-3.
Dallas twice threatened to tie
the Browns in the closing
minutes but was thwarted both
times by interceptions of Don
Meredith passes. The first was
by Vince Costello in the end
zone, when Meredith threw on
first down at the Cleveland one.
Ross Fichtner made the deci-
sive steal with about a minute
to go.
Lynch set up the first Giant
touchdown against St. Louis
with a pass interception on Bud-
dy Humphrey, subbing for the
injured Charley Johnson, and
scored the clincher on a 60-yard
run with a fumble recovery.
Earl Morrall passed for three
New York touchdowns. *.
Sayers' raced 20 yards for his
12th touchdown of the season on
the Bears' fifth play of the sec-
ond half at Detroit. Chicago's
defense then made the- 17-10
score stand up by allowing the
Lions to penetrate Bear territo-
ry only once in the last two peri-
ods.
The 49ers made a stirring
fourth - quarter c o m e b a c k
against the Rams, with John
Brodie's TD passes to Ken Wil-
lard and Dave Parks and Davis'
two conversions tying it at 27-27.
After a Ram punt the 49ers
staged their last drive from
their 49 — and Davis climaxed
it with his winning field goal. He
kicked two earlier, from 50 and
39 yards.
The Redskins converted two
Steeler fumbles and a pass in-
terception into two touchdowns
and a field goal Sonny Jurgen-
sen also threw a 47-yard scoring
pass to Angelo Coin, and rookie
Richie Harris got the other
Washington touchdown with a
57-yard punt return.
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Fairmont to
TangleWith
St. John's
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) -
Fairmont State of West Virginia
was selected Sunday to play St.
John's of Minnesota in a semifi-
nal game of the football playoffs
sponsored by the National Asso-
ciation of Intercollegiate Athlet-
ics.
Fairmont State is unbeaten
and untied in eight games and
ranked No. 7 in the latest NAIA
poll. St. John's is 9-0 and ranked
No. 1.
They will play at Metropolitan
Stadium in Bloomington, Minn.,
at 1 p.m., CST, on Saturday.
The winner will play in the
championship game at Augusta,
Ga., on Dec. 11.
Sul Ross State of Texas, un-
beaten in 10 games, will meet
Linfield of Oregon, 7-1, at Mid-
land, Tex., this Saturday eve-
ning in the other semifinal play-
off.
The Texas team closed Its
schedule last Saturday with
a 29-23 victory over last year's
NAIA co - champion, Sam Hous-
ton State. The Lobos outscored
the opposition 243-126 this sea-
son.
Fairmont State, coached by
Harold Duvall, ran up 235 points
against its eight opponents and
yielded 85. It is the champion
of the West Virginia Intercolle-
giate Athletic Conference.
George Clayton, senior quar-
terback, is Fairmont State's of-
fensive spark and has. passed
for 1,013 yards on 60 completions
in 126 attempts.
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Hiawatha Valley
Opens Tuesday
Tuesday night marks the open-
ing of the first area Minnesota
conference games.
Hiawatha Valley schools will
begin battle with Kasson-Man-
torville battling at St, Charles,
Kenyon traveling to Lake City,
Plainview dueling at Cannon
Falls and Zumbrota playing at
Stewartville.
In Wisconsin the Coulee Con-
ference will be in its second
night of play. Holmen with one
win, plays at Melrose-Mindoro.
Bangor, also with a conference
win travels to Arcadia. Trem-
pealeau and Onalaska, both vic-
torious the first night, play at
Onalaska and Gale-Ettrick bat-
tles at West Salem.
Non-conference bouts in Wis-
consin have Fairchild at Cadott ,
Independence at Taylor, Me-
nomonie at Mondovi, Prescott at
Durand, Hudson at Chippewa
Falls, Eau Claire North at Black
River Falls and Lima Sacred
Heart at Emanuel Luther of
Eau Claire.
In Minnesota, Mabel plays at
Lanesboro, Spring Valley at Le-
roy, Owatonna at Waseca,
Shattuck at Faribault Deaf
Randolph at Simley and North
Winneshiek at Caledonia Loret-
to.
Small Engine
Service ft Repair
Patt • Bconamka)
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Spartan Cry: Wait 'TU Next Year!'
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
It isn't often that a winner, a
big winner, is in the position of
resorting to the old, old lament
of the losers, "Wait 'til next
year."
Michigan State qualifies.
Tho Spartans, the No. 1 team
In the country, winner of 10
straight and secure in a Rose
Bowl berth, now have only to
wait until next year to find out
if they win the national colle-
giate football championship.
Th_y took a giant step toward
that title ~ to be determined in
an Associated Press poll after
the Jan. 1 bowl games — with a
rousing 12-3 victory over rugged
Notre Dame Saturday, com-
pleting a perfect season.
Their Rose Bowl opponent —
almost certain to be UCLA —
was scheduled to be announced
today. UCLA, the No. 7 team in
the country upset sixth-ranked
Southern Cal 20-16 Saturday for
a 7-1-1 mark that may have
clinched the spot.
Washington State, another
contender, had its hopes dashed
27-9 by Washington. The selec-
tion committee was to meet to-
day. If it selects UCLA, that will
make the major bowl line-up
look like this:
ROSE BOWL - Michigan
State, 104), vs. UCLA, 7-1-1.
COTTON BOWL - Arkansas,
104, vs. Louisiana State, 7-3.
SUGAR BOWL - Missouri, 7-
2-1, vs. Florida, «-3.
ORANGE BOWL - Nebraska,
9-0 vs. Alabama, 7-1-1.
GATOR BOWL - Georgia
Tech, 6-2-1, vs. Texas Tech, 8-2.
Arkansas, the second-ranked
team in the country, wrapped
up its second straight perfect
season and Cotton Bowl berth
with a 42-14 romp over Texas
Tech, ranked No. 9. Jon Britten-
urn directed Arkansas scoring
drives of 68, 72, 53 , 73 and 69
yards that knocked Tech out of
a possible Cotton Bowl spot.
They settled for the Gator Bowl
berth opposite Georgia Tech.
The victory was Arkansas'
22nd straight , longest in the na-
tion. The second longest, 17, was
halted at Princeton, N.J. when
Dartmouth closed out a 9-0 sea-
son and won the Ivy League ti-
tle by beating Princeton 28-24.
Louisiana State accepted a
Cotton Bowl bid after a 62-0 rout
of Tulane, while Florida backed
into the Sugar Bowl, accepting a
previously offered invitation
after losing to Miami , Fla. 16-13.
They will oppose Missouri, No.
8, which closed out with a 44-20
victory over Kansas.
Alabama, the No. 5 team In i
the nation, had a day off and
took the opportunity to accept a
bid to the Orange Bowl.
All the other major spots had
been filled previously.
The last full weekend of play
left only two conference titles
undecided — the WAC and the
Southeastern. Alabama and Au-
burn play Saturday and the
winner gets the SEC, while
Brigham 'Young , and Arizona
State U. each has a chance to
win the WAC outright. Each
has one more game to go.
Other m a j o r conference
champions, some of which were
decided earlier, include Michi-
gan State in the Big 10, Dart-
mouth in the Ivy, Arkansas in
the Southwest UCLA in the
AAWU , West Virginia in the
Southern, South Carolina and
Duke tied in the Atlantic Coast.
Werblin Ready to
Re-Negotiate Pact
NAMATH BEGINS TO PAY OFF
By TUB ASSOCIATED PRESS
Joe Namath, the New York
Jets (400,000 quarterback, stood
in the dressing room peeling the
tape off his knet brace as club
owner Sonny Werblin leaned
over and whispered:
"Joe, I'm ready to re-negoti-
ate."
Namath and Werblin smiled
— but no one laughed.
For Namath had just finished
his tint four-touchdown day
ever — ln high school, college of
pro ball — and continued his
rapid development by passing
the Jets to a 41-14 victory over
the- Houston Oilers Sunday,
The triumph, their fonrth ln a
row , moved the Jets into second
place in the Eastern Division of
the American Football League.
But more significant was the
fact that Namath had his best
day as a pro and led the Jets to
these notable achievements :
—Namath himself tied Dick
Wood's record for most touch-
down passes in a single game.
—Namath , who completed 17
of 26 passes for 221 yards "before
being relieved at the start of the
fourth quarter, engineered an
offense that gained a club
record 522 yarda over-all.
—Matt Snell gained 135 yards
in 19 carries and Bill Mathis 126
in 14 tries as the team set a
rushing high of 284.
—The Jets have won four in a
row for the first time, in fhe
team's six-year history.
While Namath was cheered.
Babe Parilli was booed, even as
he passed for a fourth-quarter
touchdown that brought the P a-
trlots a 10-10 tie with Kansas
City . In the- only '.ther game,
Oakland took over second place
in the West by downing Denver.
The division leaders, Buffalo
and San Diego were not sched-
uled.
Namath hit Don Maynard
with touchdown tosses of four
and 34-yards, connected with
George Sauder on a play cover-
ing 20 yards and flipped a slx-
yarder to Curly Johnson as the
Jets built a 34-0 lead. Johnson,
the Jets' punting specialist,
S
tayed tight end after Dee
lackey suffered a broken left
collarbone in the second period.
Parilli . Ignoring the home-
town fans who chanted "We
Want Wilson" in calling for sec-
ond-string quarterback Eddie
Wilson , directed an M-yard
drive in the final period. His 10-
yard pass to J.D. Garrett and
Gino CappellettPs conversion
With 6:07 left brought about the
tie and dropped the Chiefs Into
third place in the West with a
5-4-2 record.
The Raiders took over the
runner-up spot with a 6-4-1 mark
to San Diego's 6-2-2 by snapping
a 14-14 tie ln the fourth quarter.
Linebacker Gus Otto ran 68
yards with an interception of a
paM by Denver quarterback
John McCormick for the tie-
breaker, then Dave Grayson put
it out of reach by racin g 47
yards with another steal.
Gagliardi Is
Coach of Year
MINNEAPOLIS w - Coach
John Gagliardi of champion St.
John's University was honored
by his fellow coaches Sunday as
the Minnesota intercollegiate
Conference's football coach of
the year.
It Was the third time in the
past four years that Gagliardi
has won the honor, The 38-year-
old mentor has an 80-26-2 record
in his 13 seasons at St. John's.
The Johnnies , who posted a
perfect 0-0 season record and
Saturday play in the NAIA
playoff's, also landed five play-
ers on the MIAC all - confer-
ence-football team.
After St, John's five places on
the MIAC 22-man all-conference
team, runner-up Concordia and
third - place St- Thomas, each
landed four berths.
Minnesota - Duluth placed
three Gustavus Adolphus and
Augsburg two each and Ham-
line and Macalester one apiece.
The emphasis of the squad Is
youth, with nine seniors, nine
juniors and four sophomores se-
lected.
Heading the offensive team
are quarterback John Burke of
St. Thomas, who broke the Tom-
mie passing record this season;
hard - running halfbacks Gary
Gilbertson of Concordia and Jim
Shiely of St, John's and fullback
Mike Anderson of Augsburg.
Shiely and Anderson are only
sophomores and Burke a Junior.
Gllbcrtaon Is a senior.
The all-MlAC football team:
Offensive — Ends Dave Grif-
fin , St. John 's sophomore, and
Bill Donley, Concordia senior;
tackles Tom Harmon, Gustavus
junior, and Mike Collins, St.
John's tackle ; guards Mark
Sandbo, Augsburg junior, and
Jerry Smith , Hamline senior;
center Tim Gavin, St. Thomas
junior, and backs Burke, Gil-
bertson, Shiely and Anderson.
Defense — Ends Paul Sannea,
Concordia junior, and Dean Hog-
lund , Duluth senior; tacklen
Fred Cromer, St. John's junior,
and Bob Windel , Concordia sen-
ior; middle guard Jerry Staffen ,
SI. Thomas Junior; linebackers
John Ford, St. John's junior,
Pat Delaney Duluth senior and
Karl Grfcy, Gustavus senior ;
halfback* Chuck Horn, St.
Thomas senior and John Stusek ,
Macalester Junior; and safely
Gary Egerdahl , Duluth sopho-
more.
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Named to
District 13
MINNEAPOLIS (AP ) — The
Minnesota Intercollegiate Con-
ference placed twice as many
players on the NAIA District 13
alt-star football team announced
Saturday as did the Northern
Intercollegiate Conference.
MIAC champion St. John's led
the way with four players on the
team, which was announced by
District 13 chairman Edor Nel-
son.
Then came Concordia, runner-
up in the MIAC , and Winona
State of the NIC, each with
three players. Minnesota-Du-
luth, St. Thomas and Bemidji
State each landed two,
The District 18 NAIA all-star
football squad:
Offense — Ends ARCHIE
SKEMP , WINONA senior, and
Dave Griffin , St. John's sopho-
more ; tackles Fred Cremer, St.
John's junior , and Mike Collins,
St. John's senior; guards Jerry
Sith, Hamlin senior and' Mark
Sandbo, Augsburg junior ; cen-
ter Dave Odegaard, Bemidji
senior ; quarterback John Burke,
St. Thomas junior; halfbacks
DAVIS USGAARD. W I N O N A
senior, and Bob Nolin , Bethel
junior^ and fullback Gary Gil-
bertson. Concordia senior.
Defense — Ends Bill Donley,
Concordia senior and Dean Hog-
lund, Duluth senior; tackles
Richard Lang, St. Cloud senior,
and Bob Windel!, Concordia sen-
ior; middle guard Lyle Vogt ,
Moorhead senior ; linebackers
Pat Delaney, Duluth senior, and
John Ford, St. John's junior;
cornerbacks Jerry Steffens , St.
Thomas j u n i o r , and RAY
WALSH. WINONA senior ; and
safety John Stusek, Macalester
junior. ¦
In six seasons, the San Diego
Chargers of the AFL have sign-
ed seven players who were No.
1 draft choices.
Light Goes
On—Bang!
War Begins
NHL
M L T »T 0* (M
Montreal 7 4 I 17 Jl 17
Chicago 7 « 1 11 Jl l
Toronto i t j 14 « 4)
Now York 4 I 4 11 41 e]
Detroit > J 4 lo X 31
¦oiton 1 4  1 I 11 40
SATURDAY'! RESULTS
Montreal », Naw York 1.
Toronto Ji Chicago 1.
Detroit 4, toilon 1.
SUNDAY'S RfJULTS
Beaten 1. Montreal 7.
Toronto 7, Chicago 3.
Detroit ), Naw York I (tie).
TODAY'S «AM_S
Me gemat tcDtdultd.
TU1S0AVS OAMI
Chlcege a) Detroit,
NEW YORK <AP) - A gale of
controversy is swarming around
Arthur Reichert today. K few
hours ago it wss fists instead of
words.
Reichert, a little man who has
been pushing buttons for 30
years as a goal judge at Nation-
al Hockey League games in
New York, pushed one Sunday
night. . .and set off a small war
that started with Ranger Gener-
al Manager Emile Francis trad-
ing punches with an over-zeal-
ous fan and ended with Ranger
players battling paying custom-
ers in the stands.
Tho fireworks exploded lit the
third period of the Rangers' 3-3
tie with Detroit when the Red
"Wings ' Floyd Smith got off a
shot from a scramble in front of
the New York cage and Reich-
ert flashed the red light, signi-
fying a score.
The Rangers and Coach Red
Sullivan protested vehemently
to Reichert, whose perch In the
first row of seats directly be:
hind the goal is separated from
S the playing surface by a 10-foot
barrier of wood panel and un-
i breakable glass. The New York
players claimed goalia Ik!
Giacomin had stopped the puck
short of the goal line.
Reichert , however, stuck to
his decision and Referee Art
Skov backed him up.
While the argument appeared
to subside, Francis, the peppery
former NHL goalie, left his seat
in the stands and approached
Reichert. They exchanged an-
gry words and an unidentified
fan joined the hassle. Suddenly
the fan and Francis began
throwing punches and the crowd
closed in.
The Rangers' Vic Hadfleld
saw Francis in the middle of the
scuffle , scaled the wood and
glass enclosure on his skates
and jumped into the stands. At
least six other New York play-
ers followed him over the bar-
rier and it took a force of
Garden policemen five minutes
to separate them from the mill-
ing, swinging fans.
When order finally was re-
stored, the fan who tangled with
Francis was led out of the arena
— and later released. "Francis
went to the dressing room for
two stitches over & gashed left
eye.
Play was resumed and, after
a fluke. 80-foot shot by Earl In-
garfield caromed off the back-
board, hit Detroit goalie Roger
Crozier's pads and skipped into
the net for a 3-2 New York lead,
the Wings tied it on Bruce Mac-
Gregor's goal in the final 70 sec-
onds.
Reichert, a round whom tha
brawl raged , escaped unhurt
and left the Garden immediate-
ly after the game.
FLEMING GROUNDED . . . Marv Flem-
ing (81) , Green Bay Packers, gets knocked
off balance and downed by George Rose (44) ,
Minnesota Vikings, as teammate Larry Vargo
comes up at right, to help on the stop in first
quarter of National Football League game
Sunday in the Twin Cities, Fleming picked
up five yards on the pitch-out play from
quarterback Bart Starr. (AP Photofax)
Bemidji Will
Open Season
Against Morris
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
St, Cloud State has pried the
lid off the 1968-60 Minnesota
college basketball leason tn lm-
presBlv(i fashion, and tonight
Bemidji State joins the Huskies
ait an earlv-bird by getting Its
feet, wet,
St. Cloud beat Southern, S. D.,
HI-70, Friday illght and then
whipped Northern, S. D„ 05-5,1
Saturday night for e fast geta-
way in Coach Red Severson '$
eighth _eaiton Iuy Schmlering
of St. Cloud and Bob Graham
of Northern each got 24 points
Saturday night.
Bemldll opens Its aeason to-
night at noma against Minneso-
ta - Morrii with the Beaver
hope* riding on guard Mark
Carlln and <t-feet-6 center Dave
Odtgaard.
St Cloud keeps up its heavy
Sre-Chrlfltmaa ilate with games
'rlday and Saturday at home
against Huron College and
Northern tor a repeat.
Minneaota • Duluth takes n
trial run In a game against tho
freshmen Tuesday night.
T U E S D A Y
LOCAL ICHOOLS-
Iteveni Ptlnl et Wlntnt Stale, 7:10
p.m.
COULC- CONFER-NCI-
Holmen et Melrou-Mlndsre.
¦angor it Arcadii.
Trimpeeieeu it Oneli»*e.
•lle-Bttrlck at Witt Salem.
NMWATNA CONFERENCE-
KatMn-MentervlIK el SI. ChirlM.
Kenyon it Like City,
Pltlnvlew it Cannon Ptlll.
Zumbrota it Stewartville.
NQN-CONP-RBNCB-
Filrchiltt et Cedoll.
Independence it Taylor.
North Winneshiek it Caledenli
Loretta.
Mtnomonlt at Msn-tv).
Pretcatl et Durand.
Randolph et Simley.
•hatluck it Firlnaull Deaf.
Swefonna if Wateci.
udion at Chlpptwa Felli.
Iiu Clilte North al Stack Mlver
Fella.
Spring Valley at Leltoy.
Mabel at Lanesboro.
lima Sacred Haart al lau Clalra
Emenvel Luthtr.
W E D N E S D A Y
ROOT RIViR-
Le craicent it Canlen.
NON'CONPBftENCB-
Soulh Mlnncapolli al Austin.
- Minneapolis w«»l «t Rochester,
Alma at Wabasha (t . Felix.
Minneapolis Roosevelt at Highland
Plrk. ¦
This Week's
Basketball
4
BAJT-
Dartmouth 21, Princeton 14.
Hervard 13, Yale 0.
Syracuse 11, BOilort C. 13.
Pitt, 10, Penn Sta ta 71.
Brown SI, Columbia 7.
Holy Cross 17, Connecticut I,
Colgate 14 Ruldtri 10.
lesion U. il V island 31.
Bullalo » Vlllanova 7.
Lehigh it Lllayalte 14.
¦ucknell ia Delaware 14.
SOUTH -
Ll. Stata 41 Tulane ».
Miami I Florida ll.
Houston ii Fla, Itate 14 dial.
Duke 34, N. Carolina 7.
Tennessee 11, Kentucky 3.
South Carolina ir, clamson il.
Virginia 33, Maryland 11.
W Va. 17. Geo. Wash. 14.
Wm. * Marv ll, Richmond a.W, Forest ll, Mernpftla ft. it.
Citadel 11, Pprtnan >.
lAIOWIST -
Mtctl. State », Notre Demi 1.
Ohio sill* •, Michigan 7.
Minndsdla 41, Wisconsin 7.
Illinois 10, Normweslarn i.
Purdue 11, Indiana It.
, N.C. Slate 11, Iowa 10.
MlsioUN 44, Kinias jo.
Okla. State 31, Kin. Stale t.
Tulia lli Wichita 3.
Miami 0. 37, Cleldnnall 7.
Toledo ai . Dayton 7.
lOOTHfAST-
Aikansas 41, Te*ee Tain 14,
Baylor 10, SMU io.
I 
CD 41, Rice 14.
rlt. stale 14, Wyoming I*.
Brig. Young 10, Arliona I.
N. Ma*. 10, low* Hate f.FAR WiST-
UCLA it, California 1e,
Washington It. Vlaih. Slate »,
Colorado IS, Air Force l.
Orah Stale 14, Utah 7.
J 
laniard 9, Calltornla 7.
regeh Stale 1», Oregon 14.
Idaho «, AUftteiia Slate I.
Football
Scores
FLOYD'S
(Continued from Page 18>
weight crown twice when he
regained the crown from Swe-
den's Ingemar Johansson on a
fifth-round knockout in i960.
It was a leaping left hook ,
carrying all of Patterson's
weight behind it , that knocked
Johansson unconscious, his legs
quivering, at the New York Polo
Grounds.
"I feel that I'm in fine condi-
tion, mentally and physically,
as I was for the second fight
with Ingemar." said Patterson
at a press conference Sunday.
"I feel jiist as confident now as
I did then. I just feel I'm going
to win." .
Both he and Clay were exam-
ined Sunday and declared in
excellent physical condition by
Dr. Donald Romeo, chief exam-
ining physician of the Nevada
Athletic Commission.
Patterson's record is 43-4, in-
cluding 32 knockouts. He has
been stopped three times —
once by Johansson and twice by
Sonny Liston.
Everyone knows about Clay's
record of 21 straight, 17 of them
by knockouts, since turning pro
after his 1960 triumphs in the
Olympic Games. The Greatest
doesn't let anyone forget.
Clay won the title when Liston
quit on his stool after the sixth
round of .heir first fight in 1964
and retained it by blitzing; Lis-
ton in the first round of their
controversial return at Lewis-
tn, Maine, last May 25.
Clay figured to outweigh his
rival by about 11 pounds, 206 to
195.
m
The Houston Oilers have
signed five of their six No. 1
draft choices since they were
formed in 1960.
MARK TRAIL By Ed Dodd
MSU, Grabowski
Save Big Ten
VICTORY SIGN . . . Cheerleader gives big leap as Mich-
igan State back Dwight Lee (34 ) catches pass in end zone
Saturday at South -Bend. This play, in fourth quarter , gave
Michigan State 12-8 victory — before the touchdown Notre
Dame was only in arrears 6-3. (AP Photofax) '
| BIG TEN FOOTBALL
(Final)
W L T PT OP
Michigan Slate 7 I 0 103 s<
Ohio Stale i I t ISO •]
Purdue s 1 0 ISO 9j
Minnesota J ) 0 149 10»
Illinois 4 J O  IS5 «
Northwestern j 4 0 105 139
Michigan 1 5 0 137 IIS
Wisconsin J 1 0 75 Ml
Indiana 1 < o H 113
Iowa I 7 I 47 ISO
CHICAGO (AP) - Michigan
State's mighty exploits of an
undefeated season and possibly
the national championship along
with record - busting perform-
ances of Illinois' Jim Grabow-
ski saved the Big Ten from
what might have been a bust
season.
The Spartans topped t h e i r
first undisputed Big Ten
championship with a crushing
12 - v^ictory over Notre Dame
and'will take a clean record in
the Rose Bowl where a triumph
will earn Duffy Daugherty's
charges the national champion-
ship. ^
Grabowski, the greatest full-
back in Illinois history, shat-
tered another string of Big Ten
rushing records when he car-
ried 33 times for 187 yards to
lead the Illini to a 20 - 6 triumph
over Northwestern.
In other windup performances
Purdue defeated Indiana 26 -21 ,
Ohio State edged Michigan 9-7,
Minnesota bombed Wisconsin
42-7, and Iowa ended a dismal
season with a 28-20 loss at the
hands ot North Carolina State.
Without Michigan State and
Grabowski , the Big Ten would
be hard pressed to retain its
boast as tbe No. 1 football con-
ference in the nation.
Against non - conference com-
petition, the Big Ten could only
break even with a 13-13-3 mark.
Defending champion Michigan
tumbled into the second divi-
sion and Purdue, the pre-seaspn
favorite, cried so long about an
official's decision TB a 14-10
loss to MSU that the Boiler-
makers were unable to regroup
and on the following week were
knocked out of the running by
Illinois 21-0.
Iowa, rated highly in early
speculation, failed to score a
conference victory and played
so horribly that it cost Coach
Jerry Burns his job.
Minnesota, 5-2, performed as
expected and maybe a little
better. Illinois blew hot and
cold and Wisconsin, 2-5, and In-
diana, 1-6, lived up to unexpec-
tations.
Two of the surprises would be
Ohio State and Northwestern.
The Buckeyes came on strong
with a 6-1 record and finished
second while Northwestern
tipped the second division with
a 3-4 mark and certainly was
not expected to finish ahead of
such teams as Michigan and
Iowa.
State Lagers
Eye Opener
Before the week is out,
three-quarters of Winona's
basketball population will
have played at least their
opening games .
Winona High got city
schools off to a successful
start by stopping Harmony
84-50 Friday night.
The task for Winona State
in its opener appears great-
er.
Bob Campbell's Warriors
open the season at Memo-
rial Hall at 7:30 p.m. Tues-
day against Stevens Point.
It was Stevens Point that
last year handed Winona
State an 88-57 whipping in
its opener. This year the
Pointers return nine letter-
men.
Also scheduled to see its
first action this week is
John Nett's Cotter club. The
Ramblers oppose Minneapo-
lis De La Salle Saturday
night at the Winona High
School Auditorium.
While those two schools
are opening and St. Mary's
is preparing for its Dec. 1
start against Lakeland at
Terrace Heights, the High
School Hawks will be eying
their second battle.
Minneapolis Roosevelt will
be at the High School Audi-
torium Friday at 8 p.m.
Two other sports teams
from the city will open this
week. The Winona State
freshmen basketball team
will meet St. Mary 's in a
5:30 p.m. preliminary game
Tuesday and Dave Morac-
co's Winona High wrestlers
will be at the Rochester In-
vitational Saturday.
Eino Scores
15, Freshmen
Tumble 81-65
MADISON \~ — Wisconsin's
varsity basketball squad show-
ed offensive power, rebounding
agility and defensive prowess
Saturday night in overwhelm-
ing a taller arid talented fresh-
man team 81-65.
The varsity, paced "liy Ken
Gustafon , opened up an early
lead and took a 41-32 halftlme
command, then flipped through
five straight baskets to stretch
the margin to an unsurmounta-
ble 51-32 lend early in the sec-
ond half.
The freshmrn, with four All-
State prop sUrs in the starting
lineup, were hampered by nerv-
ousness and a sticky offense
that forced outside shots.
Seven-foot-one Kino Hendrick-
son from Holmen hit 15 points
for the freshmen, but was out-
rebounded and outmuneuvercd
by shorter varsity pivot men
who forced h-lm into repeated
bullbundling errors.
Warmath: Its
Great Season'
MINNEAPOLI S (AP) - "It's
been a great season, If you
consider all the injuries ," Min-
nesota Coach Murray Warmath
said Saturday after his Gophers
blasted Wisconsin 42-7 to wind
up the 1965 football season with
a 5-4-1 over-all record.
"I couldn't believe we would
have that many injuries," War-
math added. "If Dave Colburn
and Dick Peterson hadn't got
hurt to take away our running
game, who knows what might
have been?"
As it was, the rousing triumph
over the Badgers gave the Go-
phers a final 5-2 record in the
Big Ten and a share of third
place with Purdue — the team
that whipped Minnesota 35-0.
"Except for Purdue, which
embarrassed and disappointed
us, I'd say we had a real fine
season," Warmath added. "I
also wish we could play the
Washington State game over.
We gave it away.
"It was our worst season for
injuries by far. We lost Colburn,
Peterson, Hubie Bryant and
John Williams out of our~back-
field for various periods of
time. Aaron B r o w n , Kent
Kramer and John Rajala all got
hurt at one time or another to
cut into our end corps. And
there were others, like Tom Sa-
kal on defense.
"If John Hankinson had got-
ten hurt, I don't know what we
could have done. His passing
kept us going most of the time,
there's no doubt about it."
Hankinson wound up his bril-
liant college career Saturday
by directing the Gophers to the
smashing of Wisconsin. .
The senior quarterback , draft-
ed last year as a future by
both the Minnesota Vikings and
tbe Boston Patriots of the
American Football League,
gained 125 yards Saturday to
push his season yardage total
to 1,583. That broke the Minne-
sota school record of 1,473 set
by All - America halfback Paul
Giel in 1951.
Pro Grid
Standings
National League
¦ASTERN CONFERENCE
W L T Pet. PT OP
Cleveland .... I 2 t .100 163 Hi
St. Louis 5 5 0 .500 332 200
New York 5 5 0 .500 174 245
Dallas 4 4 0 .400 208 194
Washington .. .  4 « 0 .400 142 205
Philadelphia .. 3 7 0 .100 241 2(4
Pittsburgh 3 » 0 J0O 144 238
WESTERN CONFERENCE
W L T Pet. PT OP
Baltimore .. .. t 1 0 .WO 318 1(1
Green Bay . . . .  I 1 0 .KM 11* 133
Chicago 4 4 t .400 282 217
San Francisco . 5 5 I .500 315 279
Minnesota . . . .  5 5 0 .500 287 310
Detroit 5 5 0 .500 177 1*7
Los Angela* . . .  1 S O  .100 142 211
SUNDAY'S RESULTS
Chicago 17, Detroit 10.
Cleveland 24, Dallas 17.
Oreen Bay 18, Minnesota 11.
Sen Francisco 30. Los Angeles 27.
New York 2S, St. Louis IS.
Baltimore 34, Philadelphia 24.
Washington 31, Pittsburgh 3.
THURSDAY'S GAMS
Baltimore at Detroit.
NEXT SUNDAY'S GAMES
Chicago et New York.
Cleveland et Pittsburgh.
Delias at Washington.
Green Bay al Los Angeles.
Philadelphia at St. loud.
San Francisco at Minnesota.
Am&rican League
EASTERN DIVISION
W L T Pel. PT OP
Buffile I 2 0 .SO0 218 14*
New York .... 4 I 1 .444 227 202
Houston 4 4 0 .400 217 269
•oston 1 S 2 .111 147 24S
, WESTERN DIVISION
W L T Pet. PT OP
San Dleg* . . . .  4 2 2 .750 221 140
OeMand i 4 1 .400 234 188
Kansas City ,. 5 4 2 .354 200 1*5
Denver 4 7 0 .344 235 2*5
SUNDAY'S RESULTS
New York 41, Houston 14.
Kansas City 10, Boston 10 (He).
Oakland J8, Denver 10.
Only games scheduled.
THURSDAY'S OAM-
Bwrfelo at San Diego.
NEXT SUNDAY'S OAMES
Boston at New York.
Houston at Kansas cily.
St. Matthew s
Tips La Crosse
St. Matthew's Lutheran School
tipped First Lutheran of La
Crosse 39-37 in a grade school
basketball game Sunday.
St. Matthew 's led 8-5, 17-
13 and 30-25 at the quarter
turns.
For the Winona club, Steve
Gilbertson tallied 15 points and
Terry Schwanke 10. Jim Haniel
and Jeff Lehman each had 14
for La Crosse.
Cresco Slops
Spring Valley
LANESBORO, Minn. (Spe-
cial) — Spring Valley bowed, to
Cresco, Iowa , 68-44 in its non-
conference debut.
Cresco jumped to an early
lead and held on throughout
the game. The score by quar-
ters ran 15-11 , 35-23 and 59-30.
In the scoring department
John Safranek of Cresco dump-
ed in 20, Normnn Cooper 14
and Dick Vick 10.
For the Wolves . Steve Mc-
Cihie racked up 14 , Hans Jor-
ganson totaled i$ nnd Dave
Rathbun flipped In 12.
Lois Schachf,
Bill Haack
Pace Keqlers
Lois Schacht and Bill Haack
topped city keglers with, their
weekend totals.
Lois belted .525 for Schacht-
Emmons in the Guys and Dolls
League at Westgate Bowl while
Haack hit 190-213-205-608 for
Jolly Jacks in the Jacks and
Queens League.
In the Guys and Dolls, Peg
Streng clouted 20? for Streng-
Kuhlman, Lubinski-Sobeck 773
and Colbenson-Armstrong 2,164.
Haack led bis Jolly Jacks
team to 753-2,226. Jan Wieczo-
rek paced Four Aces to 754 with
her 192-511. Rockets tipped 753
also.
WESTGATE: Kings a n d
Queens — Ben Gorder rapped
215-567 for Fabulous Four and
Myles Vaughn 212-572 for
Vaughn-Mlynrczak. Double O's
took team laurels with 770-2,-
201. Nadine Caya of Angels hit
469 and sub Leona Lubinski 173
for Trojans.
Junior Girls — Wendy Pozanc
led Ash Trays to 785-2,217 with
her 188-467.
Junior Boys — Bruce Witten-
berg claimed 168-443 for Team
I. Team III scored 692-2,036.
HAL-ROD L A N E S :  High
School Boys — Ron Blank led
Trojans to 761-2,129 with his
207-508. Pat Hopf spilled 531
for Good Players. John Walski
tapped 502.
High School Girls — Gutter
Girls clipped 741-2,058. Patty
Prochowitz of Tigerettes bounc-
ed 208-483. : ::.
Park - Rec. Jr. Boys — Pin
Smashers leveled 1,259 behind
201-371 from Terry Risser. Sting
Rays laced 654.
Statistics
Minnesota Oreen Bay
Tofal tlr>I downs It 14
First downs ruining t 1*
First downs passing 10 4
Plrst downs by penalty . . .  o 0
Total yards gained (net) 344 S3*
Yards gained rush, (nel) 113 100
Yards gained |>ass. (net) IB! IS*
Oross yards gained pass. 117 159
Times thrown and yards
lost attempting to pass. 4-34 0-0
Passes attempted 34 IS
Passes completed 11 •
Avg. gain par pass att. . t.4 17.7
Passes Intercepted by, and
yards Inlerc. returned 3-31 130
Punts I'l M»4
Punting avera ge 4S.S 41.3
Yards penalised 5 3$ 3-is
Fumbles and fumbles lost 44  1-1
Rushing plays 41 31
Avg. gein per rushing play 4.4 4.7
Total otlensive plays (Inc.
limes thrown passing) 7» S7
Avg. gain per aliens, play 1.1 I.S
Coppers Dip,
Other Issues
Under Pressure
NEW YORK (AP) - Copper
and selected issues took sharp
losses in a declining stock mar-
ket early this afternoon. Trading
was moderately active. —
The Associated Press average
of 60 stocks at noon was off 1.3
at 352.7 with industrials off 3.2
rails up .1 and utilities off .1.
Coppers retreated on a broad
front as a result of the rollback
of the copper price increase.
Early gains by some of the
aerospace, electronics and other
issues were erased as losses
spread out to other sections of
the list.
Motors and steels declined aft-
er holding fairly even most of
the morning. The trend was
generally lower among chemi-
cals, oils and tobaccos.
The Dow Jones industrial av-
erage at noon was off 6.40 at
946.32. .
Kennecott plummeted more
than 5 points in reaction to the
copper price recession. Ameri-
can Smelting lost more than 2,
Phelps Dodge nearly 2, Anacon-
da more than a point, Interna-
tional Nickel a fraction.
Profits were taken in some of
the recent fast steppers. Fair-
child Camera lost nearly 4,
Magnavox more 4;han 2.
Polaroid slipped aboot SMi,
Xerox 2, IBM, U.S. Smelting
and Control Data a point or
more.
Prices were mixed in active
trading on the American Stock
Exchange.
Corporate and U.S. Treasury
bonds were mostly unchanged
in light trading.
WINONA MARKETS
Swift & Company
West Highway II
Buying hours are from S a.m. to 3:3»P.m. Monday through Friday.
There will be no calf markets on Frldays.
These quotations apply as to noon te
day.
HOGS
The hog market Is 25 cents higher.
Top butchers, 19O-230 lbs. 54.00
Top butchers, grading 3S-38 24 .2S-34 .50
Top sows 20.50-21.50
CATTLE
The cattle market Is steady.
Prima 24.00-25.00
Choice 23.00-24.00
Good 20.50-22.75
Standard ., 18.00-50.50
Utility cows 12.00-13.50
Cullers Io.d0-i2.oo
VEAL
The veal market Is steady.
Top choice . . 27 .00
Good and choice .' ... 18.00-25.00
Commercial 13.00-17.00
Boners 12.00-down
Bravo Foods
East end of Bth Street
Buying hours 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. Mon
day through Friday.
These quotations apply as to nooti to
day on a yield (dressed) basis.
Canners and cutters 26.25.
Froedtert Malt Corporation
Hours: 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.; closed Satur-
days. Submit sample before loading,
(New crop barley)
No. 1 barley $1.14
No. J barley 1.08
No. 3 barley 9t
No. 4 barley .01
Winona Egg Market
These quotations apply as of
10:30 a.m. today
Grade A (iumbo) 42
Grade A (large) ' 37
Grade A (medium) 27
Grade A (small) 14
G rade B 27
Grade C 14
Bay State Milling Company
Elevator A Grain Prices
Starting Oct. 15, 1965, 100 bushels ol
Brain will be the minimum loads ac
cepted at the (levator.
No. 1 northern spring wheat .... 1.62
No. 2 northern spring wheat .... 1.60
No. 3 northern spring wheat .... 1.56
No. 4 northern spring wheat .... 1.52
No. 1 hard winter wheat 1.52
No. 2 hard winter wheat 1.50
No. 3 hard winter wheat 1.46
No. 4 hard wlnttr wheat , 1.42
No. 1 rye 1.13
No. 1 rye 1.11
Things Quite
Mixed Up in
Pro Cage Loop
NBA
• -ASTERN DIVISION
W. L. Pet. OB
Boston ll 9 .411
Cincinnati 11 I .411
Philadelphia . . . 1 0  4 .625 1
New York * ll .353 3ftWESTERN DIVISION
W. L. Pet. OB
Los Angeles : . . .  12 7 .4)2
San Francisco .. t 9 J«0 lVj
St. Louis * 7 .44] 1Baltimore ( 13 .311 3
Detroit . 4 14 .il 7'A
SUNDAY'S RESULTS
Cincinnati 110, Baltimore 114.
Philadelphia tie, Los Angeles 104.
TODAY'S OAME
San Francisco vs. SI, Louis al Mem-
phis.
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Cincinnati won and gained
ground ; Boston was idle and
stood still , and New York suf-
fered a setback without even
playing.
The Royals, with Jerry Lucas
netting 30 points and grabbing
21 rebounds, beat Baltimore 120-
114 at Indianapolis, Ind., Sun-
day night and moved into a
first-place tie with Boston in the
National Basketball Associa-
tion's Eastern Division.
In the only other game, Wilt
Chamberlain scored 32 points
and picked off 33 rebounds as
Philadelphia edged Los Angeles
110-104 at LOG Angeles, snapping
the Lakers* six-game winning
streak.
New York got some bad news
from its team physician , Dr,
Kazuo Yanugisawa , who said fr-
ied-10 corner man Willis Reed
lias a bone spur in his right
foot and may be forced to limit
his playing time for the rest of
the season, Reed left Saturday
night 's game in the third quar-
ter complaining of foot pains.
1 P.M. New York
Stock Prices
Allied Ch 47H I B Mach 541%
Allis Chal 30% Intl Harv 39%
Amerada 69% Intl Paper 29%
Am Can 57V» Jns & L 61%
Am Mtr 87/g Jostens 17V4
AT&T 63% Kencott 118%
Am TB 39% Lorillard 45%
Anconda 80% Minn MM 64%
Arch Dn 36% Minn P&L 31%
Armco Stl 69 Mn Chm 79%
Armour 39 Mont Dak 39%
Avco Corp 24% Mont Wd 32%
Boeing 131 3A N Am Av 56%
Boise Cas 58% N N Gas 60%
Brunswk 9% Nor Pac 54
Catpillar 49% No St Pw 35%
Ch MSPP 41% Nw Air 121%
C1NW 107V4 Nw Banc 47
Chrysler 53% Penney 66%
Cities Svc 42 Pepsi 76%
Com Ed 54% Pips Dge 73%
ComSat 39 .Phillips 56%
Con Coal 62% Pillsby 46%
Cont Can 61 Polaroid 110
Cont Oil 73 RCA 47%
Cntl Data 39% Red Owl 21%
Deere 47% Rep Stl 40%
Douglas 71 Rexall 47%
Dow Cm 75% Rey Tb 44%
du Pont 236% Sears Roe 66%
East Kod 106% Shell Oil 65%
Ford Mtr 57% Sinclair 59%
Gen Elec 114 Socony ,92
Ren Food 87 Sp Rand 18%
Gen Mills 58% St Brands 74%
Gen Mtr 104% St Oil Cal 77%
Gen Tel 45% St Oil Ind 48%
Gillett 40% St Oil NJ 82%
Goodrich 56% Swift , 48%
Goodyear 45% Texaco 80%
Gould 30% Texas Ins 173%
Gt No Ry 57 Union Oil 50%
Greyhnd 21%-Un Pac 41%
Gulf Oil 56% U S  Steel 48%
Homestk 49% Wesg El 59
Honywell 68 Wlwth 27%
(First Pub. Monday, Nov. >, 1965)
State ot Minnesota I is,
County of Wlnonn ) In Probale Courl
No. 14,497
In Re Estate of
Edward %. Burnt, Decedent.
Order for Hearing on Petition
to Sell Real Estate
Ths representative ol said estate hav-
ing tiled herein a petition to sell certain
real estate described In said petition;
IT IS ORDERED, Thai tha hearing
thereof be had on December 1, 1965, al
10:30 o'clock A.M., before this Court In
the probate court room In Ihe court
house In Winona, Minnesota, and thai
notice hereof be given by publication ol
this order In fhe Winona Dally Mewj
and by mailed nollce at provided by
law.
Dated November 4, 1963.
E. D. LIBERA,
Probate Judge.
(Probale Court Seal)
Strealer, Murphy & Brosnahan,
Attorneys for Patltlontr.
(Plrst Pub. Monday, Nov. 22, 1965)
Stall of Minnesota ) ti.
Counly of Winona ) In Probata Courl
No. 16,071
In Ra Estate ol
Felix P. Bronk, Decedent.
Order lor Hearing en Final Account
•nd Petition lor Distribution .
Tlie representative of the above namtd
estate Slaving tiled his flnnl account and
petition tor settlement and allowance
(hereof anil for distribution to tha per-
sons (hereunto entlfted;
11 1% ORDERED, That the hearing
thereof be had on December 16, 196%, nt
10:30 o'clock A M,, before this Courl
In Ihe probate court room In Ihe court
houae In Winona, Minnesota, and that
notice hereof be given bv publication 'of
this order In the Winona Dally News
and hy mailed notice as provided by low.
Deled November 18, I96S.
E. D I IBtRA.
Probate Judge J
(Probale Court Seal)
William A, Unrinulst,
Attorney for Petitioner .
*VA AteAH WU HAD A CAKE- tlK& THAT, AK' V*OlONT GM ANV KRMB**
DENNIS THE MENACE 
SOUTH ST. PAUL
SOUTH ST . PAUL, Minn. IA'—(USDA)
— Cattle 6,500; calves 5,500; slaughter
steers and heifers fairly active, fully
steady with Friday's upturn; cows rath-
er slow, mostly steady with Friday's de-
vealers, slaughter calves and feeders
cllne; bull! strong to 50 cents higher;
steady; high choice 1,093-1,130 lb slaugh-
ter steers 55.75-26.00; most choice 950-
1,500 lbs 24.50-25.50; good 5Z. 5O-24.0O; av-
erage to high choice 1,025-1,039 lb
heifers 24.50; most choice 850-1,000 lbs
23.50-24.25; good 20.50-23.00; utility and
commercial cows 13.00-14.00; canner and
cutter 10.00-12.50; utility and commercial
bulls 18.00-19.00; cutter 15.00-17.50; choice
vealers 24.00-28.00; good 21.00-24.00;
choice slaughter calves 181.00-20.00; good
14.00-18.00; mixed good and choice 650-8C0
lb feeder steers 23.00-23.25; most flood
550-850 lbs 20.00-22.75.
Hogs 4,500; fairly active; barrows and
gilts mostly 25 cents higher, few sales
50 cent sup; sows 25-50 cents higher;
feeder pigs and boars fully steady; U.S.
1-2 200-240 lb barrows and gilts 24,75-
25.00; mixed 1-3 190-250 lbs 24.50-24.75;
medium 1 and 2 180-200 lbs 23.50-24.50;
1-3 270-40Q lb sows 22.00-23.00; 2-3 400-
500 lbs 21.00-22.25; choice 120-160 lb
feeder pigs 22.00-23.00. _
Sheep 3,000; all classes active; slaugh-
ter lambs fully 50 cents higher; slaughter
ewes steady; feeder lambs 25-50 cents
higher; choice and prime 91-105 lb
wooled slaughter lambs 25.00; most
choice and prime 85-110 lbs 24.25-24.75;
good and choice 70-85 lbs 23.50-24.00;
utility and good slaughter ewes 6.00-6.50;
cull 5.00-5.50; choice and fancy 70-75 lb
feeder lambs 24.50; other choice and
fancy 60-80 lbs 23.75-24.25; good and
choice 50-60 lbs 22.50-23.25.
LIVESTOC K
CHICAGO (AP) - (USDA) -
Live poultry: Wholesale buying
prices unchanged to % higher;
roasters 23%-25; special fed
White Rock fryers 18%-19%;
young hen turkeys 28%-29; few
young torn turkeys 24%.
NEW YORK CAP) - (USDA)
— Butter offerings light. De-
mand steady.
Cheese offerings light. De-
mand good.
Wholesale selling pricesj>ased
on exchange and other volume
sales.
New York spot quotations fol-
low :¦= Whites: extra fancy heavy
weight (47 lbs rain) 47%-50;
fancy medium (41 lbs average)
41M--43; fancy heavy weight (47
lbs min) 4fi',_ -47V_ ; medium (40
lbs average ) 40 - 41; smalls
(36 lbs average ) 37-38.
CHICAGO (AP) - Chicago
Merantile Exhange - but-
ter steady ; wholesale buying
pries unchanged ; 93 score AA
92 A 63; 90 B 62V4 ; 89 C 61;
cars 90 B 63; 89 C 62.
Eggs s t e a d y ;  wholesale
buying prices unchanged; 70
per cent or better grade A
whites 44%: Mixed 44; medi-
ums 35i_ ; standards 37; dirties
unquoted; checks 31,
CHICAGO MB - USDA - Po-
tatoes arrivals 202; on track
257 ; total U.S. shipments for
Friday 426; Saturday 236 ; Sun-
day 5; supplies moderate ; de-
mand good; market about
steady; carlot track sales : Ida-
ho russets 3.90-4.25 ; Minnesota
North Dakota Red River Valley
round reds 2.75-3.05.
PRODUC E
(First Pub. Monday, Nov. I, 1H»
State of Minnesota ) ia.
County ol Winona ) In Probate Court
No. 1M7J
tn Re Estate ef
Clara Veregutti, Decedent.
Order for Hearing on Pinal Account
and Petition for Distribution.
Th* representative of the above naVned
estate having filed his final account and
petition for settlement and allowance
thereof and for distribution to fhe per-
sons thereunto entitled;
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
thereof be had on December 2, 1965, at
10:30 o'clock A.M., before this Court
In tha probate court room In the court
housa In Winona, Minnesota, and that
notice hereof be given by publication of
this order In the Winona Dally News
and by mailed notice as provided by
law.
Dated November 5, 1965.
E. D. LIBERA,
Probate Judge.
(Probate Court teal)
Sawyer & Darby, 'Attorneys for Petitioner,
(First Pub, Monday, Nov. 22, 19U)
State of Minnesota ) sa.
Counly of Winona ) In Probate Court
No. 1&167
In Re Estate of
Herbert Fred Otto Husemann, Decadent.
Order for Hearing on Petition
lo Determine Descent,
Vera Meyers having filed In Wilts
Court a petition representing, among
other things, that said decedent died
Intestate more than five yeara prior
to fhe filing thereof, leaving certain
property In Winona County. Minnesota,
and that no Will of said decedent ha*
been proved, nor administration of lilt
estate granted, In this State and praying
that the descent of said property ba de-
termined and that It be assigned to toe
persons entitled thereto;
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
thereof ba had on December 16, 1965, al
11:00 o'clock A.M., before this Court
In the probate court room In the court
house In Winona, Minnesota, and thai
notice hereof be given by the publication
of Hits order In the Winona Dally News
and by mniled notice as provided by law.
Dated November 19th, 1965.
E. D. LIBERA,
Probate Judge,
(Probate Court Seal)
Sawyer _ Darby,
Attorneys for Petitioner .
(First Pub. Monday, Nov. t, 196S)
State of Minnesota ) ss.
County of Winona ) in Probate Court
No. 16,041
In Re Estate of
Anna V. Fehrlng, Decedent.
Order for Hearing on Final Account
and Petition for Distribution.
The representative of the above named
estate having filed Its final account
and petition for settlement and allowance
thereof and for distribution to tha per-
sons thereunto entitled;
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
thereof be had on December 1st, 1965,
at 10:45 o'clock A.M., before this Courl
In the probate court room In the court
house in Winona, Minnesota, and that
notice hereof be given by publication of
this order In the Winona Dally News
and by mailed notice as provided by
law.
Dated November 5, 1965.
E. D. LIBERA,
Probate Judge.
(Probata Court Seal)
Streater, Murphy _ Brosnahan,
Attorneys for Petitioner .
(Pub. Date Monday, Nov. 22, 1965)
NOTICE OF SPECIAL ELECTION
Independent School District No. «•
(La Crescent), Minnesota
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, That •special election has been called and will
be held In and for Independent School
District No. 300, Minnesota, on Tuesday,
the 7th day of December, 1965, between
the hours of 11:00 A.M. and 8:00 P.M.,
Central Standard Time, for the purpose
of voting on the following question :
Shall Indeoendent School District
No. 300, Minnesota, incur a debt
of not to exceed $450,000 for the
purpose of providing funds for con-
structing, equipping and furnishing
an addition to the high school
building of the District by borrow-
ing on bonds sold at public sala
so much thereof as cannot be bor-
rowed from the State, ant tha
remainder. If any, by borrowing on
a capital loan contract from 1ha
Maximum Effort School Loan Fund
of the State of Minnesota pursuant
to the provisions of Section 124.43,
Minnesota General Statutes as
emended?
Tha polling place for tha election will
be at the public elementary school build-
ing of the District In the Village of La
Crescent, Minnesota. All qualified voters
residing ln the School District ara en-
titled to vote at tbe special election.
Dated November, 1965.
By Order of fhe School Soeref
L. I. Harlos
School District Clark
Independent School District
No. 30O
(La Crescent), Minnesota
(Pub. Date Monday, Nov. 22, 1941)
Village of Rollingstone, Minnesota
ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS
for
Construction of a New Village Well
Sealed proposals marked "Wall Con-
struction Bid" will be received bv tha
Village Clerk, Rollingstone, Minnesota,
until 8:00 P.M. December 7, 1965, for
the construction of a new well in ac-
cordance with the plans and specifica-
tions prepared by James J. Klelnjchmldt,
Civil Engineer .
Plans, specifications, and Proposal
may be obtained from James J. Klein-
schmldt, 920 W. 5th St., Winono, Min-
nesota.
A certified check or bidder's bond
shall accompany each bid In an amount
equal to at least live (5) percent ef the
bid, made payable to the Village of
Rollingstone, Minnesota , which shall be
forfeited to the Village In the event tha
successful bidder falls to enter into a
contract .
The VHIage reserves the right to re-
|ect any or all bids and to wa ive
Informalities.
Dated at Rollingstone, Minnesota,
November 18, 1965.
CY SPELTZ,
Village Clerk.
(Pub. Data Monday, Nov. 13, !•«)
Cily of Winona, Minnesota
BOARD OF ZONING APPEAL!
Notice ol Hearing
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE:
That an application has been made_y LaVerna Decker for a varlallon from
the requirements of the Winona Zoning
Ordinance so as to construct an addition
to his garage closer to the rear lot
line at the following described property)
East 94 feet of Lot 4, Block 11,
Lake View Addition, or at 609
Center Street .
Nollce Ii sent to the applicant and te
the owners ol properly affected by the
application.
A hearing on this petition will be
given In the Court Room of the City Hall,
Winona, Minnesota, at 7:30 p.m. on
December 2, 1965, at which time, Inter-
ested persons may appear either In per.
son, In writing, or by agent, or 6y at-
torney, and present any reasons which
they may have lo fhe granting er de-
nying of this petition .
They are requested to prepare their
case. In detail, and present all evidence
relating to this petition at the lima
ot the scheduled hearing.
Respectfully,
Russel Rossi, Chairman
Board ot Zoning Appeals
(Plrst Pub, Monday, Nov. M, 1HO
Stata of Minnesota ) ss .
County ol Winona ) In Probate Court
No. 16,166
In Re Estate ef
Florence M. Curran, Decedent.
Order for Hearing en Petition lor Probate
ot Will, Limiting Time lo Flit Claim*
and lor Hearing Thereon.
Mildred L. Linden having filed a pe-
tition for Ihe probata ot the Will of
said docedenl and for the appointment
of Mildred L . Linden as Executrix, which
Will Is on filn In this Court and open
to Inspection;
IT IS ORDERED, That tha hearing
thereof be hod on December 15, 1965,
at 10:30 o'clock A.M., before this Court
in the probale court room In tha court
housa In Winona, Minnesota, and that
oblacllons to fhe allowance of lalo* Wilt,
If any, be filed belore said time ol hear-
ing; that the time within which creditors
of said decedent may tile their claims
be limited fo four months from tha
dale hereof , and that lha claims sofiled ht hoard on March 25, Ifia, at
10:30 o'clock A.M., belore this Court Inthe probale court room In Ihe court
heuse In Winono, Minnesota , and that
notice hnreof be given by publication nftills ordrr in the Winona Djlly News
and hy mailed notice as provided by lew
Deled Nnvtmber 111, 1965
E. D LIBERA,
Probate Judge.
(Probale Court Seal)
Harold J. Libera-
Attorney for Petitioner.
Staters Win
District Meet
ST. PAUL (API-Winona State
College scored 27 points- Satur-
day to win the first annual
National Association of Intercol-
legiate Athletics District 13
cross country meet at Como
Golf Course.
St. Cloud State College was
second with 35 points, Augsburg
third with 91 and Bethel fourth
with B!> .
Van Nelson of St.  Cloud fin-
ished first in the mee with a
time of 23 :20, six seconds ahead
of Ken Mitchel of St. Cloud.
John Rahman watt third for
Winona , Bruce Smith fourth and
Mike Anderson f i f t h .  Hod
Pbipps wm .seventh, Vrnlon
Hnsleiet e'ighth. Bob PueU
tenth and Stan Danukos 12th.
Want Ads
Start Here
|UIND ADS UNCALLED FOR-
B-5, 10. II. «¦ .
Card ot Thinks
_
If wish to thank friends, relatives, md
neighbors for their sets of love and
Yvmpathy during our recent bereave-
ment, the loss of our beloved brother.
We also extend grateful thanks for tha
baautlful floral tributes. We especially
Htapk the Rav. McNary for his consol-
ing words, the singers, tht pallbearers,
the ladles woo donated and served
James Farrier family.
Lost and Found 4
LOST—chrome wtra wheel cover. Re-
ward , Tel. 3527. 
¦
LOST SATURDAY* ts«ftSB» clutch bag,
blue checked. Reward. Tal. 6-2321 aft-
er f. ¦ 
personals 7
IVE'RE mighty plaasad with our new
tailor shop, It you haven't been In, be
Jure and stop. W. BETSINGER, 227
E. 4th.
ONLY 33 DAYS until Christmas I Have
you mode your Christmas parly reserv-
ations already? Batter hurry vfMla
choice of dales Is good. Ray Meyer,
Innkeeper, WILLIAMS HOTEL.
NOW OPEN—Belmont Liquor Drlvt-ln,
1671 W, Sth. Tel. 4391.
ARE YOU A PROBLEM DRINKER1-
Man or woman your dr inking craalaa
numerous problems. If you need and
want help, contact Alcoholics Anony-
mous, Pioneer Group c/o General Oe-
llvery. Winona, Minn.
KEEP carpet cleaning problems small
. . , use Blue Lustre wall to wall.
Rent electric shampooer, il. R, D.
Cone Co.
CLOISTERED Carmelite Nuns et
Iron Mountain, Mich., sorely need a
new monastery. Will you help them
build by giving $1- Address your con-
tribution to: Carmelite Monastery,
Iron Mountain, Michigan 49801. Tha
listers will mall a receipt to you and
you will have their grateful prayers.
TO ALLOW OUR EMPLOYEES to cele-
brade Thanksgiving we will be closed
all day Thura. Open for business ai
usual on Frl. at 4 a.m. Wo hope you
ell have a good day. RUTH'S RES-
TAURANT, 124 E. 3rd St.
FOR MOM FOR CHRISTMAS! A Moth-
er1! Ring, with stone for each mem-
ber of the family. Price starts at »2S.
See then today at RAINBOW JEWEL-
RY, 116 W. 4th St.
TRUSSES-ABDOMINAL BELTS
SACROILIAC SUPPORTS
GOLTZ PHARMACY
274 E. 3rd Tel. 2517
Auto Service, Repairing 10
FREE!
5 Quart
OIL CHANGE
Champlin - De Luxe
Motor Oil
with
EVERY GREASE JOB
$1.50
Offer expires
Saturday, Nov. 27
"Charge It"
TEMPO
Miracle Mall
Hours 9-9 Mon. thru Sat
Sunday 1-6
Plumbing, Roofing 21
KEN-WAY electric SEWER CLEANING
THE PLUMBING BARN
M Ii High Forest (rear) Tal. *t»
ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER
For clogged sewers end drains
Tal. »509 or H3l 1 year ouaranlee.
CALL SYL KUK OWSKI
Septic Tank & Cesspool
Cleaning Sen/ice
Special truck. Sanitary & Odorless
G. S. WOXLAND CO.
Rushford, Minn. Tel. K4-W4J
DISPOSE of ona of the messiest, most
Irksome household chores with an In-
Slnk-Erator gar-ege disposal. Have ona
Installed for Mom for Christmas and
enloy the convenience all year long.
FRANK O'LAUGHLIN
PLUMBING _ HEATING
M7 E. 3rd Tel. 3703
Help Wanted—PemaU 26
LADY WANTED to Iron In my home In
Goodview, 1 day a week. Tel , 5170
after 4.
EXPERIENCED BOOKKEEPER to work
ona week per month. Write E-13 Dally
News.
WAITRESS WANTED-must be .1. Will
train. Apply Stave's Cocktail Lounge.
PART-TIME WAITRESS and kitchen
help, uncle Carl's Oaks.
RELIABLE BABYSITTER-ln my home,
elderly lady preferred, 4:30-3:00, no
housekeeping, Tel. 2310 alter S.
WAITRESS WORK-I p.m. to 10 p.m.
weekdays, experience preferred. Apply
Von Rohr Drug Store.
Women - Part-Time
THE Fuller Brush Co. has openings for
two ladles to represent Puller cos-
metics and cleaning products in the
Winona area. 15 hours week, flexible
schedule, 12,20 per hour. For Interview
write Jerry Johnson, Rt. 3, Rochester,
Minn.
WANTED
HOLIDAY RETAIL WORKERS
SALES CLERKS
(FULL OR PART-TIME)
CASHIERS
f^VRAPPERS
Many additional people will
be needed by Winona's Re-
tail Stores.
Do you want to earn extra
money during the Holiday
Season?. , . . . ,
Full time 'or part Um. Jobs
available. '
This is a good chancellor '
housewives to earn soma"
wrq cash.
Wle 'your application no*
with
Minnesota State
Employment Service
163 Walnut Street
Winona, Minnmta
Help Wanted—MaU 27
MARR|ED MAN with flood farm txper-
'•_"- no tWIHIftfl. fop wages. Har-
J"« T. Johnson, Harmony, Minn.
M**RIED MAM wanted L to worh onfarm, must hay* experience, modern
noma furnish*. Inquire Arnold or «t»n-
'•V Ffencti, Oalasvllle, Wis. Til. MIW.
WE SOLD IT NEW
WE
KNOW IT'S PERFECT
1065 CADILLAC 4 IJoor Sedan De Ville. Exterior
a beautiful Ivory. Interk ., Leather and Green
Danube cloth. Coritouf-iT seats with center arm
rests Front and Rear. This CADILLAC is Air Con-
ditioner! PLUS most all of Cadillac 's luxury op-
tions. Mechanica lly excellent.
An Exceptional Value
SEE
IT TODAY
V E N A B L E S
75 W. 2nd ' Trl. 8-2711
Halp Wanted—MaU 27
M£'LV^u
TE__,0r. ,,rv,c* «'««*>' BOOdopportunity toy right party. Horn* oilCo., corner 2nd _ WasHlrwW
MARRIED MAM wanted tor general
tflE ___ •» nillMno. modern houai.Herb Wlebke, Proapar, Minn.
Port Time
Y?,UIi0 "*? *'* «*¦
¦
«•» wn 11,80.« » per hour. Writ* Warrtn D. Lee,
311 Losey Blvd. So., Lt Croaaa. Wis!
LOCAL MFG. FIRM
has opening for
Production Supervisor,
C a p a b l e  of supervising
plant personnel and sched-
uling production. Machine
shop experience necessary.
Write Qualifications to
E-M Daily News
Replies Confidential
Situations Wanted—rem. 29
FORMER PRIMARY faaeher deslrai
ateady or occaalonal daytlma babyelt-
ting In my homt. References. Mre.
Ronald Ekkf. Ta). a_j i.
EXPERIENCED older atenogrepher de-
alrea pMltlotl full or part tlma. TW.
7034.
Business Opportunities 37
COUNTRYSIDE INN on Hwy. U for aala,
excellent buslneai, good location. Tal.
al after * p.m. or write Box 7, Mabel,Minn.
The Gordon Agency
Realtors
¦ m^m—mmmmmm -jm m^mmmmmm
Two well located and estab-
lished businesses.
1. Winona Short Order
Restaurant
2. Winona Service Station
and Dwelling
Both of these businesses are
realistically priced and the
owners will help you fi-
nance.
Responsible and interested
persons should come into
our office for full particu-
lars.
VSggJr' Exchange Bldg.
Winona
Investments 39
FARM CONTRACT tor aala. Excellent
aecurlfy. Write P.O. Sox a, Harmony.
Minn.
Money te Loan 40
LOANS ™£%t
PLAIN HOTB-AUTO-FURNITURH
170 E. 3rd. Tel. 2915.
Hrc. » a.m. to 5 p.m.. Sat. 9 a.m. fo noon
Dogs, Pets, Supplies 42
GERMAN SHORTHAIRED POlntera, AKC
registered. 8 weak* eld, excellent hunt-
ing dog*. Intelligent and good dlapoiV
tion. Will train. LaRoy Woychik, Ar-
cadia, Wis.
KITTENS FREE for good home, B weeki
old, fiouta cart. Tel Rollingstona t>9-
2505.
TROPICAL FISH, accessories, eupplteai
frozen brine ahrlmp. Lofqulst Store,
Miracle Mall.
GOOD CATTLE and watch dog. Fred
Kranii St. Charlea, Minn.
Horses, Cattle, Stock 43
HOLSTEIN SPRINGING heifers, due and
of Jan. Donald Wolfe, Fountain City,
Wis. Tel. 8067-3604.
FEEDER PIGS—75, 7 wetkt old. Charles
R. Young, Canton, Minn.
COMING 3-year-old sorrel part Ameri-
can saddle horse, gentle and broke,
Tel. Witoka 2333.
HOLSTEIN HEIFERS dua to freehen
aoon, alao purebred Duroc boars. Clif-
ford Hoff, Lanesboro, Minn., (Pilot
Mound). Tel 67W1J5.
ARMIDEXAN-100
100 cc vial . . . .  $9.98
TED MAIER DRUGS
Animal Health Center
Downtown _ Miracle Mall
Poultry, Eggs, Supplies 44
BUY ARBOR ACRE QUEENS, excellent
lor agg alte, Interior quality and pro-
duction. 20 weeks pullets available all
year around. For quality ask for Arbor
Acre Quean pullets. Winona Chick
Hatchery, 56 E. 2nd, Winona. Tel. 5614.
DEKALB 20-week pullets grown by pro-
fessional, In new environment eon
trolled buildings, that ara wlndowloaa
for Unfit control. Available year around .
SPELT2 CHICK HATCHERY, Rolling-
atone. AAlnn. Tel. MW-2111.
Wanted—Livestock 46
LEWISTON LIVESTOCK MARKET
A real good auction market for your
livestock. Dairy cattle on hand all
weak, hogi bought avery day. Trucka
available. Sala Thura. Tal, 2407.
Farm Implements 48
MASSEY HARRIS self-propelled corn
picker, In good ehape, angina Ilka new,
will pl«k up corn no other ordinarily
will. Horlman Brot., Arcadia, Wis. «
TRANSFER SYSTEMS
Permanent er Portable.
Ed'a Relrlgaratlon a Dairy Suppllaa
555 E. 4th Tel. JSP
~~
. SMALL ENGINE
SERVICE J. REPAIR
F*if — Economical
ROBB BROS. STORE
57* E. 4th Tel. 4007
25 Sulfa Estrep
Scour Boluses
With Fro* Balling Oun
TEQ MAIErl DRUGS
Animal Health Canter
.* ,.: D f^ltewv* Miracle Mall
C6RN GRI?S
ON HAND FOR
IMMEDIATE DEUVfeRY
1_750 bu. size
1—10GB bu. size
THESE ARE SIOUX
CRIBS
F. A. KRAUSE CO.
TEL. 0155
Pertlllier, Sod 49
OOOO BLACK DIRT, all top Mill also
fill dirt, sand, gravel, crushed rock.
Trenching, excavating, and back till-
ing, DONALD VALENTINE, Minneso-
ta City. Tal. Rollingstona MW-2JW.
Hay, Grain, Peed 80
OATS—W0 bu. for aala. Tarry Corcoran,
Rt. I, Dakota, Minn,
GOOD CORN-MOO bat., right from pick-
er. Donald Lawituao, Lanesboro, Minn.
TBI. 447-2143.
1,200 BALES HAY-300 Alfalfa, 700 mix:-
ed. 1,000 with no rain. Tal. Fountain
City 4B7-4157.
GOOD QUALITY CORN tor sala trow
the picker. Donald Fort, Monef Creak.
Tal. Rushford 864-9410.
Articles for Sale 57
TWIN SIZE mattress, lumber, corn Snell-
en chicken feeders, tools, misc. arti-
cles. Tel. 5005.
GET A ZENITH color TV sal for
Christmas, Wa have them I See them
In our showroom. FRANK LlLLA _
SONS, 741 E. Ith. Open evenings.
USED REFRIGERATORS, electric clothes
dryers and ranges, B_B Electric, 155
E, 3rd.
SMALL SIZE daiks, 2) used chain tea
wagon; drop leaf table. 402 E. 4th eve-
nings,
SNOW PLOW 42" Wheelhorse tractor, I
h.p. engine, automatic transmission.
Demonstrator tractor. Westgate Car-
dans. Tal. 7114.
KWIK-KUT food choppers, all stainless
¦teal, tooth edge and plain edge.
Oadrgt Walsh, 911 E. 10th, Winona,
Minn.
Makes "CENTS" doesn't It? Whenever
you buy anything you try to get the
best deal you can. It also makes sense
to get the best possible financing. You
can be sure vou have the best deal
possible If your loan Is in the Install-
ment Loan Department at the MER-
CHANTS NATIONAL BANK of Winona,
and no one but you and the loan offi-
cer knows of your transaction. Come In
today, you will be glad you did.
FROM w/ill-to-wall, no soil at all, on
carpets cleaned with Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer, si. H. Choate &
Co.
GET READY FOR Thanksgiving dinner
with basters, lacing pins, meat ther-
mometers, roasters from , . .
BAMBENEK'S, 9th _ Mankato.
BURN MOBIL FUEL OIL and enjoy tha
comfort of automatic personal care.
Keep full service — complete burner
care. Budget plan and guaranteed price.
Order today from JOSWICK'S FUEL (.
OIL CO., 901 E. 8th. Tel. 33B9.
ICE SKAT E EXCHANGE
Kolter Bicycle Shop
400 Mankato Ave. Tel. SU3
2 SNOW PLOW SPECIALS
Goodall 6 h.p. - $389 unt for 1225
Jacobsen 3 h.p.—S219 unit for J175
While They Last I
AUTO ELECTRIC SERVICE
2nd - Johnson Tel. 5455
PLUMBING & FIXTURES TO SUIT
ALL BUDGETS
SANITARY
PLUMBING & HEATINO
1« E. 3rd St. Tel. 2737
IT'S NEWI IT'S MAGIC I A dark plastic
TV set becomes a beautiful modern
blond wood with Old Masters Liquid
Wood.
PAINT DEPOT
U7 Center St.
DAILY NEWS
MAIL
SUBSCRIPTIONS
May Be Paid At
TED MAIER DRUGS
Clearance Sale
•it Deer Slugs
it Ammunition
¦ir Guns
ir Traps
NEUMANN'S
Bargain Store
Building Materials 61
DISCONTINUED NUWOOD accoustlcal
tile, W2C sq. ft.; 14x14" Nu wood tile,
10c sq. ft.; Insullle 12x24", 10c sq. ft.;
. 9x9" J.M. vinyl asbestos tile, 8c each.
Kendell-O'Brlen Lumber Co., 115 Frank-
lin St., Winona, Minn.
Furn., Rugs, Linoleum 64
DINETTE SUITES - 9-pc, Including
wood-grain hcal-reslstant top table. 36x
48", extends to 72" , and I matching
chairs. Now only $99.95 . BORZYSKOW-
SKI FURNITURE, J02 Mankato Ave.
Open , evenings.
Good Things to Eaf 65
GOOD COOKING and eating apples 11.95
per bu. up; Russet potatoes 10 lbs.,
39C, WINONA POTATO MKT , 11B Mkt .
APPLES — Mcintosh. Cortland, Green-
ings, Prolrlo Spy. Haralsons. F- . A.
Krause Co., Breezy Acres, Hwys. 14
& 61.
Buy Food Wholesale
Capitol Food Provision Co., »30
6th St., Gdvw. Tel. 7356.
Have You
Registered
/j for the TV sets
To be given away at
MCDONALD'S?
APPLES ,
For your Thanksgiving
enjoyment in salads,
desserts, and for a
crisp, tasty snack while
watching TV or out
hunting.
From our refrigerated
storage.
JAY SPITTLER'S
Echo Lodge Orchards
. 3 miles E, of Marshland
and Vi mile off Hwy. 35
Quns, Sporting Goods 66
AT HUNTLINE Oun Shop 1her«v.tfv»llll
tlma tb have a scope or peep light
put on vour dear rifle or atiolaun. Mod-
al tt Winchester, Ilka naw, eiOOi 3<MM
Snorter, with peep sight, 145; model 70
Winchester, 3M4. with Lyman ax
aeopa, niw »M0. 3 miles N, of Holmen,
Whu on courtly Trunk "V". Tal. ««-
3414, 
Musical Morchandls* 70
We Service and Stock
Needles for all
REC ORD PLAYERS
Hardt's Music Store
Musical Merchandise 70
SILVER AND BLACK elteirle tturttr, II
In 1 carrying ease, and amplifier. Vol-
ume controls, pick and 45 RPM How to
Play record, brand, naw, never usM,
but will kail reasonable. Wonderful
Christmas gift, Oana BaKer. Cochrane,
Wla. Tal. at-UM.
Radios, Television 71
USED 13" Erheraon Portable TV, good
condition, reasonable, call 9307, t a.m.
to 5:30 p.tn, ,
TRANSISTOR RADIOS
Wa have 40 different modal* an hand
at our atora. Wa eervtce all wa sill.
Com* In or call WINONA FIRE -
POWER COo 54 B. Jnd. Tal. SOU.
The Greatest in
SOUND & VIEWING
ZENITH
Radios & Television
Winona Electric
Construction Co.
119 W. 3rd Tel. 5803
Sewing Machines 73
USED SINGER console, very clean, for-
ward and reverie stitch, In blond cab-
inet. WINONA SEWING CO., 551 Huff,
Tal. 7348.
FORCED AIR of! furnace, pipes, controls
and tank - Included. Very good condi-
tion. Everett Johnson, Kellogg, call
after 4 p.m.
Specials at the Stores 74
CERAMIC TILE, floor and wall Instal-
lation also. Kendell-O'Brlen Lumber
Co., 115 Franklin St., Winona, Minn.
Stoves, Furnaces, Parts 75
SIEGLER HEATERS, Oil or gas. Install-
ed, sold serviced; Aladdin Blue Flame
portable, heaters; also oil burner Darts,
RANGE OIL BURNER CO., 907 E. 5lh
St. Tel. 7479, Adolph Michalowskl.
EFFICIENT SPACE HEATER-blower,
tank, pipe. Heats 3 or 5 large rooms
comfortably. Complete *35. Tel. 7125
after 5:30. .
typewriters 77
TYPEWRITERS and adding machines
for sale or rent. Reasonable rates,
free delivery. See us for ell your of-
fice supplies, desks, files or office
chairs. Lund Typewriter Co. T*l. 5522.
FINALLY A TYPEWRITER that has
everything. Olivetti • Underwood has
gone all out to give you a truly easy to
operate machine. The ALL NEW Char-
acter Sensory with Memory makes typ-
ing fast, effortless, error-free. The
bugs have been taken out of electric
typing. Ask for a demonstration at
WINONA TYPEWRITER SERVICE.
161 E. 3rd St.
Vacuum Cleaners 78
ELECTROLUX SALES _ parts. Clarence
Russell, 1S70 W. King.
Washing, Ironing Mach. 79
RCA WHIRLPOOL
Washers and Dryers
Sales and Service
FEITEN IMPL CO.
113 Washington Tel. 4832
Wanted to Buy 81
GOLF CLUBS—In good condition. Tel.
6380.
MODERN HUNTING guns, old guns, re-
volvers, rifles, shotguns, relics, old
coins. Cash paid. Write P.O. Box 754.
Wlnons, Minn.
BASSWOOO and walnut wanted, green or
air dried 4/4 sawn, mill run, RW-ftL
truck and carload quantities on a con-
tinuing basis. Write Nielsen Mlllwork
_ Mfg. Co., Mendota, Minn.
WM. MILLER SCRAP IRON & METAL
CO. pays highest prices for scrap
Iron, metals, and raw fur.
222 W. 3nd Tal. SOW
Closed Saturday*
SEE Us For Best Prices
Scrap Iron, Metal, Wool, Raw Pure
M _ W IRON & METAL CO.
201 W. 2nd SI. Tel. 3004
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
for scrap Iron, matafs, rags, hides,
raw furs and wool I
Sam Weisman & Sons
INCORPORATED
450 W. 3rd Tel. 5847
Rooms Without Meals 86
ROOMS FOR MEN, with or without
housekeeping privileges, No day sleep-
ers. Tel. 4659.
ROOMS FOR RENT-II* Washington St.
Tel. 3(137.
Apartments, Flat* 90
IN ALTURA — 2-bedroom modern apt .
Immediate possession. Tel. Altura «353.
W. H. Batzel.
FIRST FLOOR APT., 3 rooms and bath,
hoi end cold waler furnished. Tel
Fountain. City 687-3502.
THREE-ROOM upstairs apt,, private en-
trance, parity furnished. Adults. Avail-
able Dec. t, 40l',i Olmstead SI.
MODERN 3-room apt, with electric
stove and refrigerator. Inquire 1212 W.
7lh alter S p.m.
Business Places for Rent 92
LAW OFFICES occupied es such line*
1890 are now available In Ihe Morgan
Building at modest rental. Saa Steve
Morgan at Morgan's Jewelry.
Houses for Rent 95
EIGHT-ROOM house on larm, wilh full
balh. Located I miles east of Cochrane
In Schaapps Valley. C.F.C. School bus
goes past door. Tal. Waumandea f>!6-
3434.
THREE-8EOROOM home, modern «».
cent heat, available Dae. 1, Clarence
Scherbrlng, Minnesota City, Minn.,
(Middle Valley). \
Wanted to Rent 96
MARRIED COUPLE, wllhout children,
wanl lo renl apt, tor next 20 montlis.
Tel 9731.
Farms, Land for Sale 68
200 ACRES, 150 tillable, new 4-badroom
home, real good outbuildings, I4U,000.
10 miles S.W. ol Rushford. Kvale 's
Real palate, Spring Valley, TH. 344-
2011, on"-Arnold Nelson, Spring Valley,
Tel. 344-77/9 .
(•ARMS FARMS FARMS
We buy, w* sell, w* trade.
MIDWEST REALTY CO.
Oiseo, Wis.
Res. 693-3157
Tal Of lice St7-165t
Houses for Sale 99
FIFTH E.-2-bedreom house, large lot.
priced to sal), renl terme. C. IHANK,
m B. Jrd. 
TWO STUCCO HOUSBS-l J bedroom, I
3-of 4-bedroom. Oarages. Wait 'ocalion.
Carpeting, will finance. Tal. *0tt.
C6NTKAL LOCATION - * bMroom
home, on good alia lot. owners nnw
reaclve an) monlhly room rental, he
aides their own living quartan. The
price Is right and can be bonnet
with a '0* down payment, Gelt
City Agency, inc. Tal. 4»12.
Houses for Sale 99
STOCKTON, MINN.—l-tpt. building and
vacant let. Mult b* sold. Address in-
oulrla* te th* Merchant* National Bank,
Trust D*pt, Winona. Tal. itir. 
PW. NEW LISTINO With a dining room.
It yOw have been looking lor a horn*
with • dining room, her* is your op-
portunity, i bedrooms, large carpeted
living room. Lxatad • short distance
from Winona. Will handle on FHA or
O.I. terme, Reduced price If texen at
once. ABTS AGENCY, INC., 159 Wal-
nut St. Tel. S-434S.
IMMEDIATE occupancy! 141 W. 5th. 4
er 5 bedrooms, IV* bathe, full base-
ment, all heat, 5-car garag*. Will ar-
range long term loan with payments
Ilk* rant.
Frank West Agency
175 Lefayeffe
Tal. 5240 or 4400 attar hours.
Attractive
3-SEOfcOOM rambler, attached garag*
and breeiaway, handy spacious kltchin.
tiled bath, oak floors, drapes, landscap-
ed yard, TV signal. FHA approved.
555 47th Av*. Tel. 1-3007. By appoint-
ment.
The Gordon Agency
Realtors
MUST BE SOLD!!
Spend Christmas In this
beautiful 4 bedroom lVz bath
home in west location. Spa-
cious living room and bed*
rooms completely carpeted.
Family room, oversized
yard. Lake area. $1200 down
and $117.10 monthly. See it
now!
2 BLOCKS TO SCHOOL
With only $400 down you
can own your own home
with new siding, new double
garage, new kitchen, new
gas furnace and water heat-
er. Living room, separate
dining room, 3 bedrooms.
East location. Call to see
this excellent buy how!
WE HAVE THE? LOTS . . .
LET US BUILD YOU
A HOUSE
The price is right on these
beautiful building lots in
Goodview. Sewer and water
in and all assessments paid.
Stop in the office and look
over plans for any type of
home you want.
AFTER HOURS
' • • •
Pat Heise . . . 5709
Gordon Weishorn . . . 4884
N^Hy 102-103 .NSB?' Exchange Bldg.
'Vinona
Do You Want It
So ld- .
Or .Just Listed??
We don't just list or tie up
your property for a long
time nor throw it in the
hopper with many others.
When you list with us our
entire staff gives your pro-
perty personal attention. To
us "SOLD" is a very neces-
sary part of our business.
Phone us -and see.
i BOB
w $ttm>
T ReALTOR
I20 CINTER-TEL.2_49
_______t^ _ m___mm_________j
Wanted—Raat Estar* 102
CALL US
FOR
FREE APPRAISAL
& CONSULTATIONS
on the sale
of your home.
We will either list it for sale
or purchase it outright.
RESIDENCE PHONES
E. J. Ilartcrf. . . . 397.1
Mary Lauer . . . 4523
Bill Zicbcll . . . 4854
fiOl Main St. Tel. 2840
Wantwl—Real I»t«U 102
HAVE BUYER with moneyl N(*d farm,
dairy and beat. Stettler Realty. Rt. 1,
Rochester. T«l. 5M-40M.
WILL PAY HIGHEST CASH PRICES
FOR YOUR CITY PROPBRTY
"HANK" JEZEWSKI
(Winona's Only Rial Eitata Buyar)
Tal. 63B8 er TOM P.O. Box MS
Acceuorles, Tim, Parti 104
TRXCTOR TIRES
UOx-a - Nylon - IIS.M
MO-lt - Nylon - tll.M
plus tax
FIRESTONE ST0RI
200 W. 3rd
COMPLETE
MOTOR TUNE UP
• Check Compression
• Check Plugs
• Check Points
• Check Generating System
• Check Radiator
8 cylinder cars $0.95
8 Cylinder Cars $7.95
Parta Extra
[WARDSI
AUTO SERVICE CENTER
MIRACLE MALL
Nelson Tire's
Bargain Center
GRr-AT BUYS ON:
TJT Passenger Tires
•fr Truck Tires
•f t Tractor Tires
SHOP NOW AT
W. 5th & RR. Tracks
Old "Wagon Works" Bldg.
Motorcycles, Bicycles 107
Fast Winter Motorcycle Service
ROBB BROS.
Motorcycle Shop, 573 E. 4th.
Trucks, Tract's Trailers 108
STUDEBAKER—!«? V.-ton pickup; alio
baled hay for sala. Til. Witoka K-2039.
FORD, 1950 ».4-ton, a-spaa. pickup; 1951
Chevrolet Vi-tcn pickup; 1953 Chevro-
let: 1954 Oldsmoblle. WILSON STORE.
Tel. 80-3347.
1961 FALCON
RANCHERO PICKUP
19,000 actual mileage.
VALLEY DISTRIBUTING
107 MAIN ST.
1955 INTERNATIONAL _
2 ton, 4 speed transmission
with 2 speed axle, 8.25x20 10
ply tires, runs and looks
good. A steal at $645.
WALZ
BUICK - OLDSMOBILE
Open Mon. & Frl. night
HERE'S
A WORKHORSE
1956 GMC
2-Ton TRUCK
167-Inch w.b., automatic
transmission. Will make
ideal Dump. 'Slnd & Gravel
truck . FIRST CLASS RUN-
NING CONDITION
Only $898
V__T__* irfnli
121 Huff Tel. 2396 or 9210
OPEN EVERY
WEEK NIGHT
TIL 9:00
Used Car* 109
PLYMOUTH—I95J, good condition. Tal.
• 3361 after 5 r> <n
Telephone Your Want Ads
to The Winona Daily Neiva
Dial 3321 for an Ad Taker.
Monday, rVTimmna* ti. 1
Uud Cart 109
VOLKSWAGEN - \H1 Karmann Ghla,
radio, gas heater, good tires, 53,000
mile*. 11395. 113 Main, Tal. 7040.
TEMPEST—1943 Sports Coupe, dark red,
clean body, floor ahltt . Tel. S-1109 eva-
nlngt.
PLYfAOWTM-1957 Moor hardtop, power
Steering. Call after 5 pm. et 5)1 E.
ath.
OL05MOBILE-1955 4-door ledan. Ro-
man Kulak, Fountain City, Wis., CI
mile S. of Dodge).
PONTIAC—1953, new battery end brskes ,
very clesn. See at 137 E. Ith. Tel.m.
HUDSON 1954, running gear and uphol-
stery In excellent condition. l«J. Tel.
?!«!.
FORD—1*47 Station Wagon, V I ,  euto-
mitlc, all white, In good condition,
good tires. 1275. Tal. 9343 or Sit W.
Lak*.
'63 OLDSMOBILE Dynamic
86 4-door sedan, power steer-
ing, power brakes, radio,
heater, white sidewall tires ,
tinted glass, bronze mist
with matching interior. Ab-
solutely immaculate. $1995.
WALZ
BUICK - OLDSMOBILE
Open Mon. k Fri. night
1959 FORT> Fairlane
4-door sedan, "V-8 , automa-
tic , radio , heater , excellent
whitewall tires , all tuned up,
winterized and ready to go.
Drive this one away for $450.
*
WiNON A UTO
KAMBLES / ~\ DODOt
ft SALES ft
Open Mon. & Fri. Eve.
3rd & Mankato Tel. fi-3649
1963 CHEVROLET
Bel Air 4 door, like brand
new, fully equipped, high
power, whitewall tires, low
mileage. Any reasonable of-
fer accepted . MUST SELL.
Tel. S-3884
1961 PLYMOUTH Valiant
6 cylinder, standard trans-
mission, radio , heater, NEW
set of tires including 2 extra
snow tires mounted on rims.
Jet black with matching in-
terior. $795.
W
INON A UTO
RAM&L-R/-\ DODGT"
ft SALES ft
Open Mon. & Fri. Eve.
3rd & Mankato Tel. 8-3649
ATTENTION
CHEVROLET
OWNERS
We Are Overstocked
With One-Owner
NEW CAR
TRADE-INS
If you have been considering
it's time for a change Come
In and inspect one of the
following cars immediately.
'64 Chevrolet Impala
2-door Hardtop. $2095
•63 CHEVROLET'S
3 to choose from
• BISCAYNE
• BEL AIR
• IMPALA
'61 CHEVROLET'S
2 to choose from
• Station Wagon
• 4-door Sedan
'60 CHEVROLET'S
2 Impala and Bel Air
4-door Sedans . . .
'50 CHEVROLET Wagon
'58 CHEVROLET'S
2 to choose from
• Impala 2-door hardtop
• Bel Air 4-door Sedan
ALL CARS ARE WIN-
TERIZED AND CARRY A
ONE YEAJl WARRANTY
NYSTROM
MOTORS
Largest Chrysler - Plymouth
Dealership in S.E. Minnesota
Open Mora. &¦ Fri. Nights
MB WtNOVA DATLT MEWS J_
Usad Cars 109
•62 OLDSMOBILE Super R8
4-door sedan, power steer-
ing, power brake*, radio,
heater , whitewall tires, teat
belts , air conditioning, beigo
with matching interior. Low
mileage. Drive this
today $1795
WALZ
BUICK - OLDSMOBILE
Open Mon . fc Fri. night
Demonstrators
Last Call
1965 Models
Galaxie 500 4-door , Honey
Gold , 250 h.p. V-8, Cruise-
omatic transmission, vinyl
interior , whitewalls , power
brakes, power steering, ra-
dio , many other extras.
$2595. 1 year factory backed
warranty .
Galaxie 500 LTD 4-door
Hardtop, 390 cu. in. engine ,
Cruiseomatic transmission,
whitewalls , power brakes,
power steering, radio, many
other extras. One year fac-
tory backed warranty . $2895.
Comet Convertible , yellow
with black top, V-R engine ,
Multi - drive transmission,
whitewalls , power brakes,
power steering, radio, other
extras. Priced to sell now.
$2495. 1 year factory backed
warranty.
Good stock of brand new
1966 model Fords - Comets •
FairlantFs - Mercurys now on
hand,
,^ We Adv«rtl«a Our Prlcw ,^
41 Years In Winona
Lincoln-Mercury-Falcon
Comet-Fairlane
Open Mon., Fri. Eve.
and Saturday afternoons
Mobila Homes, Trailers HI
RENT OR SALE-Trallen and camp,
erj. Leahy's, Buffalo city. Wis. Tal.
Cochran* 244-2532 or Ut-U7o.
HWY. tl Mobile Noma Salea, vast of
Shangri-La Motel, we have 12 ivldae
on hand, also new 1M« modal l wldat.
Tel. 1-3634.
MOBILE HOME for jala. (Mt Star,
10x55', furnljhed, 3 bedrooma, on a
fenced lot. Tel. S-24II.
SEE OUR flnt selection ot new and
used mobile homes, all altet. Bank
financing. 7-year plan. COULEE MO-
BILE HOME SALES, Hwy. 14-a! E„
Winona. Tel. 4274.
La Crosse Mobile Homes
New & Used
ROLLOHOME
VA mile S. of City limits on
Hwy 14.
Lyle Norskog . Hollia Norskog
Tel. La Crosse 4-8554
Auction Sales
CARL PAWN JR.
AUCTIONEER. Bonded and Licensed.
. Ruahlord.- Mtntt; •-->- Tel. W4-781U'
Household Goods Our Specialty
HI L H. DUELLMAN, Fountain City,
Wis. Tel. 8687-3631 or 84S7-J676.
ALVIN KOHNER
AUCTIONEER, City and atale licensed
and bonded. 232 LlbartV St. ICorntr
E. llh and Liberty! Tel 4990.
MINNESOTA
Land & Auction Sales
Everett J. Kohner
1J8 Walnut. Tel. 8-3710, after hours 7814
NOV 23—Tuej. 11 e.m. SVj miles N.W.
of Houston, « miles S.W. ot Money
Creek . Houser & Julsrud, ow ners;
Frlckson _ Kohner, auctioneers; Minn.
Lend fc Auction Serv., clerk ,
NOV. 74—Wed. 1:30 p.m. i miles S.W.
of Rollingstone, Minn. Harry Gensmer ,
ownir; Alvin Kohner, auctioneer/
Minn. Land & Auction Serv.. clerk.
NOV. 24—Frl. 9 a.m. Going Out of Busi-
ness Sale, Gamble Store, Lewiston,
Minn. Alvin Kohner, auctioneer; B. A.
Smilh A Sons, clerks.
NOV 27—Sal. 1 pm. Real Estate 8. Fur.
nlture, In tha VllUga of petenon,
Minn OIP N Oleness eslafe, owneri
Alvin Kohner , auctioneer; Bertram
Boyum, clerk.
MOV . 29—Mon. 12 noon, J miles N, ot
Mabel on Hwy, 43, Itien 7 miles F. ,
fhen J miles M„ 1 mil" W Alvin Vlne-
Mnd, owner, Erickson 8. Knudsen, auc-
tioneers; Thorp Safes COrf) , clerk.
NOV. 27— Mon. 1 p.m. P4 miles S. of
Enu Claire on Hwy. 93 to County
Trunk "5", then 1 mile W. on "S" to
Lowes Creek Roed, then S . >.i mile,
Ren Gardow, owner; Johnson 8, Mur-
rey, auctioneer; Galewfly Credit Inr.,
dork.
I Real Estate & Furniture ¦}
|AUC TION !
k To be Md in llifl Village of Peterson. Minnesot a , on ;
'I j
| Saturday . November 27 ;;
| StflHinfi at 1:00 o'clock P.M.
I ' REAL ESTATE TO BE SOLD: J
I fl-room modern home in Peterson , Minn. Kitchen, ':¦ '
1 dinlns room, living room, hath , and 1 hedroom down. '\
$ 3 bedrooms with closets and store room upstairs. New ;,
K gas furnace , full basement. This home is in good condi- Y
I tion very desirably located on n fiflxl50-foot lot. Posses- _ ;
1 slon as .soon as transaction i.s completed. Can be seen ij
1 by appointment only, Call Norman Olness , Peterson , '\
1 Minnesota. Also two lots , one 32xl0fl-foot , and one 37x100- Jj
| foot. Located adjacent to one another. \
| TERMS: 10% down on day of sale , balance ns soon H
1 as merchantable lltle is delivered nn real estate. Real j
V, estate must be sold to settle estate , and sale is subject ,£
U to appro-val of the court. Y
| THE FOLLOWING HOUSEHOLD ITEMS TO RE Y
% SOLD — Reed bahy bURgy ; Victrnla records , beds ; ;,
ii kitchen chairs; ilinin g room chairs; rockers ; lamps ; ii
R kitchen stools; combination gas and oil stove; mirrors , |
I 2 dressers ; buffet ; antique chest; 2 antique trunks; books , y
| choir; t ools ; oil heater; picture frames , some anti que; j'j
Ii chair; tool; oil heater; picture frames , somi' anti que ; ;i
P dishes, some antique.ti TEHMS: Cash on Household Items.
| OLE N, OLNESS KRTATR , OWNER
i| Normiin Olness , Administrator
|; Alvin Kohnci , Auctioneer lVrtrnm Royum , C|rrk
BUZ SAWYER By Roy Grant
*# ,, . ^— — .
DICK TRACY 
r " I By Chester Gp uid
I ' * 
¦ ' ' i ¦ i ' 
¦. ' . i ' . • —• " a— •
BLONDIE By Chic Young
', ' ' "i ... . . I I  i ' -i - ¦ i i I, i ' ' ' ,' iiif ' ' f f uTni ¦ ¦ f i ¦ ¦ ..HI i
THE FLINTSTONES «y Hanna-Barbera
STEVE -CANYON By Milton Canniff LI'L ABNER By Al Capp
TIGER By Bud Blake j^
_EH_ MMmMmM—k A^ ^*^^^^ _____W_m_ma_____ _^ \ > __&|fei_kl_.v?_ |^jfcS 1 fiA_*>_H_$ m£v__B"-—i? _Hf A ^m\_H9R_ ^ _^^HH_H&H_ _^__H__ _^ _^ _^Et flVVP^k^ s *lPilrm. 1 cfL— b^ifl^H. o^xmammammmTSmW *.t .^ BM H^Bl__H6_ Wm^^ ^^  ^ _ _^tffl_K_i_ _^aH_ _^B ^ T 7^_h ^_ _^HNeff _ _^_£___Bn4 f^ _ _^H
This week you will ha receiving your Christmas Club checks. You hav* been saving
your hard-earned money all year; and tc* help you save a lot more on fine Quality
furniture for your home, Pat and Tim have some, really big • Christmas Club SPECIALS
this week!
JTf.M Kroehler High Back Swivel Rocker In beige ££A M| Mlt.OO 3-Pc. Kroehler Sectional in brown nylon ff _r?A AA
or green nylon <riexe w.t. ^Hrta JU frieze. Zippered foam cushions w.t. f^c<MaUU
—a——mm
STil5 P_iin_ hJThSff itfr™_.i_?iS £___ . *»M Wa,nut Armed Rock«r '" "Won or naugahyoVT^url^^  ^ AialSt $239.95 «r,;wcTr*b'^  ^ $39.00
$_19.»5 "^ape Cod" Early American Sofa - 
1- C17Q Aft $199.95 Kroehler Sofa Bed. Change that extra
cushion etyle tn dark brown nylon frieie. .. w.t. «P*_ a/eWW room intt) m bedroom In eeconds for the holiday C"4 j n  QF
, —-— ¦ visitors w.t. *^lve*ID
$99.9$ Early American Swivel Rocker tn burnt gold _______________ __________________________________
or orange nylon tweed, 35" high with wing and kick ffTQ AA
pleats. w.t. 3>f «MHI $249.00 Extra Long Sofa. 91" with J cushions In
- heavy nylon Scotchgarded material, has match- CI TO QC
Ing arm capt, comes In brown or beige, . . .  w.t. 4HI»I«*/J
$64.SO Italian Provincial Host Ch-ir — Foam punch-
ed back and padded seat In gold or blue matelaese CAA AA ' ¦
cover. Fruitwood arms and legs w.t. J'lleUU . _ _ _ . . . . _ .  .. . . . . __ _ $259.9$ Ttaditlonal Sofa viJth square tufted back. CI QQ QCBig shepard casters, charcoal brown cover, w.t. ^**J»"a»J*p
$129.95 Kroehler Jack Knife Louaige - With rovers- 
ible foam cuihion in brown fabric. Good looking CQQ QC —————————————————————————————
.of. by day - sleep, two at night w.t. ?9?e93 %WM B,g 4r Rounrf D 1MM# T-b|f ,_ _ ^ u%,
1 * tured walnut finish on black and chroma pedestal
..,- », . „ _ ., - A . with 4 big full back pedestal bate swivel chairs CI AQ QC$119.95 3-Pc. Table Group in naw textured Formica |n black. . w.t. *XHr!fe«f3oil walnut topa. Two 26" »q commodes and 5-ft. ff AC AA
long cocktail table w.t. 3>«7JeUU 
$44.50 37" Wide Bookcase In walnut with sliding MA PA
$139.9$ 7-Pc| Broma DineMe Set — 6 extra tall glass doora, 40" high w.t. j^liJU
thin high back chain in floral print Naugahyde
fabric. 42" round table opent fo 60". New tax- C4J4JQ AA . . ¦ tured walnut pteitic top. w.t l^awiUU
$219 00 Italian Provincial Sofa In light brown nylon
""""~ matelai.io with arm cape, loam punched back and ffas CQ AA
3-Pc. Walnut Bedroom Set - 4«" double dr.e.er sippered foam cushions. w.t. A^lKJaUU
with tilting mirror , 30" 4-drawer cheat and panel C4 4 0 AA
bad v.t. jllOeUU *"""
$119.9$ Bassett 3-Pc. Bedroom Set In gunstock
¦ I walnut finish with Formica tops. Double dresser, ff4J _tA Cfl
$9.95 STRUCTO TRUCK 
mirror, cheat and bookcase bed w.t. ?la"».3U
(24" Miniature Kroehler Moving Van) ™ "
Free-With Any Kroehler Signature Chair $199 95 7-R. Sofa by Kroehler - Part of their
' fancy free collection — in dark black , brown C17Q ||||
nylon cover, has 74" of 10ft seating space. ..  w.t. ^>J.f 
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Open Wednesday and Friday Evenings 'til 9
Better T) J J T) TT I?J Q Furniture
Buys ai ±J U XVXlJCV O Mart
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING BEHIND OUR STORE — OPEN 8 A.M. TO 6 P.M. DAIIY
Frlondly low Terms AT EAST THIRD AND FRANKLIN Since 1893
BLANKET SALE :3:
GENUINE 100% WOOL «% *»<», *% Nyioo im__ *%f%
M ^mummM TYvmi-m-m MOHAWK INDIAN J *-*
F i 1J ill II 11 Ml] wJJ Ll BLANKETS - $R3? _____¦
'"¦¦¦ J^l^ lg"
111
"^ "" Nationally Famous p| AMI/FTC
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N DLAIHRET5
BLANKETS _% 588 ^ _^^_^^ ^
OPEN MONDAYS AND FRIDAYS TIL 9:00 P.M.
BEETLE BAILEY By Mort Walkar
